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FOREWORD
I congratulate most heartily Swami Madhavananda on his English translation of the Vedanta
Paribhasa. I also appreciate the annotations
that he has given. The Vedanta Paribhasa is an
epistemologicial work on Samkara Vedanta as
interpreted in the Vivarana school. The episte¬
mological implications of the Panca-padika of
Padmapada as interpreted in the Vivarana, had
alreday been collected and worked out by Ramadvaya in his Vedanta Kaumudi. The work has
not yet been published. When we compare the
contents of the Vedanta Kaumudi with those of
the Vedanta Paribhasa of Dharmarajadhvarxndra,
the indebtedness of the latter appears to be so
colossal that its claim to originality vanishes.
There are also here and there traces of confusion
which his son vainly tried to justify or to explain
away in his commentary on the Vedanta Pari¬
bhasa. On the whole, this epistemological com¬
pendium on account of its brevity and lucidity
of exposition has commended itself to the readers
of Samkara Vedanta. It is also interesting to
notice that in accordance with the scheme of
epistemology formulated in the Vivarana, the
perceptual
situation is taken in a realistic
manner. Parts of it, however, are not fully
developed, and important questions which could
be raised regarding it have not been anticipated.
This may be regarded as a hypercriticism but it
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cannot be denied that there is much scope for
elaborating the views of the Vivarana school on
epistemological matters.
This English translation of the Vedanta Paribhasa
will introduce the epistemology of the Samkara
Vedanta to such readers as are not adepts in philo¬
sophical Sanskrit. The public owe a deep debt of
gratitude for this work to Swam! Madhavananda. It
is also very gratifying to see that the Ramakrsna
Mission that has become so famous in the country
for social service has also turned its attention towards
intellectual service in such a significant work as the
present one and many other translations that the
learned author has done.
S. N. DASGUPTA
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INTRODUCTION
The Vedanta-Paribhasa by Dharmaraja Adhvarindra is a very important manual of the Vedanta
philosophy, and is the most widely read book
on the subject next to Sadananda Yogradra’s
Vedanta-Sara. The author, who seems to have
flourished in the seventeenth century, was a re¬
puted scholar of Southern India, as we know
from the introductory verses to the Paribhasa, as
also from similar verses by his son and com¬
mentator. And we have ample evidence from the
body of the book that, of the two main branches
of the
Sankara
school of Advaita Vedanta,
founded by Padmapadacarya and Acarya Vacaspati Miira respectively, our author belonged to
the former. In his discussions he has adopted
the method and phraseology of Navya-Nyaya, intro¬
duced by GangeSa Upadhyaya in the fourteenth
century.
The first six chapters of the Paribhasa are
devoted to establishing the means of valid knowl¬
edge from the Vedantic standpoint, and as such
often contain refutations of other systems of
philosophy,
particularly
Nyaya-Vaiiesika.
Being
to some extent of a polemical character, these
chapters are rather abstruse for the beginner.
But once he has ascended these rugged steps, he
is ushered into the realm of Vedanta proper in
the last two chapters of the book, where he will
find a delightful compendium of the essential
doctrines of the philosophy, embodying its subjectmatter and aim.

As regards the means of knowledge there is
great divergence among the different systems of
philosophy.
For instance, the Carvakas, who
are oat and out materialists, believe only in
perception; the Buddhists and die Vaiisikas in
perception and inference; the Sankhya and Yoga
schools in perception, inference and verbal testi¬
mony (iabda); the Naiyayikas add to these
comparison as well; the Prabhakara school of
Mlmaihsakas
include
presumption;
while
the
Vedantists, along with the Bhatta school of
Mlmaihsakas believe in six means of knowledge,
viz.,
perception,
inference,
comparison,
verbal
testimony,
presumption
and
non-apprehension.
As against the Naiyayikas, the Vedantins argue
that presumption cannot be classed under infer¬
ence, for it is based on negative invariable
concomitance
(vyatireka-vyapti),
which
Vedanta
does not admit; while non apprehension cannot
come under perception, for, according to the
logicians, it presupposes contact of the organ with the
object, but non-existence cannot come in contact with
the organ.
Again, with regard to the conception of knowl¬
edge, Nyaya holds that knowledge is a product
of the contact of the mind with the self, while
according to Vedanta it is eternal Pure Comsciousness
(caitanya);
only
it
is
manifested
through
mental
states
(vrtti). The
Vedantin s
theory of perception is in sharp contrast with the
Naiyayika’s.
Vedanta
holds
that
Pure
Con¬
sciousness has three forms—as associated with
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(that is, manifested as) the subject or knower
or Consciousness limited by the mind
as asso¬
ciated with the object, and as associated with
the mental state, and perception of any external
object (that is present and capable of being per¬
ceived) takes place when these three occupy the
same space, by the mental state issuing through
the organ and spreading over the object so as to
assume the same form—like the water of a tank
reaching a field through a channel and being
shaped like the field. The mental state serves to
remove the veil of nescience (avidya) from the
Consciousness associated with the object, which
is revealed by a reflection of the Consciousness
associated with the subject (that is, of the self,
which is of the nature of intelligence).
Some
Vedantists deny that the mind is an organ—which
is a postulate of Nyaya—and according to them,
the perception of internal objects like pleasure
and pain is done by the witness—by which is
meant that aspect of the self in which the mind,
instead of being a qualifying attribute (vi&esana),
is a limiting adjunct (upddhi)—directly, that is,
without the help of the mental state, as in the case
of external objects. On this point, however, our
author differs. The distinction between a quali¬
fying attribute and a limiting adjunct is this,
that the former affects (of course, speaking from
the phenomenal standpoint) the self, while the
latter only distinguishes it without affecting it in
any way.
In Nyaya a cognition like, “The hill has
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fire, because it has smoke,” is inferential, where¬
as in Vedanta it is a composite experience, being
perceptual in respect of die hill and inferential
in respect of the fire. In Nyaya the validity of
knowledge
arises
from
particular
favourable
conditions, and is ascertained through a separate
inference, while in Vedanta it arises spontane¬
ously
and
is
self-evident.
Unlike
Nyaya,
Vedanta holds that perceptual knowledge may
arise’ even
from
verbal
testimony,
as,
for
example, from a sentence like,
"This is that
Devadatta,”
or
“Thou
art
That.”
While,
according to Nyaya, a word primarily signifies
an individual possessed of a generic attribute, in
Vedanta it primarily signifies a generic attribute.
In Nyaya, only words have implication (laksana),
but in Vedanta sentences also have it. Nyaya
postulates eternal generic attributes (jati), and
inherence (samaoaya), which is a special kind of
intimate relation. Vedanta denies both, and substi¬
tutes transitory common features for the former,
and essential identity for the latter. In Nyaya
all error is taking one thing for another (anyathdkhydti) i in Vedanta, according to some, it is so
only when the thing for which something else is
mistaken is close enough to the latter to be in
contact with the organ, as when we see a crystal
beside a ruby as red; in other cases we have a
cognition of something which is logically inde¬
finable (dnirvacamya-khydti)—which is the general
view. In inference, Nyaya, like Vedanta, admits
an intermediate cause (vydpara), but it is con-
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sideration (pardmaria), or the knowledge that
the reason, or ground from which we infer,
is present in the thing in or about which some*
thing is inferred; but in Vedanta it is the latest
impression of the knowledge of invariable con¬
comitance between the reason and the thing in¬
ferred. In Nyaya the effect is something quite
different from die cause; in Vedanta they are
essentially the same, which accords with the Saiikhya
view also. The above list is by no means exhaustive.
The reader will come across other differences as he
goes through the book.
A glance at the table of contents will give
an idea of the nature and variety of the
topics discussed in the book. We refrain from
adverting to them here. It will be noticed that
the author has bestowed a good deal of attention
on the accuracy and comprehensiveness of the
definitions, inserting one qualifying epithet after
another into them for this purpose_to which not
a little of the stiffness of bodes of this kind is
due. He has faithfully presented in a nutshell
the traditional views
on important questions
relating to Vedanta, and it is seldom that he has
put forward any views of his own, as he has
once done while discussing the perception of
internal objects, and again under Implication
(ilaksana).
He
has
often
referred
to
great
authorities
like
Padmapada,
PrakaSatma-yati
and
Vacaspati
Mifra
in
his
book, and his
debt to these masters is indubitable.
As to
how far the contributions of our author are

original, or the question of his close indebtedness
to any antecedent author, for example, Ramadvaya, as Dr. Dasgupta asserts, can be decided
only when the works in question have been
published. We leave the issue open, and trust
that future research scholars will be in a position
to settle the matter conclusively. That he has
eminently succeeded in producing a handy volume
for the general reader, is a fact that will be evident
to all who study the book.
Of
all the systems of philosophy,
PurvaMunamsa and Vedanta follow the Vedas as
closely as possible, the latter relying on Sruti
confirmed by reason and realisation. But there
is this outstanding difference between the two
that, while Purva-Mlmamsa is a staunch believer
in the ceremonial portion of the Vedas (karmakanda), Vedanta lays the emphasis, and justly
so, on the philosophical portion (jnana-kanda),
consisting of the Upanisads.
Another point of
difference between the two systems is that Vedanta
believes in the Vedas having emanated from God,
while Mlmaihsa holds that they are eternal and
do not depend on any agent, either for emanation
or for creation.
Although
Vedanta
has
three
main
phases,
viz.. Dualism, Qualified Monism and Monism,
represented
by
Madhvacarya,
Ramanujacarya
and Sarikaracarya respectively, it is Monism or
Advaita that is the culmination of the philosophy.
Its theme, the essential identity of the individual
self and Brahman and the unreality of the
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universe, has been ably dealt with in the Paribhasa, and the steps to its realisation, viz., hear¬
ing, reflection and meditation, by the qualified
aspirant have been clearly shown. Incidentally,
the place of contemplation (updsana) and rites,
as preparing the ground for the higher form of
practice, has been indicated. No difficulty will
be experienced in harmonising these apparently
conflicting standpoints, if we remember that the
scriptures provide different ways of approach to
the highest Truth according to the temperament
and capacity of the aspirant. Since the one in¬
divisible Brahman appears, through the veil of
maya or the cosmic illusion, as the manifold universe,
the whole phantasm with its attendant evils will
disappear the moment a person realises his identity
with Brahman—an identity that has never been lost,
but only forgotten.
The popularity of the Vedanta-Paribhdsd is
testified by the number of commentaries written
on it and available in print, beginning with the
Vedanta-Mkhamani by the author s son, Ramakrsna Adhvarin, which again has got a gloss
named the Vedanta-maniprabha by Amaradasa.
Other published commentaries on the book are
the Arthadipikd by Sivadatta, the Veddnta-pari-

bhasd-prakaMka by Pedda Dlksita, the Akubodhiru
by
Pandita
Krsnanatha
Nyayapancanana,
the
Paribhdsd-prakdMkd
by
M. M.
Anantakrsna
Jivananda

Sastri,

as

Vidyasagara,

well
b.a.

as

one
All

by
these

Pandita
have
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been consulted with profit in preparing this
translation.
The only English rendering so far made of the
book was that by Principal Arthur Venis, m.a.,
of the Sanskrit College, Benares, which appeared,
with notes, serially in The Pandit in 1882-1885,
but never came out in book form. Accordingly
the present book is, I think, imperative, which
leaves little room for considering the fitness of its
author. Advantage has been taken of the above
edition as well as of the Bengali version of the book
by Sri Saraccandra Ghosala, m.a., b.l.
I have also received considerable help from
Pandita
Upendracandra
Tarkacarya,
KavyaVyakarana-Purana-Sankhya-V e d a n t a-TarkaSaddariana-tirtha, of the Belur Math Catuspdthi,
with whom I read the book. I am much in¬
debted
to
Mahamahopadhyaya
Yogendranatha
Tarkatlrtha, Professor of Vedanta and Mimamsa,
Sanskrit College, Calcutta, and to Dr. Satkari
Mookerjee, m.a., Ph.D., Lecturer in Sanskrit, Pali
and Philosophy in the University of Calcutta, for
valuable help during the revision. Last but not
least, my thanks are due to Dr. S. N. Dasgupta,
c-i.e., m.a., ph.D., D.iatt., King George V Pro¬
fessor of Mental and Moral Philosophy in the
University
of
Calcutta,
and
lately
Principal,
Sanskrit College, Calcutta, for his learned Fore¬
word to the book.
The text has been prepared by comparing the
above-named
editions.
An
attempt
has
been
*nade to make the translation faithful, and as

I
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literal as practicable. Notes have been added
wherever they were deemed necessary, with¬
out, however, making them lengthy. References
have been given to most of the quotations. The
Sanskrit Glossary and the Index are other fea¬
tures that should prove useful. The book in its
present form will, it is hoped, popularise the study
of Vedanta among the English-knowing people in all
parts of the world.
Belur Math, April, 1942

Madhavananda

PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION
The first edition of the book having long run
out, a second edition was urgently called for In
this edition the book has undergone substantial
revision, for which I am deeply indebted to
Pandita Dme^a Candra Sastri, Tarka-Vedantabrtha, Adhyapaka at the Ramakrishna Mission
Institute of Culture, Calcutta. It is hoped that
this revised edition will be equally acceptable to the
English-knowing students of Vedanta.
Aug., 1953
A WORD ABOUT THE FOURTH EDITION
The third edition of this reputed book having long
been run out, we are now bringing out the fourth
edition. We are sorry, it could not be printed earlier
due to some unavoidable circumstances. We are,
however, glad to place the book at the disposal of
reading public.
Buddha Jayanti : May, 1972
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1- To that Supreme Self, the embodiment of
Existence, Knowledge and Bliss (Absolute)' by fbe
Manifestation of the nescience (avidyaf relating te
WMch the projection* of the (simple) elements? and
I bow ma^6 UP
these elements takes piace>
caL^tv56 816 not dualities of the Supreme Self, to
<0.
W0U^ be transitory, thereby making
,
Seful bUt 46 ktter
Existence-Knowledge-Bliss AbattriW i^sc^lta^^e entity without a beginning, t0 ^^£
is cognised as the muTti^
mx m
,w
of knowledge, but a pesiHv© entity. It is not real, tsees«s&
it ceases with the realisation of one's identity w€th Brahman :

not unreal, because we perceive its effects, the subjective and
the objective universe. It is neither identical with Brahman
nor different from It
8 According to PrakaSatma-yati, the author of the pancapadika-vivarana, a gloss on Padmapadacarya’s commentary,
Pancapadika, on Sankara's $ariraka-Bhd$y& on the BrahmoSutras, nescience is in Brahman as well as about Brahman.
But according to Vacaspati Mi£ra (9th century), the author
of the famous commentary Bhamati on the same Bhasya, it

CHAPTER I

PERCEPTION
Introduction
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1. To that Supreme Self, the embodiment of
Existence, Knowledge and Bliss (Absolute),1 by the
manifestation of the nescience (avidyaf relating5 to
which the projection4 of the (simple) elements5 and
things5 made up of these elements takes place,
I bow.
t1 These are not qualities of the Supreme Self, in which
case they would be transitory, thereby making the Self
changeful, but the latter is Existence-Knowledge-Bliss Ab¬
solute.
2 An inscrutable entity without a beginning, to which are
attributed the projection, maintenance and dissolution of the
whole universe. It explains how the one indivisible Brahman
is cognised as the multiple universe. It is not a mere absence
of knowledge, but a positive entity. It is not real, because
it ceases with the realisation of one's identity with Brahman :
not unreal, because we perceive its effects, die subjective and
the objective universe. It is neither identical with Brahman
nor different from It
8 According to PrakaSatma-yati, the author of the pancapadika-vivarana, a gloss on Fadmapadacarya’s commentary,
Pancapadika, on Sankara's Sariraka-Bhafya on the BrahmaSiitras, nescience is in Brahman as well as about Brahman.
But according to Vacaspati Mifra (9th century), the author
of the famous commentary Bhamatl on the same Bhasya, it

2
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is in the individual self (jiva), although it is about Brahman.
4 This includes maintenance and dissolution as well.
5 The original or uncompounded (apandkrta) forms of
the five elements—earth, water, fire, air and ether—are
meant
6 In fact, the whole universe of name and form.]
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2. I salute that prince of monks, my teacher’s
teacher, named Nrsimha, whose pupils have routed
dualists, as lions do elephants.

3. I salute the world-teacher named Smnat
Venkatanatha,1 resident of Velarigudi,3 who was an
expounder of all3 systems of philosophy.
[2 This was his own teacher.
3 Probably the cultured village called Vidangudi lying to
the south of the Cauvery and east of Kumbakonam.
3 Not Vedanta alone.]
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4. He who has written a commentary on the
Cintdmaniy1 called Tarkacudamani, in which he has
smashed ten commentaries, and which has been
appreciated by scholars—
[i Tattva-cirvtamani by Gange^a Upadhyaya, the founder of
the new school of Hindu logic.]
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5. Who has also written an illuminating com¬
mentary1 for the students on Sa^adhara,2 and has
besides expounded the Pancapadika3 by construing
its words4—
P Called Nyayaratna.
3 Author of the Nyaya-siddhanta-dtpa.
3 See note 3 on verse 1. Padmapada was a favourite dis¬
ciple of Sankara.
* This verse does not occur in many of the printed
editions.]
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6. That Dharmaraja Adhvarlndra1 is composing
this Paribhasa2 based on Vedantic teachings, for the
enlightenment of backward students.
f1 Literally, ‘Prince of adepts in performing sacrifies/
2 The word generally means terminology. Here, however,
it means a lucid exposition of the accepted principles of the
philosophy.]
Liberation the Suppreme End of Life
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Among the four lands of human ends in this
world, called righteousness (dharma),* wealth, objects
of desire and liberation, it is liberation that is the
supreme human end, for that alone is known to be
eternal from such Sruti texts as, "(And) he (die
qualified aspirant) does not return8” (Cha, VH.
xv. i, adapted), while the other three are known to
be transitory by perception or* from such Sruti texts
as, “Now, as in this world the comforts gained
through ones labours are exhausted, exactly so in
die other world the comforts achieved through one’s
good deeds are exhausted” (Cha. VIII. i. 6). And
that liberation comes through the knowledge of
Brahman. Hence Brahman, die knowledge of It,
and the means (pramana) of that knowledge are
being described in detail.
[* Strictly speaking,
8 To this earth, to
* As the case may
anything about It is

its results, viz., heaven etc.
take up a fresh body.
be. Righteousness being imperceptible,
known only through the scriptures.]

Valid Knowledge and its Means
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Now the word ‘means’ stands here for the instru¬
ment1 of valid knowledge (prama).* Here,® if re¬
collection is excluded from it, then valid knowledge
would mean that knowledge which has for its object
something that is not already known and is uncon¬
tradicted* ; while if recollection is induded in it, it
would mean that knowledge which has for its object
something that is uncontradicted. Since time, al¬
though it is colourless, is admitted to be cognised
through die organs,® even a continuous cognition®
has for its object particular moments that are not
the objects of the preceding cognition; hence the
definition does not fail to apply there. Moreover,7
according to the tenets of Vedanta, in the case of a
continuous cognition there is no break in knowledge,
but so long as there is the cognition of a jar, die
mental state8 that assumes the form of the jar is just
one, and not multiple, for a mental state is admitted
to last till another state opposed to it has arisen.
Hence, in this case, the knowledge of the jar etc.,
which is but Pure Consciousness9 reflected in the
mental state in question, also being just one through¬
out that time, there is not the least suspicion about
the definition being too narrow.
['A thing is produced by a number of causes. Only the
extraordinary cause is called the instrument (karana).
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2 As opposed to Illusion or error, as when we mistake a
rope for a snake.
3 Opinion is divided as to whether recollection, say of a
jar that has been seen on the previous day, is valid knowledge
or not. Two definitions are being given to suit these differing
views.
4 By an experience of a diametrically opposite nature.
5 By the Mimamsakas. When we say, "The jar exists now/*
we not only see the jar but also the present moment. Here
time is cognised by the eye.
6 For example, when we see a jar for some length of
time, in each successive moment we see the same jar no
doubt, but the cognition in each case is different, because it
also takes note of the particular moment in which it
takes place and which belongs to no preceding cognition.
Hence the object not being already known, the definition is
quite applicable.
7 The reply not being according to Vedanta, the objection
is being answered in another way.
8 This will be dealt with on p. 15.
9 The unconditioned Brahman, free from attributes.]
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Objection: According to the tenets of Vedanta,
a jar etc. are contradicted as being unreal.1 So
how can the knowledge of it be valid knowledge?
jRepity: The answer is this. It is only after die
realisation of Brahman that a jar etc. are contra¬
dicted, for the Sruti says, “But when to the knower
of Brahman everything has become the Self, then
what should one see and through what?” (Br. IV.
v. 15); but they are not contradicted in the transmigratory state,8 for the Sruti says, “Because when
there is duality, as it were, then one sees something
(Ibid.). Hence the word ‘uncontradicted' means
‘not contradicted during the transmigratory state,’
and therefore the definition is not too narrow to in¬
clude die valid knowledge of a jar etc. So it has
been said, “Just as the notion of one’s identity* with
the body is assumed to be valid knowledge, exacdy
so is this ordinary knowledge—till the self is truly
known.*” The last clause means, “Till Brahman is
realised.” By ‘ordinary knowledge’ is meant the
knowledge of a jar etc.
[i Brahman alone being real
sThe state of relative existence, when one thinks oneselt
to be different from Brahman and passes from one body to
another, being subject to birth and death.
* As when one says, “I am stout,” or *1 have come
here.”
♦ As identical with the Supreme Self.]
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Perception as a Means of Knowledge:
the Mental State
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Those means of knowledge are six in number,
their divisions being perception, inference, compari¬
son, verbal testimony, presumption and non-appre¬
hension.1 Of these, die means known as perception
refers to the instrument of valid perceptual knowl¬
edge, which knowledge, according to Vedanta, is
nothing but Pure Consciousness,3 for the Sruti, says,
"The Brahman that is immediate* and intuitive*
CBr IH. iv. 1.). ‘Aparoksat’ (intuitive) in the text
stands for ‘aparoksam..’
f1 These will be taken up one by one in the following
six chapters.
2 For the sake of convenience, this epithet will henceforth
be dropped, the word 'Consciousness' in this connection
beginning with a capital.
...
8 Not obstructed from the seer or subject by anything.
4 Of the essence of intuited knowledge.]
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Objection: Is not Consciousness without a
beginning? So how can the eye etc., as instruments
of that, be the means of knowledge1?
Reply: The answer is this. Although Con¬
sciousness is without a Ibeginning, yet that men¬
tal state which reveals it arises through the con¬
tact of the organs, etc. Hence Consciousness
qualified2 by the mental state is spoken of as
having a beginning. And as the mental state
limits the (resulting) knowledge, it is figurative¬
ly3 designated as knowledge. So it has been said
in the Vivarana, "On account of the mental
state being figuratively spoken of as know¬
ledge.”4
[l The contention is that knowledge should not need any
instrument
3That is, reflected in it; not Pure or Absolute Conscious¬
ness as It is, for It is identical with Brahman. Of course,
according to the Advaita school of Vedanta, any such quali¬
fication or limitation is but apparent.
9 Because, being insentient it cannot properly be called
knowledge.
♦An adaptation of line 17, p. 41, Vizianagram Sanskrit
Series, to which edition the subsequent references to the
Vivaranai will also be made. See note 3 on p. 1.]
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Objection: The mind being devoid of parts,
how can there be a mental state, which is a modi¬
fication?
Reply: In this way: In the first place, tie mind
is not devoid of parts, for, being a substance with
a beginning, it must have parts. And that it has a
beginning is proved by such Sruti texts as, “It pro¬
jected the mind” (Br. I. ii. 1, adapted). That the
knowledge which is a mental state is an attribute
of the mind is borne out by the Sruti text, “Desire,
resolve, doubt, faith, want of faith, steadiness, un¬
steadiness, shame, intelligence and fear—all these
are but the mind” (Br. I. v. 3); for the word ‘in¬
telligence' refers to the knowledge that is a mental
state. For this very reason desire etc. are also attri¬
butes of the mind.
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Objection: If desire etc. be attributes of the
mind, how can experiences such as “I wish,” “I
know,” “I fear,” which apprehend them as attributes
of the self, be explained?
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Reply; The answer is this. Just as a lump of
iron has not the property of burning, yet, on account
of the false identification with fire, which is the
substratum of the burning property, we use the ex¬
pression, “The iron bums,” similarly the use of
expressions such as, “I am happy,” “I am miserable,”
is due to the false identification1 (of the self) with
the mind, which is modified in the form of happiness
etc.
t1 Produced by nescience.]
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Objection: The mind, being an organ, is im¬
perceptible.
ception?

So how can it be an object of per¬

Reply: The answer is that in the first place there
is nothing to prove that the mind is an organ.
Objection: The statement of the Bhagavad-GOta,
■“(The jtoa draws) the organs, with the mind as the
sixth” (XV. 7), is a proof.
Reply: No, for there is nothing contradictory
in making up the number six by the mind, although
it is not an organ. There is no hard and fast rule
that the making up of a number relating to the
organs must be done by an organ alone; for in the
passage, “They, with die sacrificer as the fifth one,
eat the ida,”1 we find that the number five relating
to the priests is made up by sacrificer, who is not
a priest, and in the passage, “He taught the Vedas,
with the Mahabharata as die fifth” (Mbh. I. lxiv.
131, XII. cccil. 20), the number five is made up by
the Mahabharata, which is not a Veda. And that
the mind is not an organ is evident from such Sruti
texts as, “Higher than the organs are the objects;
higher than the objects is the mind” (Ka. HI. 10).
It cannot be urged that if the mind thus be not
an organ, the perception of happiness etc. will not
be immediate* (saksat); because the immediacy of
knowledge does not lie in its being due to an organ;
for in that case inference etc.8 also, being due to the
mind,* would be immediate,8 and God’s knowl¬
edge, which is not due to any organ, would not be
immediate.*

IS

PERCEPTION

[lA special portion of the sacrificial offerings, which at
a certain stage of the sacrifice used to be eaten by the priests
and the person performing the sacrifice. The deity con¬
nected with it was also named Ida, and is identified with
the goddess of speech.
aBut would be mediate, not being produced by any
organ.
8 That is, inference, comparison and verbal testimony.
4 Which, according to the logicians, is an organ.
5 And henoe would be classed as perception.
6 So that God will never have any perceptual knowledge.]
The Cbxterion of the Perceptuauty of
Cognition:

3TI%

Three Kinds of Consciousness
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Objection: What, then, is the criterion1 (prayojaka) of perceptuality according to the tenets of
Vedanta?

Reply:

Do you inquire about the criterion of the
perceptuality of knowledge or of objects?? If it be
the former, we say it is the unity of the Conscious¬
ness reflected in the means of knowledge with the
Conciousness limited by the object. To be explicit:
Consciousness is threefold—as associated with the
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object (visaya), with the means of knowledge (pran
mdna) and with the subject or knower (pramatf). Of
these. Consciousness limited by a jar etc, is the Con¬
sciousness associated with the object; that limited by
the mental state is the Consciousness associated with
the means of knowledge ; and that limited by the mind
is the Consciousness associated with the subject
t1 The condition or circumstances under which the term
may be used
3 When we say, “This jar,” the knowledge is perceptual
The jar also is said to be perceptual, as being an object
of perception. Of course the criteria of knowledge being
perceptual and an object being perceived are different
That of the perception of objects will be dealt with
on p. 25.]
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Now, as the water of a tank, issuing through a
"0le, enters in the form of a channel a number of
fields, and just like diem assumes a rectangular or
any other shape, so also the luminous1 mind, issuing
through the eye etc., goes to the space occupied by
objects such as a jar, and is modified into the form
of a jar or any other object. That very modification
“ called a state (ortti). But in the case of inference*
etc. the mind does not go to the space occupied by
fire etc., for the latter are not in contact with the
eye etc. Thus in cases of perception such as, “This
jar,” the jar etc. and the mental state in the form
°f those combine in the same space outside the body,
and hence the Consciousness limited by both is one
and the same; for the mental state and objects such
as a jar, although (usually) they are dividing factors,
do not (here) produce any difference, since they
occupy the same space. For this very reason the
ether limited by a jar that is within a monastery is
not different from the ether limited by the mon¬
astery.1 Similarly, in the case of the perception of a
jar as, “This jar,” the mental state in the form of

16
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the jar being in contact with the jar, the Conscious¬
ness limited by that mental state is not different
from Ae Consciousness limited by the jar, and hence
the knowledge of the jar there4 5 * is a perception so
far as the jar is concerned.® Again,7 since the Cons¬
ciousness limited by happiness etc. and the Conscious¬
ness limited by the mental state relating to them are
invariably limited by the two limiting adjuncts8 that
occupy die same space,9 the knowledge, "I am
happy/7 is invariably a perception.10

f1 Transparent, light and mobile. This explains its power
to reach and take the form of objects and reveal them.
3 This is essential to the perception of external objects only,
happiness etc. being perceived inwardly.
3 When, for instance, we infer the presence of fire in a
distant hill by seeing smoke in it
4The entity is one and the same; only the limiting ad¬
juncts (upddhis) vary. The ether (akaSa) is the subtlest
of the elements and pervades everything. It is one and
indivisible.
5 In the case cited.
®But not in respect of the qualities or actions in the jar.
For the perception of these, the mental state should be of
that particular form.
7 In the perception of internal objects.
8 Viz., happiness etc. and the mental state in the form
of those.
9 Viz., that occupied by the mind.

10 In

respect of the happiness only.
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Objections to the Definition of Subjective
Perception Answered
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Objection: In that case the recollection of the
happiness etc. abiding in oneself would also be a
perception in respect of the happiness etc.1
Reply: No, for there the happiness that is being
recollected being a past event, and the mental state
in the form of recollection being a present event,
the two limiting adjuncts® in the mind belong to
different times, and hence the two Consciousnesses.
limited by them are different; for the criterion
of the unity of the substratum having the limiting
adjuncts is that the two limiting adjuncts must
occupy the same space at the same time. If, how¬
ever, the criterion of that unity be occupation of
the same space alone, then in order to prevent
(the definition of perception) from unduly extend¬
ing to a recollection8 such as, "I was happy be*

2
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fore,” the- object must be qualified by the idea
of presence.*
11 Though not in respect of the time, place, etc., related
to them.
2 Viz., the happiness that is being recollected and the
mental state in the form of the recollection,
3 Which is not a perception.
4 That is, the concluding portion of the definition given
in the first paragraph of p. 14 should read: “Limited by
the ob/ect, which must be present."]
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Objection: Even then, when the present righte¬
ousness and unrighteousness relating to oneself
are known through verbal testimony1 and so forth,9
the definition unduly extends3 to such verbal com¬
prehension etc., because there the Consciousness
limited by righteousness and unrighteousness and
the Consciousness limited by the mental state in
the form of those are one.*
Reply: No, for capability of perception also must
form a qualifying attribute of the object. That in
spite of their being equally attributes of the mind,
some are capable of being perceived while others are
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not, can be explained only by a reference to the in¬
herent nature of things, which we must assume on
the basis of the actual result.5 Otherwise, even in the
Nyaya system, righteousness and unrighteousness
would inevitably be matters of perception like happi¬
ness etc., because they are equally attributes of die
self.6
[*By somebody saying, “You are righteous,” or “You are
unrighteous."
3 Refers to inference such as, “I possess righteousness and
unrighteousness, for I experience happiness and misery.”
8 For the conditions of perception are satisfied here, though
it is not a case of perception.
4 For these two limiting adjuncts occupy the same space,
viz., that covered by the mind, at the same time.
5 To make the effect, viz., perception, possible.
0 So the logician should not raise this objection.]

SfT^,

It cannot be urged that even then, while happiness
is present, the knowledge arising from sentences .such
as, “You are happy,” would be a perception; for
wc accept this view, inasmuch as in sentences like,
“You arc the tenth man,”1 which refer to objects
that are in contact (with the organ3), we admit
immediate or perceptual knowledge even from verbal
testimony.
['Ten rustics swam across a stream, and one of them
counted their number to see if all had crossed. To their
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dismay, one was found missing. Then everyone took his
turn at counting, but the result was the same. So they
began to lament, when a kind passer-by inquired what it
was all about. On being told what had happened, he
readily understood the situation, and asked one of them
to count again. When the man stopped at nine, the
new-comer said to him, “You are the tenth man/* This
he repeated with the rest of them.
Then they saw
their mistake and went away happy. Everyone had left himself
out in the counting!
2 This is with regard to external objects. In the case of
internal objects, the contact is with the mind.]
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Therefore knowledge such as, “The hill has fire,”
is also mediate1 so far as the fire is concerned, and
immediate8 in respect of the hill; for the Conscious¬
ness limited by the hill etc. is not different from that
limited by the state of the mind that has gone out,
but in respect of the fire, since the mind does not go
out to form a state, the Consciousness limited by the
fire and the Consciousness8 associated with the means
of knowledge are different from each other. JThus
the experience* takes the form, "I see the hill, and
‘1 infer the fire.” But in the system of logic the
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appreception (anuvyavasdyaf would be of the form,
“I infer the hill.”7
t1 That is, not a perception.
2 That is, a perception.
8 Or Consciousness limited by the mental state.
4 It is a composite experience, partly perceptual and partly
inferential.
5 Which does not admit this twofold character of the
cognition.
6 Perception of a cognition. The cognition, ‘This jar,” is
a perception, while the perception, “I know the jar,” is an
apperception. Similarly with inference.
7 Instead of, T infer fire in the hill.” Hie hill is perceived,
not inferred.]
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In an inferential knowledge, however, in which
the subject1 is not in contact with the organ,® the
knowledge is wholly mediate. Knowledge3 such as,
"A fragrant piece of sandal,” is also immediate in
respect of the piece of sandal,* and mediate in res¬
pect of the fragrance, because the latter being incap¬
able of apprehension by the eye,* the definition,
mentioned before,6 based on capability of being per¬
ceived cannot apply here.
[* Pakfa: that in or about which something is inferred.
2 For example, in the inference, “An atom of earth has
smell, because it is earth, as is the case with a jar.” Here
the atom, being an imperceptible substance, can never come
in contact with the eye or skin, which are the only two

22
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organs that can perceive substances. Therefore the knowledge
is not perceptual, but inferential, both in respect of the thing
to be inferred, viz., smell, and in respect of the subject,
viz., the atom.
3 Ocular knowledge is meant, as when on seeing a piece
of sandal from a distance we make the statement.
* Because it is actually in contact with the eye.
5 Because smell is an object, not of the eye, but of
the nose, which owing to its distance is not in contact with
the fragrance.
6 See p. 19.]
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It cannot be urged that if we thus admit both
mediacy and immediacy in the same knowledge,
they would not be generic attributes (jdti)l; for we
accept this objection, because technical terms regard¬
ing something being a generic attribute or a charac¬
teristic other than that (upadhi) are unsupported
by any means of knowledge, and as such are un¬
authorised. Perceptions such as. This jar,’ are a
proof of the existence of the attribute 'jarhood,' for
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lns|ance, but not of its being a generic attribute as
» for since the thing to be established, viz., generic
attribute, is something fictitious, the inference that
establishes it also has no room. Moreover, since in®rence {samamyaf is unfounded, and the whole
Universe, which is other than Brahman, is transitory,
e definition of a generic attribute, which is based
011 its being eternal and inherent in many tilings,
cannot apply to jarhood etc. Exactly in a similar
way> the fact of being a characteristic other than a
generic attribute may (also) be refuted.
I* A generic attribute (fdU) is a distinct category in the
y?y.* Philosophy, and is defined as “that which is eternal
and inherent in many tilings," for example, jarhood (ghafatva).
it is present in all jars, and would persist as an entity
even if all
were gone. That is, it is eternal Vedanta
denies such generic attributes. According to it jarhood
« the sum total of the characteristics of a jar, which dis¬
tinguishes it from other things. It is not etemaL Now,
according to the old school of Nyaya, cross division (sofikara)
“ °ne of “e impediments to a generic attribute. It con® ts in two things being mutually exclusive and also co¬
existent. For example, materiality (bhutatva) and limited¬
ness (m&rtotw) thwart each other’s being a generic attribute,
for materiality is in earth, water, fire, air and ether, but
not in mind, while limitedness is in the first four and
mind, but not in ether. Hence if mediacy and immediacy,
which exclude each other, co-exist in knowledge, they lead
to a cross division, and therefore they cannot be generic
attributes. This is the contention. The VedSntin replies
that it is a welcome objection, because he does not admit
such generic attributes. Examples of characteristics other than
generic attributes are: the state of being a blue jar
(nlla-ghafatva) and etherhood (akaiatva), These also, ac¬
cording to the Vedantist, should not be put in a separate
class. They are just attributes.
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2 According to Nyaya, inherence is eternal relation. It is
the relation between the whole and parts, generic attributes
.and ‘ individuals, qualities or actions and the substances
possessing them, and ultimate difference (visesa) and the
eternal substances—atoms, ether, time, space, etc. Vedanta
denies inherence and substitutes essential identity (tadatmya)
for it.] '
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In sentences like, 'The hill has fire,” since the
mental states are admitted to be different in respect
of the hill and the fire, their distinguishing charac¬
teristic (avacchedakri) also are different, and hence
there is no contradiction in mediacy and immediacy
being together in the same Consciousness. So1
knowledge that is limited by mental states in the form
of particular objects, is a perception in respect of
such knOwledg^, when it is not different from the
Consciousness limited by objects that are present
and are capable of being apprehended by particular
organs.
Here a comprehensive statement about the criterion of
the perceptuality of knowledge is given, summing up the
points discussed in the preceding pages.]
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Perceptuauty of Objects : its
Definition Vindicated
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The perceptuality of objects1 such as a jar, how¬
ever, consists in their not being different from the
(Consciousness associated with the) subject.
Objection: How can a jar etc. be one with the
Consciousnss limited by the mind, since it contra¬
dicts our experience of difference, as when we say,
‘T see this”?
Reply: The answer is this.
The absence of
difference from the subject does not indeed mean
identity; it means having no existence apart from
that of the subject. To be explicit, since a jar etc.
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are superimposed on the Consciousness limited by
them, their existence is but the existence of the
Consciousness associated with the object, for the
existence of what is superimposed is not admitted to
be something over and above that of its substratum.
And since the Consciousness associated with the
object is, in die manner described above,8 but the
Consciousness associated with the subject, the latter
Consciousness alone is the substratum of a jar etc.,
and hence their existence is but8 that of the subject,
and not something else. So the immediacy* of a jar
etc. (in knowledge) is proved. But in cases of in¬
ference etc., since the mind does not go out to the
space covered by the fire etc., the Consciousness
limited by the fire is not one with the Consciousness
associated with the subject, and therefore the exist¬
ence of the fire etc. is distinct from (hat of the subject.
So (the definition of perception) does not wrongly
extend to such cases.
I1 This is the answer to the second part of the question
mentioned on page 13, viz., the criterion of the perceptualitv
of objects.
8 In the illustration of the water of a tank. See p. 15.
8 That is, nothing over and above the existence of the
Consciousness associated with the subject
* The fact of their being objects of perception.]
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Objection:

Eyen then, in the case of an inference
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regarding righteousness and unrighteousness, the
latter would be objects of perception, because the
Consciousness limited by them not being distinct
from the Consciousness associated with the subject,
the existence of righteousness etc. is not apart from
that of the subject.
Reply: No, for capability of perception is also a
qualifying attribute of the object.

“^qY
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Objection: Even then, in the case of the percep¬
tion, “A coloured jar,” the size etc.1 of the jar would
be objects of perception; for since the Consciousness
limited by the colour is one with that limited by size
etc,, and the former is not different from the Cons¬
ciousness associated with the subject, therefore the
Consciousness limited by size etc. is also not different
from (that associated with) the subject, and hence
the existence of size etc. is not apart from that of
(the Consciousness associated with) the subject.
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Reply: No, for the fact of having as limiting
adjuncts the mental states in the form of those parti¬
cular objects3 is also a qualifying attribute of the
subject. Thus, when the mental state has the form
of colour, there is no mental state in the form of
size etc. Hence size etc. not having an existence
same as that of the Consciousness associated with
the subject, of which the mental state in the form
of size etc. is a limiting adjunct, (the definition of
perception) does not wrongly extend (to the size
etc.).
I1 That is, all perceptible qualities and actions.
2 Colour etc., as the case may be.]

frrr^rrfH:,
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Objection: In that case the definition will not
extend to the mental state, for, since for fear of a
regressus in infinitum you do not admit that a mental
state can have for its object another mental state,
the definition stated above will not apply there, as
one of its factors is that the mental state in the form
of the object—here, the mental state itself—is a
limiting adjunct (of the Consciousness associated
with the subject).1
Reply: Not so, for although in order to avoid a
regressus in infinitum a mental state is not admitted
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to be the object of another mental state, yet it is
assumed to be its own object, and hence, even in
the instance cited, there is the Consciousness asso¬
ciated with the object, that has an existence not dif¬
ferent from that of the Consciousness associated with
the subject, of which the mental state, with itself
as its own object, is the limiting adjunct.
['For there will be no such thing as a mental state
in the form of itself. Hence the definition will be futile in
this case.]
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Similarly, although the mind and its attributes,1
etc.,a are objects of the witness (p. 37) alone, yet,
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as we assume8 (them to be objects of) mental states
in the form of those, the definition mentioned above
applies there also, and hence it is not too narrow.
It cannot be urged that if the mind and its attributes
etc. are assumed to be objects of mental states (in
the form of those), it will contradict the assumption
that they are cognised by the witness alone; for,
being bognised by the witness alone does not mean
that they are objects of the witness without the pre¬
sence of the mental states (corresponding to them),
but that they are objects of the witness without the
activity of the means of knowledge, such as the
organs and inference. Hence the Acarya,4 in his gloss,
in the passage dealing with egoism,8 has admitted
a mental state in the form of the ego. Hence also,
in the case of an illusory8 piece of silver, a state of
nescience in the form of the silver has been admitted
by the traditional interpreters.7 So the definition (of
perception), of which mental states (in the form of
the objects) as limiting adjuncts (of the subject) are
a factor, applying to the mind and its attributes, etc,,
which are cognised by the witness alone, it is not too
narrow. Therefore the gist of the matter is this: An
o ject is said to be cognised by perception when it
is capable (of being perceived) and is devoid of any
existence apart from that of the Consciousness associated with the subject, which (Consciousness) has
for its limiting adjunct a mental state in the form of
that object.
[* Such as pleasure and desire.
to illusions, such as seeing a „acro as si’ver.

8 Refers
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3 That is, if we admit that the mind and its attributes,
as also illusions, are apprehended by mental states in the form
of those objects.
4 Praka$atma-yati. Note 3 on p. 1.
5Vivara^at p, 55, 1. 21.
9 Pratibhaslka, as opposed to vyavahdrika or conven¬
tional.
7 For example, Sarvajnatma-muni (9th century), the author
of Samkfepa-Soriraka, a metrical epitome of Sankara's
&driraka-Bh&fya.]

Now the (various) connections of the organs,
viz., conjunction,1 identity with what is con¬
joined,3 and so on,8 are considered to produce
mental states that reveal Consciousness.
[x Samyoga, as in the case of substances such as a jar.
This is a direct connection.
2 Samyukta-tdd&tmya, as with qualities and other attributes
of substances, such as the colour of a jar. Here the organ
is connected with the jar, and the colour, according to
Vedanta, is identical with that.
8Refers to: (i) Identity with what is the same as what
is conjoined (satiiyuktdbhinna-tdddtmya), as in the case of
the characteristics of a colour, which are identical with
it. (U) Identity, as in the case of sound, which, being
a quality of the ether, is identical with it. (iii) Identity
with what is the same (abhinna-tddatmya), as in the case of
the totality of the characteristics of sound (iabdatva). This
is identical with sound, which again is the same as the ether.
Ved&nta denies the relation of substantive and qualifying
attribute (viiefya-vitefaw-bhava), admitted by Ny&ya, as in
the sentence, “The ground has no jar,” The other con¬
nections are practically the same in Nyfiya. Only in place of
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identity (tadatmya) it substitutes inherence (samavaya), and
in place of the word 'same' (abhinm) it uses the word 'in¬
herent' (samaveta)].

Four Kinds of Mental States
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That (mental) state is of four kinds: doubt,
certitude, egoism and recollection. Owing to this
diversity of states, the mind, though one, is
designated as the mamas, the intellect, the ego
and the citta. So it has been said: “The mamas,
the intellect, the ego and the citta constitute the
internal instrument (mind). Doubt, certitude, egoism
and recollection—these are (respectively) their
objects.”
Determinate and Indeterminate Perception

(q«twfw«hftId, I
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The perception spoken of above is of two kinds:
determinate (savikalpaka) and indeterminate (niroi-
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kalpaka). Of these, the former is “that knowledge
which apprehends relatedness ' (of the substantive
and the qualifying attribute) (vaisistya) • for exaniple,
knowledge such as, “I know the jar,”1 Whereas
indeterminate perception is that knowledge which
does not apprehend this relatedness; for example,
knowledge arising from sentences like, “This is that
Devadatta,” or “Thou art That” (Cha, VI. viii.
7—xvi. 3.f
; . •

,1

[l Here the object of the knowledge is tfc jar .as, related
to the subject *1/ Hence it is determinate ;ktf6wledge' 3 In these cases the knowledge arises by ignoring/ the
particular features. For example, ‘this' refers to the present
and ‘that to the past, and these two being contradictory
elements, have to be left out of consideration in recognising
the person Devadatta. Similarly, in the other example; ‘thou*
and That* referring to something present fcnd absent.res¬
pectively, these differences have to be ignored before one
can grasp the essential unity of the, individual self and ferahman. Hence in such cases the knowledge is*indeterminate*.]
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Objection: But this knowledge is verbal compre¬
hension, not perception, for it is not due to the
organs.
Reply : No, for the fact of being due to the
organs is not the criterion of perception, since
it has already1 been condemned, but, as hag been
stated,2 it is the fact of the Consciousness associated2
with the means of knowledge not being different
from the Consciousness associated with objects, when
the latter are present and are capable of being
perceived. Thus, as the knowledge due to the sen¬
tence, “This is that Devadatta,” has for its object
something connected with an organ, and as states
of the mind that goes out are assumed, the Conscious¬
ness limited by Devadatta is not different from that
limited by the mental state (in the form of the
object), and hence the knowledge due to the sentence,
“This is that Devadatta,” is a perception. Similarly
with the knowledge due to sentences like, “Thou
art That,” also, for there the subject itself being
the object, the condition about the unity of the two
is present.
I1 On p. 13, par. 2.
. 2 On p. 26.
3 That is, limited by the mental state in the form of the
objects.]
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Objection: Since knowledge due to sentences
apprehends the relation subsisting between the
meanings of words,1 how can it be indeterm¬
inate?
Reply: The answer is this. For something to
be an object of knowledge that is due to sentences,
the criterion is not that it should apprehend the
relation between the meanings of words—for in
that case even something the relation of which is
not intended8 may become an object of such
knowledge—but that it should apprehend the inten- •
tion.8 And in the passage under discussion, beginn¬
ing with, “This universe, my dear, was but
Existence in the beginning” (Chd. VI. ii. i), and
concluding with, “It is the truth, It is the Self, and
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thou art That, O Svetaketu” (Ibid. VI. xvi.3),I 2 3 4 5 the
intended purport of Vedantic texts is held to be
the Pure Brahman. So how can it express something
that is not the intended meaning? That sentences
like, “Thou are That,”* convey a simple notion of
identity, only means that they produce valid
knowledge that does not apprehend the relation
(among the meanings of the words in them). So it
has been said, “That words6 produce valid knowledge
without reference to the (mutual) relation of their
meanings, is what has been spoken of as their con¬
veying a simple notion of indentity. Or it is that
which comprises only the meanings7 of their stems.0
The meaning of the last foot of the verse (the last
sentence) is: Or the conveying of a simple notion
of identity (by words) consists in their denoting the
meanings of their stems only.9
I1 Any sentence, such as, “Bring the cow/ conveys a
sense in which the mutual relation of the objects denoted
by the different words in that sentence—the nominative, verb
and object—is involved. So obviously it is determinate. This
is the contention.
2 For example, when a cricketer ready to pl&y says, 'Bring
me a bat,” nobody thinks of the flying quadruped.
But
if the sense is to l>e determined just by the relation of
things, denoted by the words, then what is there to prevent
that being understood?
3 In the above example, the cricket accessory.
4 The passage first occurs in Chd. VI. via. 7, and is repeated
nine times to emphasize the central idea of the Upani§ads
viz., all that exists is Brahman.
5Other examples are: “I am Brahman” (Br. I. iv. A0),
“This self is Brahman” (Ma, 2), etc.
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6 Only nouns denoting appositional substances that do not
bear a causal relation to one another and are not synonyms,
are meant. Otherwise the definition would be too wide.
’Direct or implied.
8 Tattva-pradipika or Citsukhi, Ch. I, verse 20.
The
author Citsukhacarya (13th century), is one of the highest
authorities on Advaita Vedanta.
9 And not the suffixes or case-endings.]
Perception
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That perception is again twofold—that due to
the witness in the individual self (jlva-saksin) and
that due to the witness in God (Isvarasaksin). Now
the individual self is Consciousness limited (avacchinna) by the mind, and the witness in that is
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Consciousness that has the mind as its limiting adjunct
(upadhi). The difference between them is that in
the former the mind is a qualifying attribute
(viscsana) and in the latter a limiting adjunct. A
qualifying attribute is that which differentiates,1 is
present,8 and is connected with (what is predicated
in respect of)3 something* related to it5; while a
limiting adjunct is that which differentiates and is
present but is not connected with the predicate in
respect of something related to it. In the sentence,
“The coloured jar is transitory,” the colour is a quali¬
fying attribute,5 and in the sentence, “The ether
enclosed by the auditory passage is the ear.”7 the
auditory passage is a limiting adjunct. It is this
limiting adjunct that is called an indicator (paricdyaka) by the logicians. In the topic under con¬
sideration, since the mind is insentient and hence
incapable of revealing objects, it is a limiting adjunct
of Consciousness, which reveals things. This witness
in the individual self is different8 in each individual.
For if it were one, what Caitra has known, Maitra
also would recollect.
[J Generates the cognition that something is different from
another.
3 This is also a part of the definition.
most editions, probably as being obvious.

K i® emitted in

8 This portion follows the interpretation of the word
karyanvayin by the author’s son, Ramakr$nadhvarin, the
writer of the commentary Vedanta-Hkhdmani.
This inter¬
pretation certainly makes the definition more comprehensive.
But perhaps the author intended to give a simpler definition
for practical purposes.
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qualified—the

substantive

5 The qualifying attribute.
8 Here die colour differentiates a particular jar that is
related to it from other jars. And it is connected (through
the jar) with transitoriness, which is predicated only in
respect of the jar. Hence colour is a qualifying attribute.
In simpler language, the qualifying attribute is a differentiat¬
ing property and co-exists, in the thing qualified, with what
is predicated of it The presence of the colour is presumed
from its connection with the jar and transitoriness.
7 The auditory passage is present, and differentiates the
ether enclosed by it from the remaining ether, but it is not
connected with the totality of characteristics of an ear as
such (Srotratva), which is predicated only in respect of tile
ether related to the auditory passage. Hence the latter is a
limiting adjunct. Because, unlike the colour in the other
case being transitory, the auditory passage is not an ear, but
only the ether enclosed by it is such. In simpler language, a
limiting adjunct, while being a differentiating property actually
present in the thing of which it is the adjunct, does not
co-exist with what is predicated of that
8 Although the witness is the same as Brahman, yet since
it manifests itself as possessing the limiting adjunct of the
mind, it is considered to be different according to different
minds.
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The witness in God is that Consciousness of which
the cosmic illusion (rnaya) is the limiting adjunct.
And it is one,'for its limiting adjunct, the cosmic illu¬
sion, is one. The plural in Sruti texts such as, “The
Supreme Lord is perceived as having manifold forms
through .His powers of cosmic illusion (mayabhih)”
(R- VI. xlvii.'_ 18), can be explained by a reference
to the diversity;.. of powers that are in the cosmic
illusion, or to. the three ingredients (gurz&s)—serenity
(sattva)', activity (rajas) and inertia (tamas)*—
constituting it. The unity of the cosmic illusion is
decided from the use of the singular number, backed
by considerations of simplicity (laghaoa),1 in such
Sruti and Smrti texts as, "One should know the
oospiic illusion to be Nature (prakrtif and the
Ruler of that to be Great Lord" (&>. IV. 10);
“Salutation to that unknowable Embodiment of
Knowledge who being established in the heart, a
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yogin transcends the cosmic illusion—the all-pervad¬
ing nescience” (Vis. V. xvii. 15); "One birthless
(masculine) principle (a/a)3 attends and follows* a
birthless (feminine) principle (ajaf that is red,
white and black,* and brings forth a large progeny
of similar form7; while another birthless principle,'
having finished its enjoyment of that, gives it up”
(So. IV. 5).'
tl Explanation of a thing by a minimum number of assumptions: the law of parsimony.
2 Out of which the whole sentient and insentient universe
has proceeded.
3 The individual self.
4 And on account of this identification experience happi¬
ness and misery and transmigrates.
5 Prakrit or Nature.
6 Is composed of the three ingredients (gunos)—activity
serenity and inertia, respectively.
’That is, also composed of those three ingredients.
8 One who has acquired discrimination between the self
and the cosmic illusion.
9 The interpretation given above is according to Sankhya.
According to Vedanta, the birthless female principle is the
primordial state of the universe (bhuta-prakrii or may a).
The red, white and black colours stand for the elements—
fire, water and earth, respectively (the two invisible elements,
air and ether, being understood). If the Sanlchyan view of
Prakrii is modified so as to make it sentient and dependant
on God, then Vedanta will have no objection to accepting
it as a synonym of mdyd. The author, who accepts the three
gurias as the constituents of mat/a, may have had some such
compromise in his mind.]
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Hence the Consciousness which has that for its
limiting adjunct, is the witness in God, and
it is without a beginning, because its limiting
adjunct, the cosmic illusion, is so. While the Cons¬
ciousness that is limited by the cosmic illusion
is the Supreme Lord.
When the cosmic illu¬
sion is a qualifying attribute. Consciousness is
called God, and when it is a limiting adjunct,
it is called the witness (in God). So the distinc¬
tion is between Godhead and the state of being the
witness in God, and not between the two en¬
tities possessing those attributes, viz., God and the
witness in Him.
That Supreme Lord, although one, is desig¬
nated by such terms as Brahma, Visnnu and
Mahesvara (Siva),1 according to (the preponder¬
ance of) activity, serenity or inertia, which are the
constituents of His limiting adjunct,2 the cosmic
illusion.
f1 Representing His projecting, maintaining and destroying
aspects, respectively.
s Qualifying attributes are meant. So also below.]
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Objection: If the witness in God be without
a beginning, how is one to explain the adventitious1
reflection on the part of the Supreme Lord just
before projecting the universe, mentioned in texts
like, ‘It reflected, ‘Let Me multiply, let Me be
effectively born’” (Cha. VI. ii, 3)?
Reply: The answer is this. Just as, owing
to the connection of the organs with objects and
other such causes, different states arise in the mind,
which is the limiting adjunct of the individual
self, similarly, owing to the past work of beings
that are about to be projected, particular states
in the form of, “Now this is to be projected,”
"Now this is to be maintained,” “Now this
is to be destroyed,” etc., arise in the cosmic
illusion, which is the limiting adjunct of the
Supreme Lord; and since these states have a beginn¬
ing, the Consciousness reflected in them is also des¬
cribed as having a beginning.
[* Not being present all the time.]
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Perceptuauty of Cognition Defined:
the Nature of Error
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Thus on account of the twofoldness of the
witness, perceptual knowledge is twofold.
The
character of perception both as regards objects and
as regards cognition has been ascertained.
Of
these, the general definition of perceptuality of
cognition is that it is just Consciousness, for
even in instances like, “The hill has fixe,” the Cons¬
ciousness that has mental states in the form
of the fire etc. as limiting adjuncts, being selfrevealing in respect of itself, is a perception. As for
its perceptuality in respect of its objects, how¬
ever,
it
has
already1
been
dealt
with.3
It
cannot be said that this definition extends unduly
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to the perception that is of the nature of an illu¬
sion; for that too is intended to be covered by
the above general definition of perception, which
includes both valid knowledge and illusion. When,
however, a definition of valid perception alone
is to be stated, then in the definition previously
mentioned (p. 13) the object has to be qua¬
lified by an attribute signifying that it is un¬
contradicted.3 Since illusions like that of silver
in a nacre have for their objects the illusory silver
etc., which are contradicted during the transmigratory state of existence,4 the above definition does not
apply to them, and hence there is no unwar¬
ranted extension of it.
[lOn p. 25 et seq.
2 In the inference, “The hill has fire, because it has
smoke,'* both the hill and the smoke, being visible, are
objects of perception, but not the fire, which is being
inferred.
Hence, if the perception be considered only
with regard to the objects, then the fire would be excluded
from its scope.
But if it be considered in respect of
the cognition, then all knowledge being perceptual in
respect of itself in Vedanta, the cognition of the fire is
a case of perception. So here is the distinction between
the perceptuality of cognition with regard to itself and
that with regard to its objects.
3 That is, the last word of the definition on p. 13
should be amplified into, “Object, which must not be
contradicted."
4 That is, even prior to the realisation of one's identity
with Brahman. See note 2 on p. 7.]
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Objection (by the logician) : Although false
knowledge may be established by ones unsuc¬
cessful effort,1 yet there is no proof that it has for
its object illusory silver etc. produced at the moment;
for it may have for its object silver that is already
existent at some other place.3
Reply: No, for that, not being connected with
the organ,3 cannot be an object of perception.
Nor is knowledge the (needed) connection there,4
for if it were so, that alone would make fire etc.5
objects of perception,6 and this would obliterate
inference etc.7
f1 Visamvadi-pravrtti, as when we mistake the reflection of
a light for a jewel, but on going to the spot to take it,
are baffled. This proves that there is such a thing as false
knowledge.
2 According to the logician, all error is knowing one thing
for another (anyathd-khydti), as, in the present instance,
seeing the silver, already seen somewhere, in the nacre, owing
to some defect such as distance or darkness.
8 Which, according to the logician, is a necessary condition
of perception.
* Logicians believe in extraordinary perception, which
is brought about by three kinds of extraordinary connection
between the organ and object.
One of these is the
connection based on knowledge
(indM-lakjaria-sannikaTfa).
A man who knows that sandalwood is fragrant, perceives im¬
mediately on seeing a piece of it that it is fragrant, and
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says, “A fragrant piece of sandalwood.” Here the previous
knowledge is the connection that enables him to do so. But
since the eye is not connected with the fragrance, he per¬
ceives it only by the connection based on knowledge*
is also the case with all illusions. For instance, when we
mistake a nacre for silver, it is our previous knowledge of
silverhood that connects the eye with the silverhood
t
is perceiced extraordinarily.
5 Inferred in a hill from smoke.
5 The Vedantin argues that if previous knowledge, serves
as the connection, then the sight of the smoke might, as
well lead to a perception of the fire, since here also previous
knowledge of it would supply the needed connection. So
why admit inference etc. as separate means of knowledge!*
Perception alone would do.
7 That is, all the means of knowledge except perception.]
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Objection: In the absence of the parts of silver,
etc., which produce the silver, how according
to your view also is the silver produced in the
nacre?
Reply: The answer is this. It is not the totality of
causes as generally accepted that produces the illusory
silver, but quite a distinct one. To explain: To
a man whose eyes are afflicted with defects such as
kaca' when the eyes are in contact with a substance
in front, there arises a state of the mind in the
form of ‘this’ coupled with ‘brightness,1* and in
that mental state die Consciousness limited by ‘this’
is reflected. Then, by the issuing of the mind so
as to form a state in the manner already® mentioned,
the Consciousness limited by this,’ that limited by
the mental state, and the Consciousness associated
with the subject become one. Thereafter die
nescience that4 is in die form of the nacre and
abides in the Consciousness associated with the
object, which again is not different from the Cons¬
ciousness associated with the subject,® is joined to
the latent impressions of silver roused by seeing
points of similarity such as brightness, and in com¬
bination* with ocular defects such as kaca, transforms
itself into the object called silver as also the apparent
knowledge® in the form of that.
[> An eye disease in which shining things only are
seen.
3 That is, in the form of "something bright^' which has
not been truly discerned.
3 On p. 15.
* The adjectival clause refers to the primal nescience
(imulaoidya,), which is the material cause of the universe
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consisting of the ether etc. It abides in Pure Consciousness,
has that for its object, and is destroyed by the indeterminate
knowledge of Pure Consciousness. For the distinction between
determinate and indeterminate knowledge see p. 32.
5 That is. Consciousness limited by the mind.
6 Because it is not a mental state, but a modification of
nescience.]
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Transformation (actual change: parindma) means
the production of an effect that- has the same1 kind
of existence as that of its material cause. Apparent
change (vivarta) means the production of an effect
that has a different kind of existence from that of
its material cause.2 The illusory silver is called a
transformation in respect of nescience,9 and an
apparent change in respect of Consciousness.* And
that silver which is a transformation of nescience
abides in the substratum of the latter, viz., the Con¬
sciousness limited by ‘this’9; for according to
our view, all effects whatsoever abide invariably in
the substratum9 of their material cause, nescience.
t1 Regarded as either real (paramarlhika) or unreal (aporomdrthika). As in the case of milk and curd, or threads and
cloth. Mere both cause and effect have an unreal existence.

4
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3 As when we mistake Brahman as the universe. Here
Brahman has a real existence, while the universe has only an
unreal existence.
8 Because both nescience and the illusory silver have an
unreal existence, the one being but a modification of the
other.
4 Since Pure Consciousness or Brahman, on which the
whole universe is superimposed, has a real
and the
illusory silver only an unreal existence.
6 See p. 48.
6 Pure Consciousness.]
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Objection: How can the silver that abides in
Consciousness be identified with something that
is in front,1 as expressed in the statement, “This
is silver”?
Reply • The answer is this. As, in the system
of
Nyaya,
happiness
etc.,
which
abide
in
the soul, are experienced as abiding in the body,
since the latter is what determines the fact of
the souls being the substratum of happiness etc.,®
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similarly, since unqualified Pure Consciousness is
not the substratum of the silver, but only the
Consciousness limited by the meaning of the
word 'this' is such, the meaning of the word
'this’ being the determining factor of Consciousness
being the substratum of die illusory silver—
the cognition that the silver is connected* with
something that is in front, is explicable. And since
that Consciousness associated with the object is
one with the Consciousness* that has die mind as
its limiting adjunct, the silver, although it is
superimposed on the Consciousness associated with
the object, is (virtually) superimposed on the
witness, and is (therefore) spoken of as being cognis¬
able by the witness alone* and not cognisable
through any other agency—like happiness etc.
[i While Consciousness is all-pervading.
aAcccording to Nyaya, happiness etc., although they are
qualities of the soul, are said to be produced in the body,
because they are invariably produced within the limits of the
body.
3 By the relation of identity.
4 That is, the witness.
sFdr the explanation of this term as also the following
phrase, see p. 30.]
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Objection: If (the silver) be superimposed on
the witness, the cognition would be, “I am silver,”'
or “I h^ve silver,” like, “I am happy.”
Reply: The answer is this. The cognition, “I
am happy,” is not due to happiness etc. being
the effects of the nescience that abides in the
Consciousness limited by the mind, for happiness
etc. are, like a jar and so on, superimposed
only on Pure Consciousness; but the universal rule
is that a thing is the object of experience in
a particular form according as it is the effect of
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nescience attended with the latent impressions left
by an experience of that particular form. So a jar
eta are objects of an experience' in the form
of 'this’, because they are the effects of nescience
attended with die latent impressions left by
an experience in the form of ‘this’; the mind etc.
are objects of an experience in the form of T,
because they are the effects of nescience attended
with the latent impressions left by an experience
in the form of T; and the body, organs,
etc., are objects of an experience in the form of both
'this' and T, because they are the effects of nes¬
cience attended with the latent impressions of
an experience in the form of both. Thus there
are two types of experience: “This is the body,”1
and “I am the body,” ‘T am a man,” or ‘1 am a
Brahmana”; “This is the eye,” and ‘1 am blind”*;
“This is the ear,” and “I am deaf.” In the ex¬
ample cited, although the illusory silver is an effect
of nescience abiding in the Consciousness that
is limited by ‘this’, which again is not dif¬
ferent from the Consciousness associated with
the subject, yet it is die object of an ex¬
perience in die form of ‘this’, and not that
of an experience in the form of %’ express¬
ed in the statement, “I am silver,” because
it is due to the latent impression left by an
experience in the form of ‘this’ in a genuine
case of silver, as expressed in the statement,
“This is silver.”® This should be borne in
mind.
[i Here the identification is with the body.
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2 Here there is identification with the
3 The form of the original experience

organs.
the latent impression
of which acts as an auxiliary cause in subsequent superimposed
products, is the determining factor regarding the forms of the
cognition of the latter.]

Objection: Even then, since the illusory silver
can be cognised as being directly connected with
the witness, why assume a state of nescience
that1 is an apparent knowledge having the silver
for its object ?
Reply: The answer is this. It is assumed in
order to establish the perceptual character of
the cognition of the silver, because the perception
of an object consists in its not having an existence
apart from that of the Consciousness associated
with the subject, of which the state (here, of
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Objection:
Since the (mental) state in the
form of ‘this* and the state (of nescience) in the
form of the (illusory) silver have each a separate
object, and since, as in the view of the Teacher,8
a qualified knowledge is not admitted,4 how can you
account for erroneous knowledge ?
Reply:
Not so, for as one and the same
Consciousness reflected in the two states compre¬
hends the identity of a real and an unreal thing, it
is admitted to be an error. Therefore the cogni¬
tion on the part of the witness, having for its object
both a real and an unreal thing, and hence lacking^
uniform validity, is declared as invalid by the tradi¬
tional interpreters of Vedanta.
[* Refers to the ‘state/
2 See p. 26.
^
3 The nickname of Prabhakara, a student of Kumarila
Bhatta (8th century), from whom he differed and founded a
new school of the Mimarnsa philosophy.
4 According to his school, the knowledge of ‘this" (some¬
thing in front) is perception, and that of the silver is recol¬
lection of a previous genuine experience. The two mental
states are distinct, but this is lost sight of in all cases of
what is ordinarily called illusion. According to this school,
there is no such thing as error, all cognition being valid
knowledge.
5 It is valid in respect of ‘this’ and invalid in respect of
the silver.]
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Objection: According to the tenets of Vedanta,
the silver that is elsewhere is also an effect of
nescience and superimposed. So how does the silver
appearing in the nacre differ from that ?
Reply: Not so; for although according to you
all things are equally real, some of diem are fleet¬
ing1 and others stationary3; and whatever may
be the determining factor in this, such as pecu¬
liar nature, applies to my case also.* Or (we
may say) in the superimposition4 of a jar etc.,
nescience alone, being a defect, is the cause, while
in die case of the superimposition of silver on the
nacre, and so on, die eye-disease kaca etc. also
are defects. So the criterion of something being illusoiy is its being produced by some adventitious
defect. Hence a chariot etc. experienced in a dream
are illusory, since they are produced by an adven¬
titious defect, viz., sleep.
[i Lasting for two moments only.
sound, knowledge, desire, etc.
2 As, for instance* a far.

Example of these are
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8 That is, it is on account of their natural peculiarity etc.
that the silver in the one case is conventionally real, and in
the other case illusory.
4 On Pure Consciousness]
Dream Perception
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Objection: In the case of dreams, only the
recollection of a chariot etc. seen before serves to
account for the use of such words; so the
creation of a chariot etc. need not be assumed, be¬
cause it is cumbrous.
Reply: Not so, for if only the recollection of
the chariot etc. be assumed, it would contra¬
dict such experiences as, *1 see a chariot,” or "I
saw a chariot in a dream.” Besides, it would
clash with scriptural texts establishing the crea¬
tion of chariots etc.,. such as, “But he creates
the chariot, the animals to be yoked to them, and
the roads” Br. IV. iii. 10). Therefore, like the silver
appearing in the nacre, the chariot etc. experienced
in a dream are also illusory, and stay as long as the
illusion lasts.
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Objection: In a dream, the particular spot
which is experienced as the support of the chariot
etc. not being also connected with the eyes at the
time, an indescribable illusory spot has to be assumed.
So where does the superimposition of the chariot etc.
take place?1
Reply: The objection is not valid, for Con¬
sciousness, which is self-e£Fulgent, is the substratum
of the chariot etc. Because the chariot etc.
that are experienced (in the dream), are ex¬
perienced as but existent; hence it is Consciousness
manifesting itself as Existence that is the sub¬
stratum. The particular spot also is superimposed
on the Consciousness and is illusory. The fact
of the chariot etc. being cognised by the
(corresponding) organ is also illusory, for then all
organs are at rest. As for the possibility of
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the experience being in the form of, T am a
chariot,”2 etc., it should be refuted in the manner
already stated.8
Some hold that the chariot etc. seen in a dream
are direct transformations of the cosmic illusion
(mayo); others, that they are its transformations
through the medium of the mind.
[l The implication is that in the absence of the substratum,
the superimposition is impossible.
2 Here and in the following pages the word ‘elephant* is
substituted for ‘chariot* in most of the editions. ‘Chariot* is
obviously the better reading.
3 On p. 53.]
Twofold Destruction of Effects:
Its Bearing on Error
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Objection: If the chariot etc. be superimposed
on Pure Consciousness, since this is not realised
in the present state,1 the chariot etc. experienced
in a dream would persist even in the awakened
state.
Reply: The answer is this. The destruction
■of an effect is of two kinds. In one the destruction
is together with that of the material cause,
and in the other the material cause is left untouched.
The first is nullification (badha), the second
is cessation (nivrtti).
The cause of the first
is realisation of die truth of the substratum,2 * 4 * * for
without that, nescience,8 which is. the material
cause, is not removed. The cause of the second is
the rise of a contrary mental state, or the removal
of defects. Hence, although in the awakened state
the world conjured up in dreams may not be nullified1
in die absence of a realisation of Brahman,8
yet, like die cessation of a jar etc. by die
blow of a club, what is there to prevent the cessation
of the chariot etc. (seen in a dream), through the
rise of a contrary cognition, or through the removal
of defects such as sleep that caused them?
I1 The transmigratory state of existence.
2 Brahman or Pure Consciousness.
8 Though earth is commonly spoken of as the material cause
of a jar, yet it is but nescience in another form. So that is
the true material cause.
4 That is, destroyed with its material cause, nescience.
B That is,
Brahman.]
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Thus, according to the view that the silver seen
in a nacre is an effect of the subsidiary nescience
abiding in the Consciousness limited by the nacre,
there is nullification of the silver together with the
nescience regarding the nacre by the knowledge that
the (supposed) silver is a nacre. While according
to the view that it is an effect of the primal neseience, since the latter is destroyed only by the rea¬
lisation of Brahman, there is just a cessation of the
silver through the knowledge that it is a nacre—as
in the case of a jar through the blow of a dub.
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Objection: If we admit an illusory existence for
the silver during the time that a nacre appears as
that, there would be no (subsequent) knowledge of
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its negation for all time—past, present and future—
in the form, “It is not silver/ but it should be of
the form, “Now it is not silver/ like, “Now the jar
is not black.”1
Reply: No, for the object of the negating
knowledge there is not a non-existence3 the
counterpositiveness relating to which is characterised
by silverhood, but one3 the counterpositiveness
relating to which, abiding in the illusory silver, is
characterised by conventional reality; for we admit
that kind of non-existence the counterpositiveness
relating to which is characterised by an attribute
abiding in a different substratum from its4 own
(vyadhikarana)*
[1That is, the negation should be felt as temporary—just
confined to the period of disillusion.
2 Non-existence etc.—That is, an absence of identity, or
a non-existence of the form, “It is not silver." The
counterpositive (pratiyogin) of a non-existence is that whose
existence is denied; here, the silver. Counterpositiveness
(pratiyogita) is an attribute of that. The distinguishing
characteristic (avacchedaka) of that counterpositiveness here
is silverhood (rafatatva: all that makes silver what it is).
The plain meaning of the passage is that the denial here is
not of aO silver as such (but only of illusory silver as pos¬
sessed of conventional reality).
8 One etc.—That is, a non-existence which may be ex¬
pressed as: “It is not illusory silver that has conventional
reality." The counterpositive of this non-existence is
the conventionally real illusory silver, which is a nonentity,
for illusory silver never possesses conventional reality like
a jar or cloth, being ascertained to be false even during one's
relative state of existence. A jar or cloth lacks the
absolute reality of Brahman, but it possesses reality in
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the popular acceptance of the term, inasmuch as it persists
till realisation. Dreams, illusions, etc., are of a much flimsier
character, for they are dispelled as soon as a person gets out
of those states.
4 Of the counterpositiveness.
5 When we say, "A doth does not exist as a jar/’ that
whose existence is denied is the cloth, which is there¬
fore the counterpositive of this negation. A jar is a
different substratum from the cloth. The property of that,
viz., jarhood, is the distinguishing characteristic of the
counterpositiveness of this negation {pratiyogitavacchedaka).
So the non-existence here is vyadhikarana-dharmavacchinnapratiyogitaka-abhava, and it is always to be found in a cloth.
Similarly, when after mistaking a nacre as silver we have
the knowledge, ‘It is not silver,” the absence of illusory
silver possessed of conventional reality is always to be
met with in the nacre, because, though the latter may
sometimes appear as silver, it is never the conventionally
real silver.]
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Objection: In the illusory silver, is the (con¬
ventional) reality known or not? If it is un¬
known, there being an absence of knowledge of the
existence (in the illusory silver) of silver that
is possessed of the distinguishing characteristic1
of the counterpositiveness (relating to the absence),
there cannot be a perception of the absence.2
And if the reality is known, since perceptual
knowledge depends on the existence of its object
at the time, a (conventional) reality that is indes¬
cribable is also produced in the silver, j'ust as the
latter is (in the nacre); therefore how can there be
absence of silver characterised by (conventional)
reality in the nacre while there is the presence of
silver so characterised?
ReplyNot so; for since it is possible for the
(conventional) reality belonging to the substratum
(of the illusory silver) to appear in the silver, we
do not admit that (conventional) reality is pro¬
duced in the silver. It is only where the thing
superimposed is not connected with the organ, that
the origination of an illusory thing is admitted.
Hence, there being the possibility of cognition of
the redness belonging to a hibiscus in a crystal, since
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the flower is connected with the organ, there is no
origination of an indescribable redness in the crystal.
Objection: In that case, where the hibiscus is
not connected with the organ on account of the
intervention of some other substance, and yet
redness is cognised, you must admit an illusory
redness.
Reply: No harm, for we accept this.
Similarly, in other cases of erroneous perception
also it may be shown that the general definition of
perception is applicable, and that of a valid percep¬
tion4 is inapplicable.
[i Viz., conventional reality, the counterpositive being the
illusory silver.
2 Of illusory silver possessed of conventional reality. The
perception of non-existence depends upon . the know¬
ledge of its counterpositive as possessed of its dis¬
tinguishing characteristic. For instance, the absence of a
jar as possessed of jarhood cannot be perceived unless such
a jar has already been known. Now, since no illusory
silver is ever known to possess conventional reality,
the absence of it as possessed of that reality can never be
perceived.
8 The nacre.
4 Viz., that it must be uncontradicted.]
Perception Through or Without
an Organ
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In another way the above-mentioned perception
is twofold—that due to the organs, and that not
due to them. Of these, that not due to the organs
is the perception of happiness etc., for the
view that the mind is an organ has already been
refuted.1 The organs are five, consisting of the
nose, tongue, eye, ear and skin. And all the organs
lead to perceptual knowledge only when they are
connected with their respective objects. Among
them, the nose, tongue and skin generate congnitions
of smell, taste and touch, j'ust remaining at their
seats, while the eye and ear apprehend their res¬
pective obj'ects by themselves reaching the spot
occupied by those objects; because it is possible for
the ear, too, to reach the spot occupied by a kettle¬
drum etc., since it is limited like the eye and so on.
Hence we have the experience, “I have heard
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the sound of the kettle-drum.” The assumption2
that an endless series of sounds is produced in the
region of the auditory passage, like a series of waves,
or otherwise,8 is cumbrous, and such also is the
assumption that the perception, “I have heard
the sound of the kettle-drum,” is an illusion.*
Thus perception has been explained.
pOn p. 12.
3 Of the Nyaya philosophy.
3 Refers to the manner of kadamba buds, all the filaments
of which appear simultaneously.
♦Because, according to this view, what one hears is a
sound of the same class as the sound of the kettle¬
drum.]

CHAPTER H

INFERENCE
Inference is the Knowledge of
Invariable Concomitance

I

Now inference (anumana) is being described. It
is the instrument of inferential knowledge (<armmiti). And the latter is produced by the knowledge
of invariable concomitance (vyapti)l purely in its
character as the knowledge of invariable concomit¬
ance.2 The apperception3 etc.4 of the knowledge of
invariable concomitance are not inferential know¬
ledge, because they are not produced by the
knowledge of invariable concomitance as such.
t1 Between the thing to be inferred (sddhya) and the
reason or ground from which we infer (hetu), the latter
being
the
subordinate
concomitant
(vyapya).
In
the
sentence, ‘The hill has fire, because it has smoke,0 fire
is the thing to be inferred, the hill is the subject
or thing in which it is inferred (pak$a), and smoke is the
reason.
We
know
from
experience
that
wherever
there is smoke, there is fire. In other words, smoke never
exists where fire does not. This is invariable
con¬
comitance. According to the Nyaya philosophy, the sight
of smoke in the hill, followed by the recollection of this
invariable concomitance and the consideration (paramaria)
that the hill has smoke, which is the subordinate concomitant
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of (i.e. never exists without) fire, leads to the inferential
knowledge that the hill has fire. The Vedantic conception
of the origin of inferential knowledge differs from this in
certain respects, which will presently be dealt with.
2 And not as an object etc.

See note 4.

3 See note 6 on p. 21*
4 Refers to recollection etc. For instance, in the appercep¬
tion of the knowledge of invariable concomitance (that is,,
when we know that we have this knowledge), the latter is
a cause as an object in the recollection of that, it is a cause
as the experience of an identical object (with that of the
recollection).]

The instrument of inferential knowledge is the
knowledge of invariable concomitance. The latent
impression of that knowledge is the intermediate
operation (oyapara)} But the consideration (paramaria)—which is the third cognition9—of the sign9
or reason as being present in the thing where
something is inferred (paksa), is not an instrument
of inferential knowledge; for since it cannot be
proved that it is (even) a cause of inferential know¬
ledge, the question of its being an instrument* of
that is easily set aside.
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It cannot be urged that since inferential know¬
ledge is produced by latent impressions,5 it comes
under recollection; for since the criterion of recollec¬
tion is the fact that it is produced by the previous
non-existence6 of recollection or by latent im¬
pressions alone, the fact of its being produced by
latent impressions, which is applicable to their des¬
truction7 as well (as to recollection), is not a
criterion of recollection.
Vydpara in Nyaya is defined as that which is caused
by something else and yet helps to produce the result of
that something; the intermediate cause. Here is another
point of difference with Nyaya, according to which the opera¬
tion is paramarsa.
2 According to the logicians, first we see the presence of
smoke in a kitchen etc.; then we recollect that smoke is
never without fire; next we consider that the smoke is in the
hill where the fire is to be inferred. So consideration is
cognition of the reason for the third time, and is an ins¬
trument of inferential knowledge. This view of the logicians
is rebutted.
3 Linga:
that from which something is inferred; die
reason.
♦Which is an extraordinary cause.
5 Which constitute the operation of it.
6 According to Nyaya, prior to the moment that a posi¬
tive entity comes into being, there is the previous non-exis¬
tence of it, which is without a beginning. And when that
ceases, the thing is produced.
7 The destruction of latent impressions would be impos¬
sible, were they non-existent. Hence the latter are a cause
of that]
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Nor can it be questioned how, in a case where
inferential knowledge arises from recollection,
latent impressions can be the cause; for even in
the case of a recollection of invariable concomitance,
it is the latent impressions of that which are
the cause. There is no hard and fast rule that re¬
collection must destroy latent impressions, for
we come across a series of recollections. Nor would
inferential knowledge arise even from unawkened latent impressions, for the awakening of
them is also an auxiliary (to it). Thus the inferen¬
tial knowledge, "(The hill) has fire,” arises
when one has knowledge of the reason (smoke)
being present in the thing (the hill) where
something (fire) is to be inferred, in the form.
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“This has smoke,” and there is awakening of
the latent impression left by the (previous) ex¬
perience, “Smoke is a subordinate concomitant of
fire.” But neither the recollection of invariable
concomitance nor a qualified knowledge1 resulting
from it, such as, “This has smoke, which is
a subordinate concomitant of fire,”® should be as¬
sumed in between3 as the cause, for it is
cumbrous and unwarranted. That knowledge of
invariable concomitance is an instrument* only
in-respect of the knowledge of the fire, and not in
respect of that of the hill. Hence the knowledge,
“The hill has fire,” is inferential only in respect of
the fire, and not in respect of the hill, for we have
already5 proved that in respect of the latter the
knowledge is a perception.
['A knowledge combining invariable concomitance and the
presence of the reason in the subject.
2 This is consideration (paramar&a)—the knowledge that
a thing (e.g. smoke) possessed of the invariable concomit¬
ance of some other thing, fire), that is, invariably depen¬
dent on it, is present in the subject or the thing where the
latter is to be inferred (paksa).
3 Between the awakening of the recollection and the in¬
ferential ^knowledge.
4 Of inferential knowledge.
5 On pp. 20-2L]
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Invariable concomitance is co-existence with
the thing to be inferred that must abide in all
substratums of the reason. It is apprehended
by the observation of concomitance when no
violation of the latter has been noticed.
s to
\vhether this observation of concomitance should
be repeated experience or a first experience, no
importance need be attached to this distinction,
for the deciding factor is simply the observation of
concomitance.
Inference is only Affirmative

51

3

i

aw

That inference is only of one form,1 viz.,
affirmative (anvayiri),s but not purely affirmative
(kevaldnvayin)3; for according to our view, every
attribute is the counterpositive of the absolute
non-existence* abiding in Brahman,5 and hence
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there is no scope for the purely affirmative
inference, in which the thing to be inferred must
not be the counterpositive of non-existence. Nor
has inference a negative (vyatirekin) form*; for
the knowledge of invariable concomitance sub¬
sisting between the absence of the thing to be
inferred and that of the reason—the former
leading to the latter—is of no use7 for deducing
the thing to be inferred from the reason. How
then can even a person who is unaware of the
affirmative invariable concomitance8 of smoke etc.
(with fire etc.) have inferential knowledge9 through
his knowledge of negative invariable concomit¬
ance?10 From the means of knowledge called
presumption (arthdpatti), as we shall explain.11
For this very reason12 inference has no such
form as both affirmative and negative (amxtyavyatvrekin),13 for the knowledge of negative in¬
variable concomitance is not a cause of inferential
knowledge.
P Not three, as in Nyaya, viz., purely affirmative (kevalanvayin), purely negative (kevala-vyatirekin) and both affirma¬
tive and negative (anvaya-vycUirekin).
2 In which from the presence of something in a parti¬
cular place or thing some other thing is inferred. For ex¬
ample, '“The hill has fire, because it has smoke/'
8 For example, “A jar is namable, because it is knowable." Here no negative invariable concomitance nor any
contrary instance is possible, since, according to the logicians,
everything is namable.
4 As in the proposition, “There is no jar/'
5 Since Brahman is absolutely devoid of attributes, there is
always
the
absence
of
all
attributes
in
It;
and
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every
attribute
is
a counterpositive of
that nonexistence.
6 Where by the knowledge of negative invariable concomit¬
ance between two things we infer the presence of
one
thing from that of the other. For example,
when we infer fire from smoke by the knowledge,
Where there is no fire, there cannot be any smoke,” as
in a • lake. This includes the second form of infer¬
ence admitted by the logicians, viz., the purely negative,
illustrated by the proposition, “Earth is different from other
things, because it has smell.”
7 Being too round about a process for the pur¬
pose.
8 For example, “Wherever there is smoke, there is
fire.”
9 Such as, “The hill has fire.”
10 For example, “Where there is no fire, there is no
smoke.”
11 In Chapter V.
12 This is explained, by the last part of the sentence.
13 Since negative inference is repudiated by Vedanta, this
third form of inference admitted by the logicians, which in¬
volves negative inference, is also inadmissible.]

Inference for Oneself and for
Others:

sm&snru

Syllogism
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That inference is again twofold according to its
division into that meant for oneself and that
meant for others. Of these, the former has
already1 been described; the latter, however,
requires the help of syllogisms. A syllogism is a
group of component parts. These are but three in
number, viz., the proposition to be proved, reason
and example, or example, application2 and con¬
clusion, and not five3; for, since it is possible to
exhibit the invariable concomitance and the
presence of the reason in the subject (pdksa) by
three component parts only, two additional compo¬
nent parts are useless.
fl0n P- 71, in the sentence beginning with, *Thus the
inferential knowledge,” etc.
2 A statement that the reason (e.g. smoke), which never
exists where the thing to be inferred (e.g. fire) does not,
is present in the subject of the inference (e.g. a hill).
3 As the logicians hold. According to them the component
parts are: The proposition to be proved (pratijfid), reason
(hetti), example (udaharana), application (upanaya) and
conclusion (nigamana). The following are illustrations of
these in order:
(1) The hill has fire.
(2) Because it has smoke.
(3) Whatever has smoke has fire, as a kitchen.
(4) This is also like that.
(5) The hill has fire, which is always present where there
is smoke.]
Inference Proves the Unreality of the
Universe:

i

Definition of Unreality

—ssrfW

ft»rr, m-
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After inference has thus been set forth, 1^jcj1
prove the unreality of the entire universe,
^
is other than Brahman. For instance: Ail
^
other than Brahman; whatever is such (other
Brahman) is like this (unreal), as silver in_
nacre. It cannot be urged that the example ci e ^
is unfounded, because it has already been prove
Nor is the reason proffered without any corrobora
tive argument, for in order to prove the unrealx ,
of silver in a nacre, of a snake in a rope, etc., it is
the fact of their being other than Brahman that
is the corroborative argument, be
••**<*&.
:ence'
tli&t abides
substratum.
to guard7
on account

jifeL —
m ^ nuw t v* is supposed6 to
-- be.
— —-—■
The term 'supposed to be’ is used
(
against the futility of the definition
of the absence of any true substra^
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turn of the thing that is unreal, and the word
‘whatever* is for precluding a different thing* from
the one in question. So it has been said,9 "The
unreality of all things whatsoever consists in their
being counterpositives of the absolute non-exist¬
ence that abides in what is supposed to be their
substratum.”
t1 On p. 61, in the first paragraph.
2 Than stating, as one may, that thing is unreal if it is
produced by a defect other than nescience.
3E.g. silver in the nacre.
4 As expressed in the sentence, 'There is no silver
here."
5E.g. a nacre.
6 Not simply actually so. In the case of illusory objects,
an actual substratum is not to be found.
7 Thus, the nacre being the supposed substratum, the defini¬
tion will apply to it.
8 Viz., real co-existence, as in the case of the con¬
junction of a monkey with a tree. Since the conjunction
is at the top, but not at the root, there is the non¬
existence of the conjunction as well as its counterpositive,
conjunction, in the same substratum, the tree. And yet
the conjunction is not unreal The word 'whatever/
which connotes the entirety of the supposed substratum,
excludes such a case from the purview of the defi¬
nition.
9 By Citsukhacarya in the Citsukhi, Ch. I, verse 7 p. 39,
N. S. Ed.]
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Or the proof of a thing's unreality is an
inference like the following: ‘The cloth is a
^
counterpositive
of
the
absolufe^"' non-eSstence1
Abiding in these threads^tecause it is a doth; ■ as I*4***
irthe case wifh“’anjToffier cloth” So it has been
said,2 ‘Things3 that have parts are counterpositives of the non-existence abiding in those
parts,4 because they have parts; as in the case
with other things that have parts. With regard to
quality etc.5 (also), the same kind of inference holds
good.”6
[irThat is, a non-existence of the form, ‘There is no cloth
here."
3 Op cit, Ch. I, verse 8, p. 40.
3E.g. a cloth.
4 Viz., threads.
3 Refers to action, generic attribute (fati), etc.
6 For example, "This colour of the cloth is a counterpositive
of the absolute non-existence abiding in the cloth, because
it is a colour; as is the case with other colours.” Similarly,
other qualities as also generic attributes etc. are to be taken
as counterpositives of the absolute non-existence abiding in
those threads.]

* =5?

5Rq%oi sra:,

It cannot be urged that if a jar etc. are un¬
real, it would contradict the perception, "The
jar is existent”; for since the existence of the
substratum of the jar, viz., Brahman, is the
object of this perception, the reality of a jar etc. is
unfounded.
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It cannot be urged:
How can Brahman,
which is colourless, be an object of ocular1
cognition? For colour etc., which are without
colour,8 are objects of perception. Nor does the
accepted principle that a colourless substance is
incapable of being perceived by the eye etc. (go
against us), for according to our view, the fact of
Brahman’s being a substance is unfounded. You
hold that a substance is that which is the sub¬
stratum of qualities, or which is an inherent
cause.
But Brahman, which is devoid of quali¬
ties, cannot be the substratum of qualities; nor
is It an inherent cause, for inherence is un¬
founded.3 Or, even if Brahman be admitted to be
a substance, still there is no contradiction in Its
being an object of ocular cognition, like time, which
is colourless.4
[1The printed editions read cakfusadt (ocular or any other).
The word adi (etc.) is obviously out of place here, as also
in die last sentence of this paragraph.
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2 Because, according to Nyaya, a quality or action does ^not
possess any other quality or action.
8 See p. 23, 1. 5, and note 2 on p. 24.
4 According to the MImamsakas, in every perception the
particular time also is perceived. See p. 5, 1. 14, and note
5 on p. 6.]

Existence is Threefold "
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Or (we may say) there are three kinds of
existence:
absolute,1 conventional8 and illusory.3.
Absolute existence belongs to Brahman, conven¬
tional existence to the ether etc., and illusory
existence to silver in a nacre, etc. Thus the per¬
ception, “The jar is existent,” is valid, as it
treats of conventional existence. In this alter¬
native, the negation of a jar etc. in Brahman is

6
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not a negation of those things as they actually
are/ but only as absolute reality.5 Again, &
this alternative, we should understand that in the
definition6 of unreality the absolute non-existence
is to be so qualified as to convey the additional
idea, "And the counterpositiveness relating t0
which is characterised by absolutenessP Therefore
the inference about the unreality (of the universe;
is valid.
f1 Which remains uncontradicted for all time.
2 Which abides till the realisation of one's identity
with Brahman—that is, what is popularly known aS
real.
3 Which is destroyed as soon as the obstacles to proper
vision, such as distance, defects of the eye and sleep, &e
removed; e.g. a mirage.
4 That is, as phenomenal entities.
s Which Brahman alone is.
6 Given on p. 77, 11. 22-25.
7 The above words should be added at the end of the
sentence setting forth the definition.]

CHAPTER HI

COMPARISON
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Now comparison is
being
described.
The
^strunaent of the valid knowledge of similarity
^mparison. For instance, a man who has
seen a cow’s form in cities and has gone to a
0rest, where his eyes have come in contact with
a
(Savaya)y bas die cognition,1
"This
thing is li^ a cow.” Then he has the conviction, "My cow is like this.” Here, by a process
°f agreement and difference,3 the knowledge of
that likeness of a cow which exists in a gayal is
the instrument, and the knowledge of that like¬
ness of a gayal which exists in a cow is the
result.3
tl Which is a perception.
2 When there is the preceding laaowledge, there is the suc¬
ceeding conviction; otherwise not
8 That is, comparison.]
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This is not possible through perception, for
then the cows form is not in contact with the
eyes. Nor is it possible through inference,1 for
that likeness of a cow which exists in a gayal
cannot be the sign (reason) for inferring the like¬
ness of a gayal in a cow. Nor can it be urged
that this is possible through the following in¬
ference :
My cow is like this gayal.
Because it corresponds to its likeness existing
in a gayal.
That which corresponds to its likeness existing
in a thing is like the latter.
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As Caitra, who corresponds to his likeness
existing in Maitra, is like him.
For even without this sort of inference, the cognition,
“My cow is like this,” is a matter of common ex¬
perience, and one has also the apperception,9 ‘1 am
comparing8 (the two,” Hence comparison is a dis¬
tinct means of knowledge.
[l As it is held by Sankhya and Vaiiedka.
4 See note 0 on p. 21.
8 Not inferring.]

CHAPTER IV

VERBAL TESTIMONY
ajSTPUft
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Now verbal testimony is being discussed. That
sentence is a means of valid knowledge in which the
relation (among the meanings of words) that is the
object of its intention1 is not contradicted by any
other means2 of valid knowledge. The knowledge
arising from a sentence has four causes, viz., ex¬
pectancy, consistency, contiguity and the knowledge
of the intention.3
[*That is, the relation intended by the sentence.
2 Than verbal testimony. That is, perception etc.
3 In Nyaya, it is the knowledge of all the four that is the
cause.]

Expectancy
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“5R^n”%r^5 his^iiIh? i
Of these, expectancy is the capacity of the
meanings of words to become objects of inquiry
regarding each other. For when we hear a
word signifying an action, something connected
with the latter becomes an object of our inquiry;
when we hear a word meaning something con¬
nected with an action, that action becomes such
an object; and when we hear a word conveying
the instrument of an action, its modus operandi
becomes an object of our inquiry.1 The word
‘capacity’ is inserted (in the definition), because
even one who is not inclined to inquire compre¬
hends the meaning of a sentence. Since the
determining characteristic (avacchedakaf of that
capacity is the fact of being an action, that of
being something connected with an action (kata,
katva), and so on, the definition is not too wide
so as to include words (in the nominative case)
like, ‘A cow,’ ‘A horse,’ etc.3 While in cases
where words in apposition bring out an identity
of meaning, that determining characteristic is the
fact of being signified by words having the same
case-ending; hence the definition is not too narrow
to include sentences like, “Thou art That” (C/m
VI viii. 7 ff)-4
*
[’ For example, when somebody says, ‘Bring,’ we are •
dined to ask: ‘What?* or ‘Whom?’ Similarly, when ***'
hear the word liim,’ we expect a verb like ‘bring/’
when we hear the sentence, “One who desires heaven sho hj
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perform the new- and full-moon sacrifices," the conclud¬
ing phrase (which in Sanskrit is in the instrumental
case) leads us to inquire into its steps—how exactly the
sacrifice should be done*.
2 By which instances of that kind of capacity can be spotted
out and grouped together.
3 Which do not, according to the rules of Sanskrit gram¬
mar, normally suggest any corresponding terms, as do words
in the accusative and other cases.
4Here the* words 'Thou' and ‘That*, being
ppositional,
might be excluded from the purview of the definition,
if the determining characteristic of the capacity for rousing
inquiry were the same as before. Hence a different one
is given.]
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It is in view of such expectancy that under
the topic of “Relative Strength,”1 in the passage.
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“Those curds belong to the Viivadevas, and the
whey is for the Vajins,”2 the procedure is laid down,
to the effect that there is no expectancy of thewheyj,since the sacrifice pertaining to the Vifvadevas has"
connection with curds only.*
Objection: Even there,5 although the whey is not
actually an object of inquiry, yet it certainly has the
capacity for being such, because the determining
characteristic of something being an object of inquiry
in connection with sacrifices is the fact of its being
an article of offering.
N
Reply: Not so; for the determining, charac¬
teristic in question is the fact of something5 being
an article of offering m the absence of an1 appre¬
hension of the connection7 of something else8 of
the same class9 as itself; and as with regard to
the article whey there is an apprehension of the
connection of another thing 6f the same class as
itself, viz., curds, the whey10 has not such a deter¬
mining characteristic. But in the case of the
curds, it is not so; for then11 there is no appre¬
hension of the connection of the whey. In other
instances12 also, it is the absence of expectancy
that should be understood to be the criterion of
weakness.
t1 Topic 7 of Jaiminis Purofl-MitnumsI-Sutros HI. iii.,
aphorism 14 of which reads as } follows: “Where direct
enunciation (case-endings, affixes, etc.—Sristi), indication
(lingo), supplementary statement (vakya), context (prakarana), order (sthana) and derivation (samdkhyd) relate
to the same thing, each succeeding item is weaker, be¬
cause it conveys its meaning in a more distant way
—that is, through the medium of the preceding ones.
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2 The passage is actually discussed in Sahara’s commentary, not in chapter III, but under II. ii. 23. The
discussion on it, however, is based on the relative strength
pi the first and third of the above tests for determin¬
ing
the parts of a sacrifice,” which is the subjectmatter of the second chapter, the issue being whether
the offering of the whey is a part of the sacrifice re¬
lating to the Visvadevas. This is decided negatively on
the ground that direct enunciation is stronger than supp ementary statement. The words immediately preceding
those quoted in the text are: “In hot milk one should
put curd.”
3 Which belongs to another sacrifice, viz., that relating to
the Vajins.
4 Because of direct enunciation, viz., the adjectival suffix.
In the sacrifice relating in the Visvadevas.
6 E*g. curds.
7 With the Vaisvadeva sacrifice. So also three lines later.
8 Viz., whey.
8 As being an article of offering.
10 Which is not an article of offering of the kind specified
above.
11 At the time of the verbal comprehension of the meaning
of the word first heard, viz., 'curds/
12 Where the relative strength of the other items in the
series, such as direct enunciation and indication, is the issue.
For examples of these see op cit.]
Consistency and Contiguity

'<*!■'*< l+fctf I ^sf<T
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Consistency is non-contradiction of the relation1
that is intended. Since in sentences like, "He is
sprinkling (plants) with fire,* there is contradiction
of such a relation, they have no consistency. Even
sentences like, "That Prajapati took out his own
omentum* (Tai. S. II. 1. i. 4, adapted), have
consistency, because there is non-contradiction of
the object of the intention, viz., an eulogy on
animals.2 Sentences like, "Thou art That* (Cha.
VI. viii. 7 ff), also have consistency, because,
although there is contradiction of the identity of
their direct meanings,8 still there is non-contradiction
of the identity of their implied meaning, viz., their
real essence.4
[l Between
words.

one

thing

and

another

signified

by

two

2 As a result of the offering of his omentum by Praja¬
pati, a large number of kids were bom. And kids are
prescribed as offerings for the attainment of children
and
animals.
Hence the sentence quoted is meant
simply to extol animals, and from that standpoint it is
consistent.
3 Viz.,
the
individual
self
and
God,
respectively,
that are as the poles asunder as regards power, knowl¬
edge, etc.
4 Viz., the Brahman without attributes, which is the under¬
lying essence of both.]

\
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P&nfa” ffw q^rato i.

Contiguity is the apprehension,1 without an
interval, of the meanings3 of words that is pro¬
duced by those words.
The clause, “That is
produced by those words,” is inserted, since the
meanings of words apprehended by other means8
of knowledge do not lead to any (verbal) com¬
prehension of their mutual connection. Hence in
cases where particular words are not uttered,
they are to be supplied; as, for instance, in the
case of the word dvaram (the door), the word
pidhehi (shut) is to be supplied. Hence (also)
in the mantra beginning with, “For the sake of
rain4 thee,5” (Vaj. S. I, i. 22, Taj. S. I. i. 1, etc.),
the words “I cut” are to be supplied. Hence (again)
in the variant sacrifices the words should run as
follows: “To (the god) Sun6 I offer thee so as
to please him.”7
P Recollection by association.
3 The things signified by them.
8 Such as perception and inference.
4 As |he producer of crops.
5 The branch of a paltiSa tree (Butea Frondosa) is being
addressed.
6 Or any other deity, according to the sacrifice.
7 Addressed to an oblation of rice-cake. In the typical
sacrifice (prakrti), the deity of which is Fire, the words of
the mantra are: “To (the god) Fire I offer thee so as to
please him” (Tai. S. I. 1. iv. 2). In the variant sacrifice
(vikrti), the word *Fire* is changed into 'Sun* to suit
the deity. In a typical sacrifice all the details are given;
in a variant sacrifice the points of difference only are noted.]
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Significance of Words
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The meanings of words are of' two kinds—
primary and implied. Now significance (&akti) is
the direct reference of words to their meanings. As,
the word ‘jar* refers to a particular thing of a form
having a large bottom and body etc. That signific¬
ance is a distinct category,1 for, according to
Vedanta, any power in a chuse tending to pro¬
duce an effect comes under a distinct category. And
it is to be inferred from its effect, viz., the compre¬
hension of the meanings of particular words produced
by those words. To be . signified (Sakyatva) is
to be an object of (the comprehension produced by)
such significance.2
[l According to the logicians, significance (iafcii) is the
relation of a word to its meaning. It is of the form of a
divine will that such and such a word should mean such
and such a thing. And they do not admit its being a
distinct category. The Mimamsakas, however, side with
the Vedantists.
2 That is, something is said to be directly meant by
a word when it is known through the significance of
that word.]
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f^FfT 5^frR«ftf^5I«lWNJ«i | 3RT ^ ^RH^SWJr^
*r%: wrcrrftfir f^Rrr: 1
That capacity of being signified belongs to a
generic attribute (jati),1 not to individuals,® for
individuals being infinite in number, it would be
cumbrous (to assume otherwise). It may be
urged: How, then, are individuals known through
words like ‘cow’? The answer is: Because the same
cognition that comprehends a generic attribute also
comprehends the individuals. Or (we may put it this
way): With regard to individuals, the significance
of words like 'cow’ is (a cause of verbal comprehen¬
sion) per se3 not as being known; while with regard
to a generic attribute, it is a cause as being known.
It cannot be urged that the knowledge of significance
in respect of individuals also is a cause, for it would
be a cumbrous assumption. And, besides, (even) in
the absence of a knowledge that significance refers
to individuals, there is no delay* in knowing those
individuals, simply when one is aware that signific¬
ance refers to the (corresponding) generic attribute.
Therefore, even in the Nyaya philosophy, the con-
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elusion is that significance (of words) regarding the
logical connection is (a cause of verbal comprehen¬
sion) per se?
t1 Meaning the common property of a class, which charac¬
terises all the individuals comprised in that class; for example,
jarhood, which is found in all jars. This land of generic
attribute is admitted in Vedanta. What was refuted on p. 22
was the technical interpretation of the term as a distinct
category upheld by the logicians.
2 According to die logicians, however, it belongs to the
individual possessed of a particular generic attribute and
form.
8 That is, by its mere existence.
4 Which would be inevitable if the knowledge of signific¬
ance as referring to individuals were a cause of verbal com¬
prehension.
5 Not as being known.]

l

T WflfeSqupiUxHM: l

?f?r |

^

W

i

A direct meaning (vacya) is that which is an
object of significance as being known. Hence a
generic attribute alone is directly meant. Or (we
may say) individuals are comprehended by implica¬
tion (laksana). As in the phrase, "A blue jar,” the
word 1)106’ implies something possessed of the blue
colour as a quality, similarly a work meaning
a generic attribute may convey by implication an
individual possessing it. So it has been said1:
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“The meaning of a word is to be obtained from
no other source2 (than the word itself).” Thus
the primary meaning of a word has been as¬
certained.
p By the Munamsakas.
2 Than significance and implication.]
Implication:

Its Varieties

are

I
|

i

5TW ^ fsf^TT—5f%RPpIT
5I3T

I

w

swi^T^WN-sjfwrfsr
^(ri^iuii i

^ WFrmxpcmrsFtt-

rnyfewMiGB vriwr&sm, w
fRr: i ifajft

i

5kftfa: I
Now the meaning implied by a word is being
described. An implied meaning is the object im¬
plied by a word. Implication is of two kinds—
pure and double. Of these, pure implication is the
direct relation to the primary meaning of a word.
As, in the sentence, “The cowherd colony is on
(lit, in) the Ganges,” the word ‘Ganges’ refers
by pure implication1 to the bank (of the river).
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which is directly related to the stream. Double im¬
plication occurs where, by an indirect relation to the
primary meaning of a word, some other meaning is
known. As, the word dvUrepha, which signifies two
r s, refers to a bee by an indirect relation arrived at
through the intermediary word bhramara? What is
called figurative use is also nothing but double im¬
plication. As, in the sentence, The boy is a lion,
the boy is known through his relation to ferocity etc.,
which are associated with what is primarily meant
by the word lion.’
t1 Because the colony cannot be In the river.
2'Dvirepha' literally means two rs. From this we are led
by pure implication to something containing two rs, viz., the
word bhramara. Then by a second implication of the word
dvirepha, we get its meaning, viz., a bee. Hence this is an
instance of double implication.]

M4»Klrd>ui

f^raT—

W^TT,

1

i

ra” 5% i

m%

^
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^
mh\ ^

%
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7

i
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In another way, implication is of three kinds—
exclusive (jahat), inclusive (ajahat) and quasi-inclusive (jahad-ajahat). Of these, exclusive implication
occurs where, excluding the primary meaning, some
other meaning is comprehended. As, in the sentence,
"Take poison,”1 discarding the original meaning of
the words, abstention from eating in an enemy’s
house is implied. Inclusive implication occurs where,
along with the primary meaning, some other mean¬
ing is comprehended: as, "A white jar.” Here the
word ‘white’ includes its original meaning, viz., the
quality white colour, and yet refers by implication
to a substance possessing it. Quasi-inclusive implica¬
tion occurs where a word signifying some qualified
entity discards one part of its meaning and refers to
another part; as, “This is that Devadatta.” Here,
since the qualified entities primarily meant by the
two words2 cannot be identical,3 the latter refer only
to the substantive (vi&esya)} Or5 as, according to
the traditional interpreters of Vedanta, in a sentence
like, ‘Thou art That” (Cha. VI viii. 7 ff.), since the
entity meant by the word ‘That’, viz., God as pos¬
sessed of omniscience etc., cannot be identical with
what is meant by the word Thou/ viz., the individual
self endowed with a mind, therefore in order to make
their identity possible, the words refer by implication
to their essential nature.6
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t1 Addressed to a person going to eat in an enemy's
house.
3 This’ and ‘that'
8 Because ‘this’ refers to Devadatta as associated with the
present time and ‘that’ to Devadatta as associated with the
past.
4 Just the person Devadatta, unrelated to time past or
present
5 This is a Vedic example; the other is a popular one.
8 Viz,, the Brahman without attributes.]

a*:—1“tRWW”

fafinwT*M>q<?wi«ta>!&nr£sfq * sfto ^ragqT^rsqqV.
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a?:”
^f°TT l
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ju^t
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5f WTT, ^fqT
^T^rmwnx i

a?:,”

ataiqWmT ^raifq ‘asT’-%c?Rt fiSimmswrat
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We, however, maintain that in sentences like,
“This is that Devadatta,” and ‘Thou art That,”
although words signifying qualified entities refer only
to one portion of their meaning, yet there is no
implication; for, notwithstanding the fact that two
qualified entities presented (to the mind) by signi¬
ficance1 cannot be (logically) connected with each
other to convey an identical meaning, there is no
contradiction in connecting two substantives, also
presented by significance, so as to yield an identi¬
ty of meaning. As, in the sentence, “The jar is
transitory,” although it is inconsistent? to connect
with transitoriness only one part3 of what is meant
by the word ‘jar', viz., jarhood, yet it is all right
with regard to an individual jar, which is capable
of being so connected.* Only where one part of the
meaning of a word is presented as a qualifying attri¬
bute (vi&esana), implication is admitted in order
that the meaning may be presented independently.5
As, in the sentence, "The jar is eternal,” since jarhood is not independently presented6 by the signific¬
ance of the word ‘jar,’ the latter refers by implication
to jarhood, in order to effect such cognition. Simi¬
larly, in sentences like, ‘Thou art That,” there is also
no implication, because the meanings of the words
‘Thou’ and That’ are presented independently by
significance (of those two words), and* there is no
obstacle to their being logically connected so as to
mean an identical thing. Otherwise,7 in sentences
like, “There is a jar in the house,” ‘There is colour
in the jar,” and “Bring the jar,” since jarhood.
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househood, etc.,8 are incapable of leading to the de¬
sired comprehension of the logical connection,9 there¬
fore even in these cases words such as 'jar’ would
convey mere substantives just by implication. There¬
fore the statement about implication by the (tradi¬
tional) teachers in sentences like, ‘Thou art That,”
should be understood as mere tentative admission.
fl OE the two words ‘this’ and ‘that* in the first example,
and ‘thou’ and ‘That’ in the second.
3 From the logician’s standpoint, because jarhood, being a
generic attribute, is according to him eternal.
3 In Nyaya, the significance of a word is with regard
to individuals comprised in a genus. See note 2 on p. 95.
4 Because individual jars are perishable.
5 As a substantive.
8 According to Nyaya.
7 If implication be admitted even with regard to words
signifying independent substantives.
8 whiicli are presented as qualifying attributes.
9 Of
the
meanings
of
words
comprising
those
sentences.]

‘sawn

Examples of quasi-inclusive implication, however,
are only sentences like these: “Protect the curd from
the crows”; for here the word ‘crows’ gives up its
characteristic yielding the primary meaning, viz.,
crowhood,1 and refers, through the attribute8 of being
a spoiler of the curd, which is not the characteristic
yielding the primary meaning, to creatures other
than crows as well.
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t The word sakya’
tavacchedaka.
2 Possessed by crows.]

in

the

text

stands

<Tf%:; “q>r%*qt

q^mrenr,

for

Sakya-

ar^PTTgq-

qk:”

wq«=llft I
The root of implication, however, is the frustra¬
tion of intention alone, and not that of the logi¬
cal connection (of words); for in the sentence,
"Protect the curd from the crows,” there is no
frustration of the logical connection, and in sentences
like, "The cowherd colony is in (on) the Ganges,”
there is the possibility of a frustration of intention
as well.
f1 But there is a frustration of the speakers intention, the
word crows’ being intended by the speaker to mean all
pests.]

5T5n *rtq:”
ffft

“qwtarqf
i
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i
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|
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Implication belongs not to words alone,1 but also
to a group of words. As, in the sentence, ""There is
a cowherd colony in (on) the deep river,” the group
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consisting of the two words ‘deep river refers by
implication to its bank. It may be urged: Since a
group of words does not possess significance (iafcti),
how can it have implication, which is a relation
to what is conveyed by significance? The answer
is this: Implication is a relation to what is con¬
veyed by significance, which is a relation of words2
(to their meanings). And just as the meaning
of a word is conveyed by significance, so is also
that of a group of words. Hence there is no
anomaly.
I1 As
2 Not

Nyaya holds.
a group of words.]

ri mkumwt srrwt mm,
*ntP*TT i

wiKiiKTONiivgpiit

7 to *rN
i

tot
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gir:

u” ?fw

Thus
(Vedic)
corroborative
statements
(arthavada) that are of the nature of eulogies refer by
implication to praiseworthiness,1 while depreciatory
statements like, “He
refer by implication

cried” (Tai. S. I. v. i. I),2
to blameworthiness.3 If the

words comprising a corroborative statement be ad¬
mitted to refer by implication to praiseworthiness
etc., then, it being possible for one of those words
to convey that through implication, the other words
would be redundant. So the group of words com¬
prising a corroborative statement virtually serves as
one word, inasmuch as it leads to the apprehension
of that meaning of the words, viz., praiseworthiness,
which is required by the injunction, and thus it
constitutes a unitary passage4 with the sentence set¬
ting forth the injunction. Hence corroborative state¬
ments constitute (what is called) a unitary passage
in respect of a word. Where, then, does a unitary
passage in respect of a sentence occur?—Where two
sentences, each of which conveys distinct relations
(between its words and their meanings), express, by
virtue of their expectancy, the meaning of a longer
passage. As, a sentence like, “One who desires
heaven should perform the new- and full-moon sacri¬
fices,5 and one like, “One should perform the Samidh
sacrifice” (Ait. Br. VI 4), form a unitary passage,
inasmuch as they express the mutually expected re-
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lation of whole and part. So it has been stated by
the illustrious Kumarila Bhatta: "Sentences that are
complete in themselves as regards the expression of
their meanings, again combine in view of their
relation of whole and part etc. and become a unitary
passage” (Tantra-Vartika, verse 4, under Pu. Mi.
Su. I. iv. 24).
t1 Of actions
3 The story

prescribed by the Vedic injunctions.
is this: Once the deity Fire ran away
with some precious booty the gods had deposited with
him. When they chased him, he crfed, and his tears
became silver. Hence silver should not be given as re¬
muneration to the priests in the Barhis sacrifice; for it
is sure to cause weeping in the sacrificer's family within
a year.
3 Of actions prohibited by the Vedas.
4 Amplifying the purport of the injunction.
5 These are the main sacrifices, of which the Samidh
sacrifice, named after its deity and forming the first of the
five Prayaja sacrifices, is a part. Hence the two sentences,
although complete in themselves, form one whole—a unitary
passage.]

i<u(

\

Thus both the varieties of the meanings of words
have been determined. Contiguity is the knowledge1
of those. It is also a cause of verbal comprehension,
for we observe just that kind of agreement and
difference (between them).8 Similarly, the com¬
prehension of the meanings of subsidiary sentences
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is a cause of the comprehension of a composite
passage, for we have a certitude about such agree¬
ment etc.3 between them.4
[! Recollection produced by the utterance of words.
there is that recollection, there is verbal comprehension;
otherwise not.
3 Refers to difference.
4 If the meanings of the component sentences are grasped,
then the meaning of the paragraph also is grasped; otherwise
not]

2 If

Intention

ssrma

i

JTc^RPTT^T^TrT, “3PmtTTTT^S5gfq5T:”

fq%-

j *T § 7dd*HIHdr|(daidd4'l«<4f*T% dSl«Hr
^T^TT^HTT^, IT § 4e*yy J1
Now intention, which comes next in order, is being
described. Regarding this (we must know that) in¬
tention is not the utterance (of words) with the
object of producing the cognition of a particular
thing, for then Vedic texts uttered by a person
who does not know their meaning would not be in-
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telligible, and there can be no error1 also about
(the
a

speakers)

specific

intention,2

ince

comprehension,8

as

the

listener

(expressed

in

has
his

words), ‘This teacher does not understand (what
he utters)” It cannot be urged that in the case cited
above,4 verbal comprehension takes place frbm

a

knowledge of Gods intention,5 for we find that
even a person who does not believe in God6
understands the meaning of the Vedic passages.7
(What, then, is intention?) This is being stated:
Intention is the capacity to produce cognition of
a particular thing. The sentence, “There is a
jar in the house,” is capable of producing a
cognition of the relation of a jar, and not that of a
cloth, to the house.

Hence that sentence is said to

mean the relation of a jar, and not that of a doth
(to the house).
I1 In the mind of the listener.
2 Viz., his desire to convey a particular meaning.
3 Which settles the question of error.
4 Where one listens to Vedic or other words uttered

by a

person who does npt understand them.
6 Because He produced the Vedas.
6 As the author of the Vedas.
’Uttered by one who does not know their meaning.l
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tHEPFT ?Tcff«q4<f+(cg^^ |

3T53J?rot-
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5raBrawnn«^Tft: 1
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ggfer^r fofeqrei, 1
Objection: A sentence like, “Bring the saindhaoa,"1 even when it is uttered with the object
of producing the cognition that salt should be
brought, has the potentiality of producing the cogni¬
tion that it relates to a horse; hence, even when
one

has

the

knowledge

that

it

means

salt,

one

may have the idea that it relates to a horse or the
like.

Reply: Not

so;

for

(the

definition

of)

inten¬

tion has the additional qualifying attribute that the
sentence must not be uttered with the object of pro¬
ducing the cognition of anything else but that (which
is intended by the words). So a sentence that has
the potentiality of producing the cognition of a parti¬
cular thing, and at the same time is not uttered
with

the

object

of

producing

the

cognition

of

anything else, is said to relate to that particular
thing.3 In the case of words uttered by a parrot
etc., and of Vedic or other sentences uttered by
a person ignorant of their meaning, since there
is no desire at all to produce any cognition, and
consequently there is the absence of an utterance
with the object of producing the cognition of any-
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thing else but that (which is in view), the defi¬
nition is applicable, and hence it is not too narrow.
Nor is it too narrow to include a sentence uttered '
to mean both salt and horse (for instance); for the
idea (behind the definition) is that the sentence must
not be uttered with the object of producing the
cognition of that only which is other than the thing
in view.
[l Lit., a product of
things) means a sea, as
Hence the word means
horse.

sindhu, which (among other
also the territory called Sind.
both salt and a species of

2 So, although ‘saindhava may mean a horse, it will not
be taken in that sense if somebody who is eating utters the
sentence, because it has not been uttered to mean a
horse.]

wh «TOnrrar.

awn#

^sfq

i

The determining characteristic of the capacity
(of words) to produce just the above-mentioned
cognition is inherent power (&akti).

Since, according

to us, inherent power alone is everything the deter¬
mining

characteristic

of

casuality,1

there

is

no

anomaly here.
I1 As in the case of fire, for instance, the reason why it
can bum things is that it possesses that inherent power, so
in the case of words, the reason for their conveying parti¬
cular meanings is to be sought in their inherent power, viz.,
significance.]
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^TT^TFT-

3R5}R%

sTTcq&q

sR*rqpfq
1^,

3R=qSTT

srer^-r^ i

w^9TTOiR»d&*T «r arsq^jjnf
^p8|uic«bc|l«n.;

TR^ir^inqfq?t% q en?qwR

qmfc-

qcqtgqpwftrfq sfcti qfgqq^ =q
sIRTORSPr fqqTS-yWTtfcqTf:
It
the

thus

being

(capacity

for)

proved

that

generation

intention,
of

the

which

is

cognition

of

a particular thing, is the cause of verbal compre¬
hension, the passage1 in the fourth chapter (vornaka)
of the Vivaran2 refuting the causality of intention
in producing verbal comprehension, is meant to
refute

the

contention8 that intention

is

ance (of words) with the object of
the cognition of a particular thing.

the

utter¬

producing
Otherwise

discussions on Vedanta, which result in a certi¬
tude about the intention, would be futile. Some,4
however, maintain:
The passage in the fourth
chapter of the Vivarana means that knowledge
of the intention is not a cause of all verbal com¬
prehension ; but that with regard to the parti¬
cular verbal comprehension that takes place after
a doubt or error regarding the intention, it certainly
is a cause; for in case of a doubt as to whether
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a particular sentence means this or something else,
as also of an error regarding it, the ascertain¬
ment of its particular meaning thereafter can
not take place without the ascertainment of the
intention.
^Pp. 181-182, V. S. S.
2 See footnote 3 on p. 1.
3 Of the logicians.
4 The reference is to the author of the Abheda-ratnakara.]

•§

simTWT^,

ftng^sfq q^i^n

That

intention

srrnisiPiT'i&raT

“3^ sn?r.”

^aqfaqRuiTrt i

is

determined

with

srt

^

regard

to

the Vedas only by reasoning rectified by tire prin¬
ciples of interpretation, while with regard to secular
sentences, by means of the context etc.1 Of these,
secular sentences are of the nature of restatements,
since their meanings are primarily apprehended
through other means of knowledge; but with re¬
gard to the Vedas, since the meanings of Vedic
sentences are known at first hand, they are not
of the nature of restatements. Now, both in secu-
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lar and Vedic sentences, even statements of fact
are, like those conveying something to be done,
means of valid knowledge; for in utterances like,
“A son has been bom to you,” words are defi¬
nitely known to have the power of conveying
meanings that are statements of fact. Hence Vedantic sentences are means of valid knowledge with
regard to Brahman.3 How this is so,' will be
dealt, with in the chapter relating to the subjectmatter of Vedanta.8
I1 Refers to the words of a
so on.
2 Which is an eternal Reality.
8 Chapter VII.]

trustworthy person,

and

The Authority of the Vedas Explained

font

HWWfilRl-

iforfw: |
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Now, according to the logicians, the Vedas

are

means of valid knowledge because they are produced
by God, who is eternal and omniscient.
to

the Munariisakas who deal with

According

sacrifices,

the

Vedas are means of valid knowledge because they
are eternal and as such free from all human defects.
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In our view, however, the Vedas are not eternal,
for

they

such

have

Sruti

texts

Sama-Veda,

an

origin,

as,

which

is

proved

by

Rg-Veda, Yajur-Veda,

“The

Atharva-Veda are (like) the breath
(By. II. iv. 10, adapted).

of this infinite Reality”
RTft

Hrt

^

*0 ^ TRrftt” f

|

ara ^ TOil^lkwfM «T
too”

, “otef
i rt?n ^

^

3

^nkrofcsirU

3r«prc&iiy?jFri
^Trf *

aFSrq>K^ra5TgtR5TTO l

too:” ??*n^sr?rafi “tfisi too:”
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swpjf srr
And

the

Vedas

have

not

a

\

duration

of

three

moments only,1 for it clashes with such recognition
as, "The same Veda that was studied by Devadatta
was also studied by me.” Hence also the syllables
such as ga are not momentary, for it contradicts
such recognition as, "This is that syllable ga"

So

the Vedas, which are a collection of syllables, words

8
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and sentences, originate like the ether etc. at the
time of cosmic projection, and are counterpositives
of the destruction that takes place* at die time of
cosmic dissolution. It is not that the syllables are
subject to origin and destruction in the interim, for
it is cumbrous to assume an endless series of the
syllable ga, for instance. Hie non-manifestation
of the syllables during the time they are not
uttered, is nothing contradictory, because then there
is an absence of the revealing medium, viz., utter¬
ance—as with the non-apprehension of a jar in
darkness.8 As for the cognition, “The syllable ga
has been produced,” and so on, it is invalid, since
it contradicts such recognition as, “This is that
syllable ga ” Or it may be valid as being indirectiy
related to the origin abiding in the inarticulate sound
that manifests Ihe syllable.* Therefore the Vedas are
not momentary.
f1 The view of 'some logician of the old school.
2 That is, they are destroyed at that time.
3 When a light is brought, the jar is visible. Similarly,
utterance reveals the already existing syllable ga.
4 The origin of the sound revealing the syllable is transferred
to the latter.]
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Objection: Although the Vedas are not momen¬
tary,

yet,

on

account

of

their having

an

origin

like the ether, and other phenomenal things, and
being connected with a person in that they are
the handiwork of God, your tenet that they are
not connected with a person would be shattered.

Reply: No.
a

person

In the first place, connection with

does

not

mean

being

uttered

by

a

person, for even according to the school of the
Teacher,1 the Vedas would be connected with
persons, being handed down from one teacher to
another.

Nor

does

connection

with

a

person

mean having an origin due to a person, for that
inference2 about the personal origin of the Vedas
which is approved by the logicians is condemned
by

our school

lished.3

But

it

as proving what is
is

being

the

already

object

of

estab¬

utterance

that is independent of any utterance of the same
kind.

For

instance,

in

the

beginning

of

cosmic
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projection, the Lord produced Vedas having a
sequence of words similar to that which had
already existed in the Vedas in the previous
cosmic projection, and not Vedas of a different
type. Hence the Vedas, not being the object of
utterance that is independent of any utterance of
the same kind, are not connected with a person.
The utterance of the Mohabharcta etc., however,
is not at all dependent on any utterance of the
same kind. Hence they are connected with a person.
Thus two kinds of verbal testimony have been deter¬
mined, viz., that which is connected with a person,
and that which is not.
P See note 3 on p. 55.
2 Viz., that the Vedas are connected with a person,
because they consist of sentences, as is the case with the
Mahdbharata etc.
3 By the Vedas, e.g. Br. II. iv. 10.]

CHAPTER V

PRESUMPTION
Conditions of Presumption

i
|
q^i

RsftqqraniSlRtqqr^-

H^lqqi?JHR q*qiR , 3qqT^TR

%tt ^gqqvf’ ^ ^tqqrgq i

^qi^qqfrf: rr^d^qm^^i
%u %ts*phui 'TtHc^rgqq?mN, ^

rt^t

’rtarjgqqrsm; w m TrfswWwu^ swNow presumption (arthdpatti) is being described.
It is the assumption of an explanatory fact (upapadaka) from a knowledge of the thing to be explained
(tipapadya). Here the knowledge of the tiling to
be explained is the instrument, and the knowledge
Of the explantory fact is the result. That which is
inexplicable without (the assumption of) something,
is the thing to be explained with reference to the
latter, and that in the absence of which something
is inexplicable, is the explanatory fact with reference
to the latter. As, the stoutness of a man who does
not eat at day-time is inexplicable unless we assume
his eating at night; hence such stoutness is the thing
to be explained. Again, in the absence of eating at
night such stoutness is inexplicable; hence eating at
night is the explanatory fact.
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With regard to the (resulting) valid knowledge,
viz., the assumption of eating at night, die word
arthapatti is a compound of the class known as
$asth*-tatpuntsa, meaning 'the assumption (apatti)
of a thing (ortho).’ But with regard to the instru¬
ment of tiie assumption, viz., the knowledge of stout¬
ness etc., the word is a compound of the class known
as Bahuvnhi, meaning ‘that from which a thing is
assumed.’ Hence the word arthapatti applies both
to the result and to the instrument.
Two

Varieties of Presumptive
Knowledge

5R SgwfafruV,
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dhf fvifNMRWR
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That presumption1 is of two kinds—presumption
from what is seen and presumption from what is
heard. Of these, presumption from what is seen is
as follows: If silver has been (wrongly) apprehended
in something1 in front as, “This is silver,* and (later)
it is denied8 in that very things as, “This is not silver,”
this denial would be unreasonable if the silver were
real. So one assumes that the silver is false, that is,
other than real, or possessed of the absolute non¬
existence of reality. Presumption from what is heard
occurs where, on account of the incongruity of the
direct meaning of a sentence that is being heard, one
assumes a different meaning for it. As, in the sen¬
tence, “The knower of the Self transcends grief”
(iChd. VII. i. 3), since the manifold bonds signified
by the word ‘grief—which actually occurs in the
Sruti—cannot otherwise4 be reasonably destroyed by
realisation, they are assumed to be false. Or5 as,
after one has heard the sentence, “Devadatta is
living, but not at home,” the absence from home of
a person who is alive makes one assume that he is
outside.
[‘According to the first interpretation of the word; that is,
the resulting knowledge, not the instrument.
2 Other than silver.
8 As a result of closer inspection.
4 Unless they are unreal from the absolute standpoint.
‘This is a familiar example of the Mimaihsakas.]
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Twofold Presumption from

What

is Heard

fs^T—arf*r-

o

gqqT<Tr
i

‘spot’

^

q?M5R*j TOT cfi “firaferaT ^rl” ?<TO ‘^T^Tff’-q^T^R: I
Presumption from what is heard, again, is of two
kinds—(that due to) failure of expression (intention)
(abhidhananupapatti) and (that due to) incongruity
of meaning (abhihitanupapatti). Of these, the for¬
mer occurs where, on hearing part of a sentence,
there is failure of the expression of (i.e. intention
regarding) the logical connection (anvayabhidhana),
and for that reason some additional word helpful to
the latter is assumed. As, after the word dvdram
(door), the word pidhehi (shut) is supplied; or1 as
with the words, "should perform the Vi&vajit sacri¬
fice/' the words, "One who desires heaven," are
supplied.2
f1 This is a Vedic example, as the other is a conven¬
tional one.
2 The sentence, to be complete, requires a subject, and a
man who is possessed of desires can be the required agent.
Now it is an accepted principle with the Mimamsakas that
where no result is specifically mentioned for an action enjoined
by the Srutis, heaven is assumed to be that result. See Ptl
Ml S&- IV. iii. 15.]
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Objection: In the case of a word like dvaram,
before the expression (ahhidhana) of the logical
connection, how can one know that this expression
fails without a word meaning shutting?
Reply: Not so; for the word ahhidhana (lit.,
expression), by a derivation signifying instrumen¬
tality,1 means 'intention.'2 Thus even in this case
the knowledge is possible that the sentence cannot
convey a relation3 (of the word dvaram) to the act
of shutting, having for its object the door, without
some word signifying shutting.
[l Signifying that by means of which the meaning of the
sentence is expressed, and not the act of expressing.
2 Of the sentence, a part of which, viz., the word doaram,
has been heard.
3 Which is the ‘intention’ of the sentenced

irra: srerafrro q>5TO% to
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(Presumption from what • is heard due to) in¬
congruity of meaning, however, is to be looked for
where the meaning understood from a sentence is
found to be incongruous and leads to the assumption
of some other thing. As, in the sentence, “One who
desires heaven should perform the Jyotistoma sacri¬
fice,” since the property of leading to heaven, which
is dognised as abiding in the transitory sacrifice, is
incongruous,1 an intermediate thing,2 viz., the unseen
result (apurva)* is assumed.
f1 Because the effect, viz., heaven, will be attained
at some remote future time, while the sacrifice is short¬
lived.
2 Serving as the operation or intermediate cause (vyapara).
See note 1 on p. 70.
8 Postulated by the Mlmariisakas to explain the above in¬
congruity. It lasts till the fruition of the ultimate result,
viz., heaven or hell.]

ffrc^nri
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|

This presumption cannot be included in inference.1
For since affirmative invariable concomitance3 can¬
not be apprehended here, it cannot be classed under
affirmative inference3; and we have already4 refuted
the contention that inference through negative in¬
variable concomitance is also an inference. Hence
in cases of presumption the appreception5 is not, “I
am inferring it,” but, ‘T am assuming it from this.”
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P As the logicians hold.
8 Between the reason and the thing to be inferred, that is,
between living and existence outside home, in the instance
cited (p. 119). Living proves only existence.
3 The only kind of inference admitted by Vedanta.
4 On p. 74.
5 See note 6 on p. 21.]

“fcr ftwTSjypraRn” <J
^ PMmtm iqqfdqtfiiRfafd swr. \
It may be urged: It has been stated1 that in
cases of presumption2 the instrument is the knowl¬
edge, ‘This is inexplicable without such and such;”
now what is this ‘inexplicability without such and
such’? We reply: It is the counterpositiveness8 of a
non-existence4 that includes (necessarily signifies)
the non-existence of something else.5
[xIn effect See p. 117.
3 See note 1 on p. 119.
8 See note 2 on p. 62.
4 Of the thing to be explained, e.g. stoutness.
6 The explanatory fact, e.g. eating at night, in the case of
a man fasting by day. Since stoutness depends on this, where
it is wanting, stoutness also is wanting.]
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Thus presumption being proved to be a distinct
means of valid knowledge, inference of the negative
form is not a variety of inference.1 For in a sentence
like, "Earth is different from other things (for it has
smell),” the knowledge that the possession of smell
is impossible without difference from other things, is
the instrument (of presumption).2
For this very
reason3 the appreciation is, "I am assuming differ¬
ence from other things in earth.”
pit should not be reckoned as a distinct kind of inference,
as is done by the logicians, but instances of the kind should
be classed under presumption.
2 So one must not think that owing to the absence
of an instrument of presumption, as described on p. 117,
this is not a case of presumption, but of inference of
the negative form, advocated by the logicians. Accord¬
ing to them, this negative form of inference is resorted to
only in cases where the thing to be inferred has no similar
instance.
For instance, in the example cited above, the
thing to be inferred is different from other things, and
this can exist in earth alone, which, however, is the subject
of the inferential knowledge (paksa), and as such the
presence in it of the thing to be inferred is disputed.
In negative invariable concomitance, the absence of the
reason (e.g. smell) is of wider extension than the absence
of the 'thing to be inferred (e.g. difference from other
things), and from the former the latter is inferred.
This
method of inference is adopted, since otherwise no example
is available.
a Because

the

knowledge

instrument of presumption.

4 Not, *T am inferring/']

of

incongruity

as

such

is

the

CHAPTER VI
NON-APPREHENSION

Non-Apprehension: Meaning of
rrs Capacity
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the

sixth

means1

of

valid

knowledge

is

being described.
The means of valid knowledge
known as non-apprehension is the extraordinary
cause of that apprehension of non-existence which
is not due to knowledge as an instrument.2
The
clause, "Which is not due,” etc. is inserted to
preclude the definition from unduly extending to
an inference or the like which causes that appre¬
hension

of

the

non-existence

of

imperceptible

objects which is due to inference etc.8

The word
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‘extraordinary* is used to prevent a too wide ex¬
tension to such general causes4 as merit and de¬
merit
And the qualifying term ‘apprehension*5
is for precluding a similar unwarranted extension
to latent impressions, which are the extraordinary
cause of a recollection of non-existence. It cannot
be urged that even in the case of an inferen¬
tial knowledge about the non-existence of imper¬
ceptible objects, the non-existence may as well
be grasped through non-apprehension, since there
is no difference.6 For although merit and demerit
etc. may not be perceptible, still, there being
no certitude of their non-existence, only a non¬
apprehension that is possessed of capacity (yogydnupdabdhi) is (to be regarded as) the instrument of
an apprehension of non-existence.
P Viz., non-apprehension.
2 Inference, comparison, verbal testimony and presumption,
dealt with in the four preceding chapters, are all due to
knowledge, viz., that of invariable concomitance, similarity,
words possessing an intention, and the thing to be explained,
respectively. Hence these are excluded from the purview of
the definition.
3 Refers to verbal testimony and presumption.
4 Other general causes are space, time and God.
5 Instead of the general term "knowledge/ which includes
recollection.
6 Between the two cases, both being non-existence.]
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Objection: What is the yogyanupdabdhi?l Is
it the non-apprehension of something capable of
being perceived that abides in something else? Or
is it the non-apprehension of something abiding in a
substratum that is capable of being perceived? It
cannot be the former, for then the difference® a
pillar has from a ghoul, for instance, would be
imperceptible. Nor can it be the latter, for then even
the non-existence of merit etc. in the self would be
perceptible.8
Reply:
Not so, for the compound used in
the word is Rarmadharaya, meaning ‘a non-
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apprehension that is possessed of capacity.
And
the capacity of non-apprehension is the fact of
being that whose counterpositive is assumed from
the hypothetical existence of (the object of) that
counterpositive. That is to say, the capacity of
non-apprehension is the fact of its being a non¬
apprehension
whose
counterpositive,
viz.,
ap¬
prehension, may be assumed4 from the existence,
assumed5 in the substratum,6 of the counter¬
positive7 of that non-existence8 of a thing which
is apprehended.9 For instance, if there be a
jar on a well-lighted floor, then there would
be an apprehension of the jar—on account of
the possibility of this supposition, the non¬
existence of the jar on such a floor is to be
known through non-apprehension.
But such a
supposition being impossible in darkness, the
absence of the jar in that case cannot be known
through non-apprehension. Again, if there be a
ghoul in a pillar by a relation of identity, it
would be perceptible like the pillar; hence10 its
absence11 is to be known through non-apprehen¬
sion.
But although merit etc. exist in the self,
since these are imperceptible,12 there is no possi¬
bility of the above-mentioned supposition re¬
garding aprehension, and hence the absence of
merit etc.
cannot
be known
through
nonapprehension.18

I1 The word can be expounded in three ways, as
meaning: a non-apprehension that is possessed of capa¬
city; a non-apprehension of something that is capable of
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being perceived; and a non-apprehension in something that
is jerceptible. In the first, the compound is Karmadharaija
(cf. blackbird); in the second it is Sasthi-tatpuru$a (cf. river¬
side)-; and in the third, it is Saptami-tatpuru$a (c£. homespun).
The second and third alternatives are being rejected one by
one in favour of the first.

"l -

2A

difference of the form, “The pillar is^nota
ghoul.” This difference is perceptible.
But if the ■' first
interpretation be taken, then the ghoul being,, by na¬
ture
imperceptible,
non-apprehension
would
have
no
capacity here to distinguish the pillar from the . ghoul;
but as a matter of fact, it does.
This is the diffi¬
culty.

*

’

" ~

: \'7

v

3 According

to the logicians, merit and demerit are ^ im¬
perceptible, but the self, in which they abide," is perceptible
to the mind. Hence, according to the second interpretation,
merit etc. would be known to be absent through non-appre¬
hension ; but they are not.

4 In

the

form,

“The

This is the anomaly.

jar

would be

perceived

(were

it

here).”

5 In
6 Of

the form, “If the jar were here.”
the non-existence mentioned in the last clause of this

sentence ; e.g. a floor.

7E.g. a jar.
8 E.g. non-existence of a jar.
9 Through non-apprehension.
10 Since non-apprehension that
city

is

the

means

of

valid

is possessed of
capa¬
knowledge regarding non:

existence.

11 That is, a difference of the form, “The pillar is not a
ghoul.”
12 If

there

be

merit

etc* in

the

self,

they

perceptible.

13 Because
9

there is not possessed of capacity.]

would

be
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Non-apprehension Cannot Be Replaced
By Perception
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Objection1:
In cases where there is a con¬
tact3 between the organ and the substratum of
non-existence, you maintain that the non-exist¬
ence is cognised in the above-mentioned manner3
through non-apprehension.
There, with regard
to the mental state4 in the form of the non¬
existence also, it is the prescribed5 organ that
should be the instrument, in deference to the
association (of the cognition of non-existence)
with the organ by the method of agreement and
difference.6
Reply:
Not so, for the non-apprehension of
the counterpositive of non-existence being also
prescribed as a cause of the apprehension of non¬
existence, we simply assume that (non-apprehen¬
sion) to be the instrument.7 Moreover, since the
organ, not being in contact with non-existence,8
cannot be a cause9 of the apprehension of non¬
existence, and since the association with the organ
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by the method of agreement and difference exhausts10
itself by generating a knowledge11 of the substratum
of the non-existence and so on,12 the organ is a
superfluity.13
[J By the logician.
2 Without
operative.

which

even

non-apprehension

would

be

in¬

3 By the argument, “If there were a jar here, it would be
perceived.”
4 Which must be assumed in the apprehension of non¬
existence.
5Admitted as the instrument for* the perception of
objects.
8 If the eye is in contact with the floor, the non-existence
of the jar etc. is apprehended; otherwise not
7 According to Nyaya as well as Vedanta the organ and
non-apprehension are both causes. What the Vedantin does
is to call the latter an instrument or an extraordinary cause.
That is all.
8 As maintained by the logician, but with its sul stratum.
9 Much less an instrument
10 So it cannot in addition lead to an apprehension of
non-existence.
11 Which in its turn causes the apprehension of non¬
existence.
12 Refers to the knowledge of positive things that abide in
the substratum.
13 Antjathd-siddha—an attendant circumstance not to be
confounded with a cause, which must be a necessary invari¬
able antecedent. For example, a potters father with regard
to a jar made by the former. For other instances see the
Bhdfd-Pariccheda, verses 19-22.]
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Objection: In cases of apprehension of non¬
existence, such as, “There is no jar on the floor,”
that it is a perception in respect of the floor is
accepted by both.1
Hence, it being necessary
that the mental state should reach there,2 the
Consciousness limited by the non-existence of the
jar abiding in the floor is, like the Consciousness
limited by the floor, not different from the
subject,3 and therefore the non-existence of the
jar is but an object of perception4 even in
Vedanta.
Reply: It is true; for although the appre¬
hension of non-existence is perceptual knowl¬
edge, its instrument, viz., non-apprehension, is a
distinct means of knowledge.
There is no fixed
rule that if the resulting knowledge be perceptual,
its instrument, too, must be the means of knowl¬
edge called perception; for although the knowl¬
edge generated by a sentence like, “You are the
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tenth man,”5 is perceptual, yet its instrument,
viz., the sentence, is admitted to be a distinct
means* of knowledge from that called perception.
[J Vedanta and Nyaya.
2 See p. 15.
3 Consciousness limited by the mind.
* And not of non-apprehension.

See p. 15.

See p. 16.

s See note 1 on p. 19.
6 Viz., verbal testimony.]
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Objection: How can there be a different
means of knowledge unless the resulting knowledge
is of a different class?
Reply: Not so, for simply from the fact of
the mental state being of a different class, we
understand that the means of knowledge must be
different. Thus the mental state in the form of
the absence of a jar etc. is not generated by the
organ, for the latter is not in contact with the
object,1 but it is generated by a distinct means of
knowledge, viz., non-apprehension of the jar etc.
Hence non-apprehension is a distinct means of
valid knowledge.
t1Viz., the absence of a jar etc.]
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Objection: Admitting
that
non-apprehension
is a distinct means of knowledge, since the appre¬
hension of non-existence is perceptual knowl¬
edge, even a mistaken apprehension of the non¬
existence of a jar in a place containing a jar
would be perceptual knowledge, and hence even
in such a case one will have to admit an indes¬
cribable non-existence of the jar.1 You cannot say
this is a welcome objection, for if that non¬
existence be a product of the cosmic illusion
(maya), it cannot reasonably be a non-existence;5
and if it be not a product of the cosmic illusion, the
latter cannot be held to be the material cause of all
effects whatsoever.3
Reply: Not so. The mistaken apprehension
of the non-existence of a jar in a place contain¬
ing a jar has not for its object an instantly
produced non-existence of the jar, but inas-
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much as that normal non-existence of a jar
which is already present in the colour etc.4 of
the floor, is superimposed on the floor, it is but a
case of mistaking one thing for another;5 for in
a case6 where there is contact of the thing super¬
imposed ^with the organ, it is this mistaking of one
thing for another7 that is always held to be the fact.
[l As in the case of a rope mistaken for a snake.
2 Because the cosmic illusion as a positive entity can produce
only positive entities.
3 Which is a postulate of Vedanta.
4E.g. touch. A jar never exists in qualities etc.
5 Antjathd-khyati, advocated by the logicians.
6 See p. 64.
7 And not a knowledge of something that is indescribable,
that is, neither same as nor different from the actual entity
(anirvacanitja-khaydU).]
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L Or, in cases where there is a mistaken appre¬
hension of the non-existence of a thing in a
Substratum containing it, we may concede that
the non-existence in question is indescribable;
still its material cause is but the cosmic illusion.
It is not that the material cause and the effect
must be altogether similar, for even threads and
a cloth are heterogeneous in respect of their
attributes such as threadhood and clothhood;
and there is some homogeneity between the
cosmic illusion and the indescribable non-exist¬
ence of a jar, viz., in respect of the attribute of
falsity.
Otherwise,1 why
don't you raise the
objection how the cosmic illusion can be the
material cause of the conventional non-existence3
of a jar? Nor can you urge that even if two
heterogeneous things may stand to each other in
the ^ relation of material cause and effect, it is
Brahman3 that should be the material cause of
the . universe. For Brahman is accepted as that,
as being the substratum of the phantasm of the
universe; but being devoid of parts, It cannot
be the transformative material cause of the universe.
So the conclusion of Vedanta is that the transforma¬
tive material cause of the universe is the cosmic
illusion, not Brahman. There is no need to dilate
on the point.
P7That is, if :the cosmic illusion- be not the material cause
of tfcis non-existence.
a'As opposed to illusory non-existence. That is, where the
jar is actually-non-existent.
3 And nofthe cdsmicTillusion.]
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Four kinds of Non-existence
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That non-existence is of four kinds—previous
non-existence, non-existence as destruction, abso¬
lute non-existence and mutual non-existence. Of
these, previous non-existence is the absence of
an effect such as a jar in its cause, a lump of
clay, for example, before the effect has originated.
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It is the object of a cognition that the thing will
come into being. Non-existence as destruction
is the absence of a jar in that very thing,1 after
the jar has been dealt a blow with a dub. (This
non-existence as) destruction is also certainly
destroyed2 when its substratum, the pieces of a
jar, is destroyed. It cannot be urged that this
would lead to a reappearance of the jar, for
even the destruction of destruction of a jar is a
destruction of which the counterpositive is the
jar.3
Otherwise, when a jar, which represents
the destruction of its previous non-existence,
ceases to be, the previous non-existence would
reappear.4 It cannot be questioned how there
can be a cessation of destruction where the sub¬
stratum of the destruction is etemal.s For if
such substratum be apart from Consciousness,
then its eternity is untenable, because it will be
stated later on* that everything but Brahman
terminates with the realisation of Brahman. And
if the substratum of the destruction be Con¬
sciousness, this7 is also untenable, for a destruc¬
tion the counterpositive of which is fancied, and
which merely appears in its
substratum, is
nothing but that substratum. So it has been
said: “The destruction of an imaginary thing is
but its being reduced to its substratum.” Simi¬
larly, the destruction of silver appearing in a
nacre is nothing but Consciousness limited by
‘this.’8
[i viz,, the material cause, such as a lump of clay.
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2 This is contrary to the view of the logicians, according
to whom it has a beginning, but no end.
3 And not the preceding destruction alone. That is to say,
when a jar is first broken into pieces, it is destroyed, and
when these pieces are further broken, the previous destruc¬
tion ends. But this end of destruction does not mean that
the j‘ar re-emerges, on the analogy of two negatives making
an affirmative. For we still cognise that the jar has been
destroyed.
4 Which the logicians do not admit.
5 As, for instance, in the case of an atom, which is the
substratum of the destruction of a dyad.
6 In Chapter VIII.
7 Your objection that destruction is indestructible.
8 Something shining connected with the eye, subsequently
identified as a nacre. See p. 48.]
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That whose non-existence in a particular sub¬
stratum is for all time—past, present and future—
has absolute non-existence (there); as, the absolute
non-existence of colour in air. It, too, is indeed
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the counterpositive of destruction,1 like the. ether
etc., Mutual non-existence is what3 is an object of
the cognition, ‘This is not such and such.
It
is this difference that is designated as disjunction
and^separateness etc. are something over and above
difference (mutual non-existence).
This mutual
non-existence is possessed of a beginning when its
substratum has a beginning;3 as, the difference
a jar has from a cloth.4 But it is indeed without
a beginning when its substratum is such; as, the
difference of the individual self from Brahman,
or the difference of Brahman from the individual
self. Both these kinds of difference are indeed
the counterpositives of destruction,5 for when
nescience :ceases, all that depend on it necessarily
cease.
p That is, is subject to destruction—not eternal, as in
Nyaya.
2 Both of which are distinct qualities according to Nyaya.

2 According

to

Nyaya,

mutual

non-existence

eternal.
* A difference of the form, “A jar is not a cloth."

6 That

is, are subject to destruction or transitory.]
MutuAl Non-existence is Twofold
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Difference is again of two kinds—conditioned
and unconditioned. Of these, conditioned differ¬
ence is that the existence of which is the 'sub¬
ordinate concomitant (vyapya)* of the, existence- of
its limiting adjunct (upadhi), and unconditioned
difference is that which has not this kind of
existence. An example of the first of these is
this: One and the same ether is differentiated by
different limiting adjuncts such as a jar.2 Or: as
the one sun is manifold according to different
water vessels.3 Thus one and the same Brah¬
man appears as different owing to different minds.*
Unconditioned difference is—as is the difference
a jar has from a cloth.5
f1 See note 1 on p. 68.
2 Here the existence of the ether enclosed by the jar is the
subordinate concomitant of the. existence of the jar; that is,
it is never present where the latter is not.
3 In which the sun is reflected. The two examples
point respectively to what is known as the doctrine of
(apparent) limitation (avacchinm-vada) and the doctrine
of reflection (pratibima-vada)v with regard to the rela¬
tion between the individual self and the Supreme Self
or Brahman.
4 Serving either as (apparent) limiting adjuncts or as re¬
flecting media.
6 See note 4 on p. 140.]
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It cannot be urged that if a difference in
the form of the universe be ammitted even in
Brahman, it will contradict Monism. For since
real difference is not admitted, the universe does
not, like the ether1 etc., serve as an impedi¬
ment to Monism; because it is admitted to be
superimposed on Brahman, the One without a
second. So it has been said by Sure^varacarya:
“Why this intolerance of yours about Brahman
being assumed to be an aspirant? Don’t you
see that the (whole) universe has been super¬
imposed on Brahman Itself through ignorance?”
(Br. Va. I. iv. 1279). Hence2 the qualifying
epithet, ‘Other than previous non-existence,’ in
the inference3 regarding nescience in the Vivarana,4 as also the qualifying clause. Which is a
positive entity,’ in the definition5 of nescience in
the Tattva-pradxpika5 is appropriate.
[i xhe distinction between the all-pervading ether and that
enclosed by a jar is only apparent, there being only one
indivisible ether. So with Brahman.
3 Because Vedanta admits nescience to be the positive entity
that projects the universe. Or, because Vedanta admits four¬
fold negation.
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3 The reference is to the following passage, "One
may also infer: Valid cognition, • which is in dispute,
must be produced by something other than its previous non¬
existence (viz., nescience), which covers the objects (e.g. a
jar) of that cognition and is removed by it, and which
co-exists with that cognition; for it reveals undiscovered
objects; as is the case with the first beam of a lamp in
darkness" (V. S. S., p. 13, 11. 4-7).
4 See note 3 on p. 1.
5 The definition is like this: "Nescience is that which
is a positive entity without a beginning and is terminated by
knowledge" (N. S. Ed., p. 57).
6 Under verse 9 of Chapter I. See note 8 on p. 37.]

The cognition of the above four kinds of
non-existence is through non-apprehension that
is possessed of capacity.
Hence non-apprehen¬
sion is a separate means of knowledge.
The Validity of Knowledge is Intrinsic
and Self-evident
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The validity of knowledge generated by the
above-mentioned means of knowledge originates
by itself and is self-evident.1 To explain: Valid
knowledge is that knowledge regarding some¬
thing3 possessing a particular attribute,3 which
has
that attribute
as
its
feature
(prakara),*
which is conducive to successful effort,5 and
which includes recollection as well as fees *
experience.® That validity is due to the totality
of causes producing knowledge in general, and
does not depend on extra merit,9 for there is n0
merit that abides in all valid knowledge. Nor
is the-contact of an organ with a large number ol
parts (of the object) a merit of vaUd percep¬
tion, for it is absent in the perception of colour etc.
as also of the self,10 and in spite of the, contact,
the perception, "The conch is yellow,
is an
effor. Hence a valid consideration11^ of the sign,
or the like,13 is also not a merit of other forms
of valid knowledge such as inferential knowledg ,
for even when there is a fallacious consideration of
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the sign and so forth, inferential knowledge
etc. are valid if their objects are uncontradicted.18.
It cannot be urged that in that case14 even invalid
knowledge would be valid knowledge, since the
totality of causes of knowledge in general is the
same; for the absence of defects is also admitted
to be a cause. Nor does valid knowledge become
thereby dependent on other things, for depend¬
ence comes only when adventitious postive entities
act as causes.
[L Both the points are denied by logicians.
2 E.g. a floor containing a jar, or silver possessed of
silverhood.
3 Viz., the jar, or silverhood.
4 In the phrase ‘a floor containing a jar/ the jar is
the
qualifying
attribute
(vise$ana).
Similarly in
the
word 'silver/ silverhood is that attribute. The quali¬
fying attribute of a thing that is known is the feature
(prakara) in the knowledge of the thing. Hence the
gist of this portion of the definition is: Valid knowl¬
edge is knowing a thing as it is, and not as something
else, which would be error. For instance, the sentence.
The lake has fire,
does not give us valid knowledge,
for a lake contains water, and not fire.
5 One that can be fulfilled. When we see a real
piece of silver, our effort to take it can materialise.
Not so, however, when we mistake a nacre as silver.
This latter leads to unsuccessful effort. See p. 40.
6 On p. 5 two definitions of valid knowledge were
given, in the second one of which recollection was
included. The present definition is relating to that.
According to Nyaya, recollection is not valid knowl¬
edge.
7 Viz., the conjunction
contact with objects etc.

10

of

the

self

and

mind,

sense-
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8 As the logicians say. Particulars of these merits or
favourable
conditions
are enumerated in the BhasdPariccheda, verses 132-134.
9 Refers to taste, smell, etc., which also have no
parts.
10 Which has no parts.
u See p. 69, bottom. For the consideration to be
valid, the sign also must be true.
“Refers to consistency etc.
“That is, accidentally happen to be true.
14 If validity is held to depend on the totality of causes of
valid knowledge in general.]
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The validity of knowledge is also spontane¬
ously
apprehended.1
Spontaneous
apprehension
is the fact of being grasped by the totality2 of
causes that apprehend the substratum3 of the
validity, provided no
defect is present.
The
substratum of the validity is the Consciousness
manifested as the mental state,4 and the cause
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of its cognition is the Consciousness designated
as the witness.5 That too, when it apprehends
the Consciousness manifested as the mental state,
apprehends the validity of the latter as well.
It cannot be urged that in that case6 there cannot
be any room for doubt about the validity of
knowledge. For in order that doubt may arise,
there must be some defect also in such a case,
and therefore, owing to an absence of the totality
of causes of apprehending the substratum7 of the
validity, which (totality) is bound up with an
absence of defects, there would be no apprehen¬
sion at all of the validity of the knowledge. Or
spontaneity (self-evidence)8 is the capacity of
being cognised by all that apprehends the sub¬
stratum of the validity. In a case of doubt, although
the validity may possess that capacity, yet it is
not apprehended on account of some defect.
Hence there is a reasonable chance for doubt.
[i That is, is self-evident. Not, as in Nyaya, to be estab¬
lished by inference.
2 That is, all the causes involved in the act of cognition
by the witness.
3 The knowledge, ‘This is a jar/
4 a modification of the mind in the form of the object.
See p. 15.
5 Consciousness having the mind as its limiting adjunct.
See p. 38. The witness, however, is only one of the causes.
See note 2 above.
6 If the validity of knowledge be self-evident.
7 See note 3.
*Of the validity of knowledge.]
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The invalidity of knowledge, however, is not
due to the totality of causes of knowledge in
general, for in that case, even valid knowledge
would be invalid ;l but it is due to some (adven¬
titious) defect. Nor is the invalidity apprehended
by all2 that apprehends its substratum. For since
the circumstances leading to the invalidity, for
example, the fact of (the object known) having
the absence of the qualifying attribute,3 are not
presented* by the cognition in the form of the
mental state, the witness cannot apprehend them;
but it is the object of an inferential knowledge,5
for instance,6 that has for its sign unsucessful
effort etc.7. Thus the invalidity of knowledge
arises and is apprehended through some extraneous
agency alone.
[i Being produced by the same cause.
2 Same as the totality of causes.

8 Presented
thing.

in

the

erroneous

knowledge

of

the
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4 When a nacre is mistaken for silver, there is no
mental state in the form of the nacre or the absence
of silver.
5 For example, “This knowledge
for it leads to unsuccessful effort.”

of

silver

is

invalid,

6 Refers to verbal comprehension etc.—for example,
somebody says, ‘This is not silver, but a nacre.”
: Refers to sleep etc.]
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CHAPTER VII

THE SUBJECT-MATTER OF VEDANTA
Twofold Validity of the Means of Knowledge
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The validity of the means of knowledge that
have been described in the above manner is of
two kinds—as setting forth conventional reality
and as setting forth absolute reality. Of these,
the validity of all means of knowledge except
that1 which apprehends the true nature of Brah¬
man is of the first variety, since their objects
are free from contradiction during the phenomenal
state of existence.2 The second kind of validity
belongs to Vedantic texts that set forth the
identity of the individual self with Brahman, for
instance, those beginning with, “This universe,
my dear, was but Existence in the beginning”
(Cha VI. ii. 1), and ending with, “Thou art
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That” (Ibid. VI. viii. 7—xvL 3); for the thing
they teach viz., the identity of the individual
self with the Supreme Self, is uncontradictable
for all time—past, present and future. And since
the realisation of that identity depends on a
knowledge of the meanings of the words That*
and ‘thou/ the meaning of the word That’ is
being first ascertained with the help of characteristics
and the means of knowledge.
[1That is, verbal (scriptural) testimony.
2That is,

prior to the realisation of ones identity with

Brahman.]
Essential and Secondary

Characteristics

of

Brahman

^pjRsrfirfrr

Now characteristics are of two kinds—essential
and secondary. Of these, essential characteristics
(scarupa-laksana)
consist
in
the
very
nature
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(smruupa) of a thing. As, Truth etc. are essen¬
tial characteristics of Brahman, for this is borne out
of such Sruti texts as, "Brahman is Truth,
Knowledge and Infinitude” (Tot. II. 1) and "He
knew that Bliss was Brahman” (Ibid. III. 6).
Objection: Since a thing cannot abide in it¬
self, how can it be a characteristic (of itself)?
Reply: Not so, for since the same thing can be
conceived of as both a possessor of attributes
and an attribute with regard to itself, it can be
a thing having a characteristic as also a character¬
istic.1 So it has been stated, “Bliss, the ex¬
perience of objects and eternity are the attributes.
Although these are not separate from Conscious¬
ness (Brahman), they appear to be so” (Pancapadika, p. 4, 1. 3).
[l That is to say. Truth, Knowledge, etc. are Brah¬
man, but they are assumed to be Its attributes. Hence
these can be regarded as both.]
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A secondary characteristic is that which, though
not lasting as long as the thing possessing
it, yet differentiates it from other things.
>
the possession of smell is a (secondary) c arac
teristic of earth, for there is no smell in atoms
(of earth) at the dissolution of the universe,
nor in jars etc. at the time of their origin,
recard to the subject under discussion (Brah¬
min), Its being the cause of the birth et^
universe is such a characteristic. **ere
And
‘universe’ means the sum total of effec .
casuality is agency. Hence the *»<*«**“
not unwairantedly extend to ”f“enf
ledge> the
is the possession of lmmedia
material
desire to do and volition regarding P '
knowcauses.’ About God's possessing
^
ledge of aU material causes, Sruh texte
the following are evidence:
Fton. «
knows all things generally
rf
and whose meditation i
(
HiranyaHis knowledge, are produced this^ ^
garbha,* and names, coours
above kind
I. i. 9). About His possessing the
of desire to do, Srut. texts hke,
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Me

multiply,

let

Me effectively bom"
And about that kind
of volition of His, passages like, ‘He produced the
mind”5 (Br. I. 11. 1), (are proofs).
(Tal II. 6), are evidence.

t1 Refers to
2 Refers to

maintenance and dissolution.
Nature and atoms, for example, which, being
insentient, are not agents.
3 Of things to be done.
4 The effect-Brahman/ that is. Brahman as the sum total
of the manifested universe in its subtle form.
5 That is, concerning all material causes of things to be
done.]
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Here three characteristics, each embodying only
one of the items—knowledge, desire, etc.,1 are
meant,' for otherwise it would involve the fallacy
of 'redundant qualifying attributes.’2
For the
same reason only one of the items—origin, main¬
tenance and dissolution, should at a time enter
into the characteristic. Thus we get altogether
nine8
characteristics
(of
Brahman).
As
re¬
gards Brahman’s being the cause of the origin
etc. of the universe, Sruti texts like the fol¬
lowing are proofs: "From which these beings4
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are bom, through which they live after birth
and to which they (finally) return and become
merged” (To*. III. i).

i'Tta 'L’lSL.. -n» *■ b»

;l

,
,.
, ». Here the word “blue is redundant,
has blue smoke.
Here me
&
presence
smoke alone being sufficient for interring
of fire, .
.
,,
desire and volition severally
•By combining
with cosmic ongm, maintenan
,
f CTass i
4 From Hiranyagarbha down to a clump of grass.]
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universe. By
the material cause
fj ^ substratum of the
‘material cause is
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f tlie universe. It is
forms itself in the s ,P
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in view of such
as identical in
the universe have b
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«xhis all is the
Sruti texts like the
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the subtle” (Tat. II. 6), and “Let Me multi¬
ply, let Me be effectively bom” (Ibid. II. 6; Cha.
VI. ii. 3). Conventional statements like, “The jar
exists,” “The jar is manifest,” and ‘The jar is
desirable,” are also on account of the superim¬
position of its identity with Brahman, the Exis¬
tence-Knowledge-Bliss Absolute.1
f1 In superimposition
teristic between the
imposedj

there is an exchange of charac¬
substratum and the thing super-

“arrcft aft
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Objection: If a jar etc. are treated as desir¬
able on account of their superimposition on the
Consciousness that is Bliss, then, since pain also
is superimposed on That, it too would be treat¬
ed as desirable.
Reply: No; for accepting the principle, “If
there is superimposition, its cause may be traced;
but it does not follow that just because there
is a cause, there must be superimposition,” although
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there may be a superimposition on pain of the
Existence and Knowledge aspects (of Brahman),
there is no superimposition of the Bliss aspect
The application of the two aspects, viz., name
and form, with regard to the universe is due to
its relation to name and form, which are
the modifications of nescience. So it has been
said: “Existence, manifestation, agreeableness, form
and name—these are the five aspects (of pheno¬
mena). The first three are characteristics of Brah¬
man, and the next two of the universe.”1
[* Sankaracarya’s
Vakya-sudha,
20.
So
the
relation
of Brahman to name and form and that of die universe
to existence etc. are but cases of a transference of
attributes.!
Cosmogony :

its Order
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Now the order of the manifestation of the
universe is being described. At the beginning of
creation, the Supreme Lord, aided by the (past)
actions1 of beings, which are the causes of the
variety of the universe that is about to be creat¬
ed, as also by the cosmic illusion,2 which is endowed
with an unlimited and inscrutable power, first
conceives in His mind the entire universe8 con¬
sisting of names and forms, and resolves, ‘1
shall do this”; for the Sruti says, “It reflected: Let
Me multiply, let Me be effectively bom” (Chd.
VI. ii. 3), “It desired: (Let Me multiply, let
Me be effectively bom” (Tat. II. 6), etc..
From that the five* simple5 elements begin¬
ning with the ether, which are signified by
the word tanmdtraf (subtle element), are pro¬
duced. Of these, the property of the ether is
sound; those of air are sound and touch; those
of fire are sound, touch and colour; those of
water are sound, touch, colour and taste; and
those of earth are sound, touch, colour, taste
and smell. Sound is not the property of the
ether alone, for it is found in air etc. also. Nor
is this an error, for there is nothing to contra¬
dict it.
[i This explains the difference that we find in the
universe. For these not God, but the beings themselves,
are responsible.
a Maya, which is the material cause.
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3 As it was in the previous cycle (kalpa). So the
present manifested universe is a replica of the previous
one.
* Ether, air, fire (or light), water and earth.
5Not combined with the other four; hence subtle. For
the process of combination see p. 162.
6 Lit 'only that,* that is, not combined with the other
elements.]
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These elements, being effects of the cosmic il¬
lusion, which is made up of the three ingredients
(gunas), are (also) composed of the three ingre¬
dients.
The ingredients are serenity (sattw),
activity (rajas) and inertia (tamos). From these
five elements as particularly possessed of the
ingredient of serenity, taken singly, are produced
in order1 the five sense-organs known as the ear,
skin, eye, tongue and nose. From these same
five elements as particularly possessed of the in¬
gredient of serenity, taken in combination,2 are
produced the manas,z the intellect, the ego mid
the citta* The presiding deities of the five
organs beginning with the ear are the Quarters,
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Air, the Sun, Varuna (the god of water)
®
Asvins, respectively.5 The presiding d®x es °* ™e
four beginning with the manas are the Moon, Brahma, Siva and Visnu respectively.
[1The ear from the ether, the skin from air, the eye from
light, and so on.
^
2 The text of this line has a different
;
portions of the ether etc., again, that are characterised by
serenity, taken in combination.”
3 The mind as doing the function of deliberation.
See p. 32.
4 The mind as doing the function of recollection.
5 The Quarters control the ear, Air the skin, the Sun the
eye, and so on.]
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From these same five elements (taken singly)
as particularly possessed of the ingredient of
activity, are produced in order the organs of
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action we call the tongue, the hand, the feet, the
anus and the organ of generation. Their presid¬
ing deities are Agni (Fire), Indra, Visnu, Yama
(Death) and Prajapati, respectively.
The same
five elements as particularly possessd of the
ingredient of
activity,
taken
in
combination,
produce the five vital forces named prana, apdna,
vyana, udana and samdna.
Of these, prana
is the vital force that moves forward and has its
seat in the region of the nose etc.1 Apdna is
what moves downwards and has its seat in the region
of the anus etc. Vyana is what moves in all
directions and pervades the whole body. Udana
is the vital force that moves upwards and helps
(the soul’s) departure from the body; it has its
seat in the region of the throat. Samdna is what
metabolises the food etc., that we eat and drink and
has its seat in the region of the navel.
I1 Refers
slightly as
forces.]

to the mouth, heart, etc. Authorities differ
to the seats and functions of the five vital

Out of the same simple elements as particu¬
larly possessed of the ingredient of inertia, are
produced the compound elements that are com¬
bined with the other four. For the Sruti text,
“Let Me make each one of these1 a triple3 entity”
(Cha. VI. iii. 3), is indicative of combination

11
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of each*
karana).

element

with

the

other

four8

(pond-

[* Fire, water and food or earth.
2 With a preponderance in each one of that partic¬
ular element in the ratio of four to one.
8Not with the other two only; for the creation of
fire was presumably preceded by that of the ether and
air. Thus the mention of only three elements in Cha.
V. ii. 3-4 will harmonise With that of five elements in
Tai. m. L]
Combination of the Elements
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The process of combination with the other
four elements is as follows:
First dividing the
ether into two, and again dividing one of these
halves into four, each one of these four parts is
to be added to (halves of) the (other) four
elements—air and die rest.1
Similiarly, dividing
air into two, and again dividing one of these
halves into four, each one of these parts is to be
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added to (halves of) the (other) four elements—
ether and so forth. Similarly With fire etc also.
Thus half of each (compound) element consists,
in the above manner, of itself, and die other
half, of the remaining four elements. So the
use of the terms ‘earth’ and so on with regard
to earth and the other elements is on account of
the preponderance of their own parts in them.
Hence it has been said, “But the use of partic¬
ular names is on account of the preponderance
(of that element).”4
[lThat is, each compound element will consist of half
of itself and one-eigth of each of the other four.
8 Br. S. II. iv. 22. The repetition of the last word
in the original, omitted in the translation, marks the close
of the chapter.]
Superior and Inferior Subtle Bodies

Out of the above-mentioned simple elements
is made the subtle body (linga-Sanra), consisting
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of the manas and intellect as well as the five
sense-organs, the five organs of action and the
five vital forces. It helps (the souls) passage to
other worlds and lasts till liberation.1 So it has
been said. “The subtle body, consisting of the
five vital forces, the manas, the intellect and the
ten organs, is produced from the simple elements,
and is the means of (the soul's) experiencing the
results of (its), actions” (Sankaracarya's Atmabodha, 13).
It is of two kinds—superior and
inferior. The superior one is the subtle body of
Hiranyagarbha;2 the inferior one is the subtle
body of beings like us. Of these, the subtle body
of Hiranyagarbha is called mahat-tattva (the
cosmic intellect), while that of people like us is called
the ego.
[l The fall of the body after the realisation of one's identity
with Brahman.
2 The being identified with the sum total of all minds.
See also note 4 on p. 154.]
Origin of the Various Worlds
and Bodies
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Similarly, from the compounded elements: as
particularly possessed of the ingredient of inertia
is produced the universe consisting of the seven
upper worlds, viz., earth, sky, heaven, mahar,
jana, tapes and satya, and the seven nether
worlds, viz., atala, vitala, sutala, taldtala, rasatala, mahdtala and patala, as also the four kinds
of gross bodies, viz., those bom of the mother s womb,
those bom of eggs, those bom of moisture and those
that shoot from the earth. Of these, tho^e bom of the
mother’s womb are the bodies of men, cattle, etc.;
those born of eggs are the bodies of birds, snakes, etc.;
those bom of moisture are the bodies of lice, mos¬
quitoes, etc.; and those that shoot from the earth
are plants etc. Plants are also bodies, since they are
the seats in which the results of (past) sins are
experienced.1
[i As we know from the scriptures.
XII. 9.]
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Now, in the origination of the five subtle
elements etc.,1 the subtle body3 consisting of
seventeen3 components, and the gross body4 of
Hiranyagarbha, God is a direct agent; while
in the origination of all the rest of the universe He
is such through the medium of Hiranyagarbha
and others.5 For the Sruti says, "Well, let Me enter
these three deities6 as this individual self and manifest
name and form” (Cha. VI. iii. 2).
f1 Refers to the five gross elements.
2 Superior and inferior.
3 See p.. 104, top.
4 That is, the gross universe.
Here Hiranyagarbha
is identified with Viraj, who . represents the sum total
of all gross bodies.
5 Refers to the Prajapatis, the progenitors of different
beings.
6 Fire, water and earth.]
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Hiranyagarbha is the first individual to be born,
and is different from the Trinity (Brahma,
Visnu and Siva). (Witness the Smrti text), “He
indeed is the first embodied being. He indeed
is called a person (purusa). He is the first progenitor
of beings. (That) Brahma appeared first of
all (Siv. V. x. viii, 22; Mar. XIV. 64; etc.).
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As also the Sruti text, “Hiranyagarbha appeared
first of all,” etc. (R. X. cxxi.' 1; Vaj. S. XIII.
4; etc.).
Thus the projection of the elements and of
things made up of the elements has been
described.
Four Kinds of Cosmic Dissolution
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Now cosmic dissolution is being described.
It is the destruction of the world in general. It
is of four kinds—diurnal, basic, occasional an
absolute.
Of these, diurnal (nitya) dissolution
is the condition of profound sleep, for it represen
the dissolution of all effects. Merit, dement and
past latent impressions then remain in
eur
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causal form. Hence, for a person awaking from
sleep, pleasure, pain, etc. are not incongruous;
nor is recollection- inexplicable.
In profound
sleep,/ though the mind is destroyed, yet the
function', of respiration etc., which depend on
that, are not incongruous, because, though really
there are no respiration etc.,1 yet their cognition
is just a phantasy of another person,® like the
cognition of the body of a sleeping man..8 It
cannot be urged that in that case a sleeping man
would be. indistinguishable from a dead man;
for there is this distinction that the subtle body of
a sleeping man remains here itself in the form of
latent impressions, while that of a dead man remains
in another world. .
[‘To the sleeping man.
2 Viz., the on-looker.
3 Who does not feel it himself, and therefore for him it
does not exist]
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Or (we may say) the mind has two functions
__the function of knowledge and that of activity.
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Of these, the mind as possessed of the function
of knowledge is destroyed in profound sleep, but
not the mind is possessed of the function of activ¬
ity. Hence the continuity of the vital force etc.
is not contradictory. Sruti texts like the follow¬
ing are proofs of the above condition of profound
sleep: “When a person is asleep and sees no
dreams, he verily becomes one with (Brahman
associated with) this vital force. Then the organ
of speech with all names merge in It” (Km. IV.
19), “He is then united with Existence, my
dear—is merged in his Self” (Cha. VI. viii. 1).
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effects consequent on the destruction of Hiranyagarbha.
(To
be explicit:)
When
Hiranya¬
garbha, who has already1 had realisation of
Brahman, attains, on the termination of his
fructifying (jprarabdhd) work in the form of
suzerainty of the universe, supreme liberation
consisting in isolation characterised by disem¬
bodiedness, then those denizens of the world3 of
Hiranyagarbha who* have realised
Brahman,
also attain with him isolation characterised by
disembodiedness. Witness the Smrti text, “When,
at the end of the lifetime of Hiranyagarbha,
cosmic dissolution comes, all those who have
realised the Self enter with him the supreme
state” (Ku. I. xii. 269). Thus, when Hiranya¬
garbha together with the inhabitants of his world
is liberated, the universe ruled by him, with all its
subsidiary worlds5 and the stationary* or other
bodies, made up of the elements, that are com¬
prised in them, as also those elements themselves,
is merged in prakrti or the cosmic illusion
{mdya), and not in Brahman—for only destruc¬
tion in the form of nullification (badhaf abides
in Brahman.3 Therefore it is
called basic
(prdkrta)?
t1 Before the dissolution of the universe in the previous
cycle.
2 lit., ‘commenced’: that is, that part of one’s past
work which has already begun to bear fruit by causing
the present body. It is exhausted through actual experience
of pleasure and pain.
8 Satya-loka.
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4 Not others who have gone there through the mechanical
performance of certain rites.
5 The fourteen worlds enumerated on p. 165.
6 Such as those of plants.
7 See p. 60.
8 As its substratum. See p. 142.
9 Lit., ‘pertaining to prakrtf or the primal material cause
of the universe.]
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The dissolution of only three1 worlds conse¬
quent on the end of a day of Hiranyagarbha
occasional dissolution. A day of Hiranyagarbha
is a period measured by four thousand eras
(yuga?), as we have it from such (scriptural) state¬
ments as, “A period of four thousand eras is
called a day of Brahma” (Brhanndr. XXXII.
86). The period of dissolution also is as long as
the day (of Brahma), for the duration of a night
is equal to that of a day.
[1The earth, sky and heaven.
* Equivalent to 4,320,000 human years.l
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Regarding basic
and
ossasional
dissolution,
the statements of the Puranas are proofs. The
statement, “When two hundred thousand billion
human years comprising the lifetime of Hiranyagarbha, the Paramesthin, have passed, the seven
(secondary) causes1 undergo
dissolution.8 This,
O King, is basic dissolution, when (every effect)
is merged,” is a proof of basic dissolution. And
the statement, ‘That is called occasional disso¬
lution when the Creator3 of the universe, at
regular intervals,4 withdraws die three worlds into
. himself, and lies5 on the serpent Ananta as his bed,”
is a proof of occasional dissolution.
P Entities that are both causes and effects, viz., the cosmic
mind, the ego and the five subtle elements.
2 In the primal prakrti.
3 Brahma or Hiranyagarbha.
4 On the approach of every night of his.
5 As identified with Visnu.]
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The fourth kind of dissolution is the liberation
of all1 consequent on the realisation of Brahman,
According to the doctrine of a single individual
self,8 it is just simultaneous, but according to the
doctrine of multiple individual selves,3 it is
gradual.
Witness Sruti texts like, "All are
united.”
Of the above kinds of dissolution the first
three4 are all caused by the cessation5 of past
work,* while the fourth kind of dissolution is due
to the dawning of knowledge, and. it takes place
together with the dissolution of nescience iteslf.
This is its difference from the others.
I1 In which there is a destruction of all created things
together with their cause, nescience.
2 In which nescience, which is one, is the limiting adjunct
of the self.
3 In
which
the
different
minds
are
the
limiting
adjuncts.
4 Viz., diurnal, basic and occasional.
5 At the time of one's profound sleep, the passing of
Ilihanyagarbha, and his falling asleep, respectively,
6 Of individuals ; but not the cessation of nescience.]
The Order of Cosmic Dissolution
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Thus the four kinds of cosmic dissolution have
been described. Now the order of such dissolu¬
tion is being set forth. The dissolution of the
elements and of things made out of them is not
according to the order of the dissolution of their
causes—for when the causes are dissolved, the
effects jcannot possibly stay without substratums
_but it is in the inverse order to that of pro¬
jection. For with regard to the destruction of
particular effects, the destruction of the particular
merits or demerits that caused them is the sole
determining factor; hence die destruction of their
material causes is not a necessary condition.
Otherwise, even according to Nyaya, the colour,
taste, etc., belonging to atoms of earth would
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not be destroyed1 at cosmic dissolution. So dis¬
solution takes place in the following manner:
Earth is merged in water, water in fire, fire in
air, air in the ether, the ether in the ego* of the
individual self, that in the ego of Hiranyagarbha,
and that, again, in nescience. So it has been
said in the Visnu Parana,8 “Earth, which is the
support of the world, O divine sage (Narada), is
merged in water, water is merged in fire, fire in
air, and air in the ether; this in its turn is merged
in the Undifferentiated4 and the Undifferentiated,
O Brahman, in the Supreme Self, which is devoid
of parts.”
The secondary characteristic5 of Brahman, the
meaning of the word ‘That,’8 is that It is the
cause of this kind of dissolution.
[* Since, according to Nyaya, atoms are eternal.
8 That is, the subtle body.
8 The passage does not seem to occur in the available
editions of the book.
1 Nescience.
5 See p. 153.
«In the dictum, “Thou art That”)

Why the Scriptures Deal with Creation
and Meditations
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Objection: If
Brahman
is
established
by
Vedantie texts as the cause of the universe, then
It must be inclusive of the universe, for other¬
wise the passages dealing with creation would,
cease to be authoritative.
Reply:
No.
The
passages
dealing
with
creation are not intended to establish creation,
but only Brahman, the One without a second.
It may be urged: But how does the delineation
of creation help to establish It? In the follow¬
ing manner: If, without introducing creation,
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the universe were negated in Brahman, then, like
colour denied in air,1 the universe might be
supposed to exist outside of Brahman, and hence
Its indubitable solitariness would not be proved.
Therefore, when one has got the idea from the
texts delineating creation, that the univrese is the
outcome of Brahman, the contigency of an effect
existing outside of its material cause is set at rest;
and when the universe is known to be insubstan¬
tial through the denial of its existence even in
Brahman by texts like, “Not this, not this”
(Br. II. iii. 6), Brahman is established as the
indivisible,
homogeneous2
Existence-KnowledgeBliss Absolute, divested of the phantasm of the
entire world of duality.3 Hence even the texts
delineating creation are indirectly intended to
establish only Brahman, the One without a
second! The passages* dealing • with the condi¬
tioned Brahman that occur in the section relating
to contemplation, convey only the superimposi¬
tion of attributes required by the injunctions re¬
garding contemplation,5 and not the actual pres¬
ence of such attributes (in Brahman). While the
texts6 dealing with the conditioned Brahman that
occur in the section relating to the unconditioned
Brahman, are of use as presenting the things to
be negated that are required by the passages7
denying the world. Hence not a single text
militates against the establishment8 of Brahman, the
One without a second.
[l Colour does not exist in air, but it exists in earth, water
and fire.
12
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Devoid of all differences whatsoever, whether within Itself,
or from things of the same class, or from things of
■other classes.
3 Imagined by ignorant persons.
Such as, Tins resplendent Being who is seen inside the
sun/' etc. (Cha. I. vi. 6).
5 Such as, “One should meditate on the syllable Om, which
is designated as udgitha” (Ibid. I. i. 1).
6 Such as, “Brahman has only two forms," etc. (Br. II.
iii. 1).
7Such as, “Now therefore the instruction is: Not this, not
this," etc. (Ibid. U. iii. 6).
8 By texts like Cha. VI. ii. 1. See p. 150.]

Views about Consciousness as God and as the
Individual Self
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Some
(Iboard),

say that the Consciousness called God
which is referred to by Its essential
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and secondary characteristics in the abovementioned manner, and is the significance of the
word That/1 is a reflection in the cosmic illu¬
sion. Their idea is this: The Pure Consciousness
that is common to both the individual self and
God is the thing reflected, and the reflection of
that very thing in the cosmic illusion, which is
of the nature of nescience, is the Consciousness
called God, while the reflection in different minds
is the Consciousness called the individual self; for
the Sruti says, “This individual self has for its
limiting adjunct (the mind, which is) an effect (of
nescience), while God has for His limiting
adjunct nescience, which is the cause” (Maitreyi
Up., 61). According to this view, the difference
between God and the individual self is like8 that
between the reflections of the sun in a tank and
in the water of a saucer. Since the limiting
adjunct consisting of nescience is all-pervading,
God, who has that as His limiting adjunct, is also
all-pervading, while the mind being limited, the
individual self, which has that for its limiting
adjunct, is also limited.
[lIn the dictum, “Thou art That.”
9 That is, it is only apparent, not real]
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Others, however, regard this view as unsatis¬
factory, because according to it the defects1 caused
by nescience would be in God as well as in the
individual self, for a limiting adjunct imparts its
own character to the reflection. So they say that
the Consciousness called God stands for the thing
that is reflected.2 Their idea is this: One and the
same Consciousness is the Consciousness called
God when it is stamped with the character of the
thing reflected, and is the Consciousness called
the individual self when it is stamped with the
character of a reflection. In this assumption of
a thing reflected and its reflection, the limit¬
ing adjunct is nescience according to the doctrine cf
a single individual self, but different minds
alone according to that of multiple individual
selves.
The difference between the individual
self and the Supreme Self is due to the limiting
adjunct—nescience or minds. The defects caused
by the limiting adjunct, however, are in the
individual self, which is a reflection, but not in
God,8 who is the thing reflected, for a limiting
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adjunct tends to influence the reflection. Accord¬
ing to this view, the difference between God and
the individual self is like that between the sun in
the sky and its image reflected in water etc.
t1 Such as bondage, agency and the experience of pleasure
and pain.
2 And not a reflection.
3 So this is the advantage of the second view.]
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Objection: Since
God, who is the Cons¬
ciousness standing for the ■ thing reflected, is absent
from the place1 where the individual self exists,
as a face resting on the neck is absent from the
place occupied by the mirror. He would not be
the Internal Controller of everything.
Reply: Not so. For when the sky with its
clouds and stars * reflected in water etc the
all-pervading sky, which is the thing reHeeted is
also observed to have a connechon with the place
occupied by the water etc Therefore, ahhough
a limited thing that is reflected may not £
connected with the place1 where the reflection is
there is nothing to prevent the connection of an
unlimited thing that is reHeeted, viz., (the condi-
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tioned) Brahman,4 with the place where the reflection
exists.5
PViz., the mind.
2 The mind.
3 The individual self.
4 Whose
limiting
adjunct,
cosmic
illusion,
pervading.
5 So the charge of limitation is refuted.]
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It cannot be urged that Brahman, which is
colourless, cannot possibly be reflected, since only
coloured objects are observed to be so. Because
although colour is devoid of any colour,1 we
observe that it is reflected. Nor can it be urged
that a colourless substance is as a rule devoid of
any reflection; for we have already3 stated that
the self is not a substance. And any inference
regarding Brahman’s not casting a reflection
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is nullified by scriptural texts like the following:
“It is seen as one and as manifold, like the
moon reflected in water” (Amrtabindu Up,, 12), aod
“Just as this luminous mass, the sun, although
one, becomes manifold by being reflected in
different sheets of water,” etc.8
So the manning of the word That’ has been ascer¬
tained in the foregoing manner.
[l See note 2 on p. 81.
3 On p. 80.
,. .
8Refers to the rest of the verse: “Similarly the smmng,
birthless Self is made to appear as multiple in different
bodies by limiting adjuncts.]
The Meaning of ‘Thou’:

Wakefulness

Now the meaning of the word ‘thou is being
ascertained.
Acording to the doctrine of a
single individual self, the latter is a reflection
(of Brahman) in nescience, while acording to
the doctrine of multiple individual selves, it is
a reflection (of Brahman) in different minds. It
is possessed of the three conditions of wakeful¬
ness, dream and profound sleep. Of these, the
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waking condition is that in which knowledge is
obtained through the organs, Since the organs do
not function in the other (two) conditions, the
definition does not unwarrantedly include them.
This knowledge obtained through the organs is a
state .of the mind,5 for the knowledge that is the
essence of the Self3 is without a beginning.4
t1 Which accounts for the multiplicity of the selves.
2 And not Pure Consciousness, which is eternal.
3 That is. Pure Consciousness.
4 It is never caused.]

Two

Views about the Function of the
Mental State
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One school holds that this mental state serves
to remove the covering (off Brahman).
To
explain: According to the view1 that the individ¬
ual self is the Consciousness of which nescience
is a limiting adjunct, the Consciousness that is
the substratum of a jar etc. not being different1 from
the individual self, the latter would have a con¬
stant cognition of the jar etc.3 To preclude this,
one must admit a nescience dependent on the
primal nescience, signified by the word ‘condi¬
tion,’* which covers the Consciousness limited by
the jar etc. In that case there would not be a
constant cognition of a jar etc., for only a rela¬
tion to the Consciousness that is not covered can lead
to cognition. Now, if that covering be perma¬
nent, there would never be a cognition of the jar.
So its break must be admitted. But the cause
of the break can neither be Pure Consciousness
_for what brings the covering to light5 cannot be
its remover—nor Consciousness that has a mental
state6 for its limiting adjunct, for even in a case
of mediate7 knowledge that covering would be
removed.8 Hence a particular state not classed9
under mediate knowledge, or10 the Consciousness
having such a state for its limiting adjunct, must
be the breaker of the covering.11 So the state is
described as sering to remove the covering.

I1

lee the preceding paragraph.
nprvadinir
Because its limiting adjunct, nesc.encc. is aU-pen/ d B
too is so, and is therefore one with the Consciousness that

it
is the substratum of a jar.
3 Which is contrary to fact.
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4 That is, a modification of that nescience.
5 As the universal revealer.
6 That is, an unqualified mental state.
7 That is, non-perceptual cognition, such as inferential
knowledge and recollection.
8 For there also the mental state is present.
9 This is the specification of the mental state in
question.
10 If the
previous
alternative is
rejected
on
the
ground that the state, being insentient, cannot remove
the covering.
11 So only in perception, where the mental state is in
contact with an object, there is a removal of the covering,
and not in inference, recollection, etc.]
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Another school holds that the mental state
serves to establish a connection.1 According to
this view, the individual self, which has nescience
for its limiting adjunct, is (really) unlimited.
Although it is present at the place occupied by a
jar etc., it does not reveal diem when there is
an absence of a perceptual mental state in the form
of the jar etc., for then it is not connected with the
latter; but it does reveal them when there is a mental
state in the form of those things, for then there is
the connection.
[' Between Consciousness and ob/ects.]
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Objection; The
individual self, which has
nescience for its limiting adjunct and is unlimited,
is naturally connected with everything. So it is
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absurd to speak of it as having no connection
when there is an absence of a mental state; and
if in view of its non-attachment1 it is spoken of
as having no connection, then even after the appear¬
ance of the mental state there would not be any
connection.
Reply: The answer is, we do not deny a
general connection of the individual self with a
jar etc. when there is an absence of a mental
state.
Objection: What, then?
Reply: But we deny that particular connection
which leads to the cognition of the jar etc. That
particular connection is a contingent relation of
revealed and revealer between objects and the
Consciousness that is the individual self, which is
caused by mental states in the form of those
objects. For instance, the luminous mind, being
a transparent substance, can by itself manifest3
the Consciousness that is the individual self, but
a jar etc. cannot do so, because they are opaque
substances. When, however, they are connected
with a .mental state of the same form as they, their
inertness is overcome by it; and being possessed
of a capacity to manifest Consciousnes, imparted
by the mental state, they manifest that Cons¬
ciousness after the appearance of the mental state.
So it has been stated in the Vivarana, “For the
mind imparts to a jar etc. connected with it,
as well as to itself, the capacity to manifest Cons¬
ciousness” (p. 70, 1. 13, adapted). It is also
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observed that even an opaque substance receives
reflections when it is connected with a transparent
substance; as, a wall, for instance, reflects the
face etc. when it is in contact with water and
the like. The property of manifestation possessed
by a jar etc. is their power of catching a reflec¬
tion of Consciousness, while the property of being
manifested that is possessed by Consciousness is
Its being reflected in them.
[* As set forth in Br. IV. iii. 15 and other Srutis.
2 Without the aid of any other thing.
3 That is, catch the reflection of.]

It is for establishing such property of mani¬
festation that in cases of perception the mental
state is admitted to issue outside.1 But in cases
of mediate knowledge,2 since fire etc. have no
connection with the mental state, they cannot
manifest Consciousness, and hence they are not
immediately known. It should also be noted
that according to this view, the perceptibility of
objects is their capacity to manifest Conscious¬
ness. Thus, even if the individual self be un-
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limited, it has been demonstrated how the mental
state serves to establish a connection.
PSee p. 15.
2 See note 7 on p. 180.]
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Now it is being shown how, even if the indi¬
vidual self be limited, the mental state serves to
establish a connection. For instance, the individ¬
ual self has the mind for its limiting adjunct. It
cannot be the material cause of a jar etc., for
it has no connection1 with the place occupied by
them.3 But it is Brahman which is the material
cause of the jar etc., for with the cosmic illusion
as Its limiting adjunct, It is connected with all
jars etc. For this very reason Brahman is "omnis¬
cient. So, it being impossible for the individual
self to reveal8 a jar etc. except through its one¬
ness with the Consciousness that is Brahman, ^vhich
is their substratum, mental states in the form of
the jar etc. are admitted in order to establish that
oneness with the Consciousness that is Brahman,
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which is their substratum, with a view to making the
revelation possible.
P Being limited
3 Whereas the cause and effect must co-exist
8 Through perception.]

%fj, si i
€^rrjl

f^f^r 3wr%r: i
Objection: How can oneness between the
Consciousness associated with the subject and
that associated with the object be effected even
by a mental state, since their limiting adjuncts,
viz., the mind and a jar etc., being different, the
two Consciousness circumscribed by them can¬
not be one?
Reply. Not so, for by the administration of the
mental state reaching places outside the body it
has already been mentioned that the mental state,
the mind and the object occupy the same place,
and hence the things that have them for their
limiting adjuncts are not different from each
other.1 Thus the application of the mental state
to a case of perception has been demonstrated
according to alternative views.8
t1 See p. 16.
3 About the individual self being unlimited or limited.]
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Dream and Profound Sleep the
Individual Self

i
The dream condition1 is that in which illusory
objects are immediately cognised by a mental
state that is not caused by the organs.2 The
clause, “That is not caused by the organs,” is
for excluding the waking condition.3 In order
to guard against the definition unwarrantedly
including profound sleep, which has a state of
nescience, the word ‘mental’ has been inserted.
Profound sleep is that condition in which a state
of nescience has nescience for its object.4 Since
the state resembling5 nescience in the waking con¬
dition and dream® is a mental state, the defi¬
nition
does
not
unwarrantedly
include
them.
Regarding this7 some say that death and swoon
are other conditions.
Others, however, maintain
that they are included in profound sleep. Now
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as their inclusion in the three conditions or exclusion
from them has no bearing on the ascertainment of
the meaning of the word ‘thou,’ no attempt is being
made to deal with it
[l Here the author seems to differ from the general view
that in dreams there are no mental modifications, but only
modifications of. nescience.
2 But by an adventitious defect, viz,, sleep.
3 In which objects are cognised with the help of the organs.
See p. 184, top.
4 A man waking from sleep says, “I slept happily, I
knew nothing/* This recollection of the natural bliss of
the self as also of ignorance is a proof that in profound
sleep nescience only functions, not the mind; and the
object of that immediate modification of nescience is
also nescience.
5 For example, in the statement, “I do not know a jar/*
Here the unawareness is apprehended not by a state pf nes¬
cience, but by a mental state.
6 Here also the author seems to differ from the accepted
view.
7 Classification of die conditions.]

aiilM-Hbft

eg: 1”

The individual self is treated as one in res¬
pect of its limiting adjunct, nescience,3 and manifold
in respect of its limiting adjuncts, the different
13
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minds. By this3 the atomicity4 of the individual
self is refuted, for in texts like, “Through the
attribute5 of the intellect it is seen to have the
size of the point of an awl, and by its own
attribute,5 vaster than anything else, (So. 7), the
Sruti speaks of the individual self as infinitesimal,
because that modification of the mind which is
signified by the word intellect, is its limiting
adjunct.7
[i Which is the meaning of die word ‘thou.'
2 Which is orie.
.
.
3 That is, as the manifoldness is but apparent, being merely
due to limiting adjuncts.
4 Held by Hamanujacarya and others.
5 That is, subtlety.
« Viz., omnipresence.
7 So the word ‘infinitesimal’ here means ‘subtle/ as
the mind is. The last line of^die^tert ^has^ ^ g^several
meaning,
ignified”

“Because the size of the mind, which
etc. In another reading the end portion

is
is

** which CSLSe ^ Sentence would mean:
‘^The Sruti speaks of the individual self as being of a size
that has for its limiting adjunct the size of the mind, signified
by the word ‘intellect/”!

tre,”

**
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That individual self is self-effulgent, for regard¬
ing its dream condition the Sruti says, “In this
state the man himself becomes the lights (Br.
IV. iii 9). And it is Knowledge itself,1 for the
Sruti says, “It is Pure Intelligence alone” (Br.
IV. v. 13). As for the use of the expression,
"I know,” it is explicable by a reference to the
Consciousness reflected in the mental state.
Thus the meaning of the word 'thou’ has been
ascertained.
I1 That is. Knowledge Absolute.]
The Identity of the Meaning of
That' and Thou’

U
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* rew” gfNq;
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i

Now tiie identity of the meanings of' the words
"That’ and ‘thou,’ which is the signification of the
great dictum,1 is being set forth.
Objection: Since different between the indi¬
vidual self and Brahman is known from such
perception as, “I
am not God,” from (the
inference based on) the sign3 that the self possesses
contradictory attributes® such as limited knowledge
and -.omniscience, from . the Sruti texts, “Two
birds of beautiful wings” etc.* (R. I. ebriv. 11;
Mit. III. i. T; So. IV. 6), and from such
Smrti texts as, “In the- world, there are these
two entities (purusa)—ihe mutable and the Im¬
mutable ; the mutable one comprises all beings,®
and the changeless (Brahman) is
called the
Immutable” (G. XV. 16>-dictums like, “Thou
art That” (Chd. Vi. viii. 7 ff.), convey only a
figurative meaning,8 like sentences such as, “The
sacrificial post is the sun” (Tat. Br. II. 1. v“The sheaf of kirfa1 grass is the sacrificer” (Ibid.
III. IH. ix. 2, 3).
Reply: No, for the perception of difference,
which is likely to be attended with the defects of
its instruments,® is nullified by the knowledge
arising from the Vedas, in which there is no
possibility of any defect9
Otherwise*10 astron-
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omy, which observes the great size of the moon,
would be nullified by perception, which notices
it to be no bigger than a span. Besides, like
the perception regarding a jar baked red that it
is red, not dark,u the perception that cognises a
difference between the individual self and God
concerns the difference between their qualifying
attributes only,12 on the principle, "In the case
of a qualified entity” etc.13 Hence neither is in¬
ference a proof on the matter, for it is contra¬
dicted by scriptural evidence, as is the case’ with
the inference about Mount Meru being made of
stone.14
[‘“Thou art That"
a The reason or ground for inference.
3

As we know from scriptural testimony.

‘The whole verse- runs thus: ‘Two birds' of beauti¬
ful wings (the self and Brahman), which are: friends
and constant companions, perch on- the..same .tree (the
body).
One of these
(the self) eats : sweet fruits
(enjoys heaven etc.), and the other merely looks on,
without eating.” Here the self and Brahman are clearly
differentiated.
v
1
s The bodies of all beings from Hiranyagarbha down¬
wards. These are called ‘beings,’ as the ignorant identify
themselves with their bodies, •
V v.-”-.
• And not identity.
7 Poacynosuroides.
9The organs such as the eyes. .
, _
. - 9 Because they are not of human origin.
jo If; perception be given precedence over, scriptural testi¬
mony simply because it is the first of the means of
knowledge, ‘ -

^
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n Where the difference is not in the thing, but in its
attributes only.

32 And not the underlying substance, viz.. Pure Conscious¬
ness, which is identical.
13The whole passage reads thus:
“In the case of a
qualified entity, if the injunction or prohibition cannot
refer to the substantive, then it refers to the qualifying
attributes.” For example, when a robber turns a saint,
we may say, “The robber is dead, the saint is bom.”
Here the difference is not with regard to the identity
of the person, but only with regard to his attributes.
Similarly, all the difference between the individual sell
and God is in respect of limited knowledge and omnis¬
cience, etc. Divested of the qualifying attributes, the two
are identical.

14 While
In
of
In
to

according to the scriptures it is made of gold.
the face of that, it cannot be inferred to be made
stone simply on the ground of its being a mountain.
matters pertaining to the unseen realm the primacy goes
the scriptures;]

I

ddKlddRqI'Hh^khv
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Nor is there any conflict with other scriptural
texts, for, between a sentence inculcating an
identity of the individual self with Brahman and
one not doing so, the former is stronger, and
hence dictums like, “Thou art That
(Cha. VI.
viii. 7 ff), which from their introduction, conclu¬
sion, etc.,1 are known to convey non-duality, £ire
stronger than texts as, “Two birds of beau¬
tiful wings,”2
etc., which merely repeat the
difference that is already accepted in the wor .
It cannot be urged that if the individua se
e
identical with Brahman, its possession o con a
dictory attributes cannot be explained; or ]us as
(naturally) cold water may (temporarily) possesses
heat belonging to its limiting adjunct, sirtn . >
we can understand that the individua se ,
is naturally devoid of attributes, may aPP
possess agency etc. owing to

"|e hea, *

the case with the matter at issue. It cznnotjae
questioned

how,

in

the

absence

o

^ ttling4

impression left by a valid knowl® ga superimposisuperimposed, there car. ever b
is no
bon, since according to Veoa
> ^ rounds
(real) agency anywhere.
Becaus , ^
^
of simplicity, that impression ca

^

.
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a latent impression7 regarding the thing superimposed.8 Nor can it be urged: How to explain the first superimposition? For the stream of
superimpositions regarding agency etc. has no
beginning.9
P The six tests for determining the purport of a scriptural
passage, viz., introduction, conclusion, repetition (of the topic
at intervals), originality (of the teaching), result (achiev¬
ed from it), eulogy, and demonstration (through reasoning
etc.).
For instance, the topic of chapter VI of the
Chandogya Upanisad, viz., the unity of Brahman, is
introduced in section ii and concluded in the last section.
It is. repeated nine times in the last paragraphs of sec¬
tions vii—xvi. The unity of Brahman is known only
from the Upanisads and from no other source (originality).
It results in liberation. It is eulogised in the third paragraph
of section i as bringing within one's reach things that
have not even been thought of. The topic has been
demonstrated in section i. 4-6 by three illustrations showing
that effects are not different from their material causes.
2 See note 4 on p. 197.
s Viz., the element fire, which is mixed up with it.

4 Viz.,

agency.

5 Either in the self or in the mind.
6 Of the superimposition;
7 Whether the previous knowledge that leaves it is valid
or not
8 That is, instead of saying that the latent impression of a
valid knowledge of agency causes the superimposition, it is
simpler to say that any latent impression of it, whether valid
or invalid, is the cause.
9 Like the universe of which they are a part, super¬
impositions are but continually repeating themselves from cycle
to cycle.]
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Here,1 although the qualified . entities2 which
axe the primary meanings of the -' words thou*
and That* cannot be identified, ‘yet the identity
of their implied meaning,3 the underlying essence,4
is conclusively proved.5 Hence sentences Eke,
“Thou art That,” which inculcate that identity,
convey a simple notion -of identity,® like sen¬
tences such as, “This is he” It is not that
only sentences, expressing action have validity,7
for in the case of sentences -like, “Caitra, a son
has been bom to you,” the meanings of the
words are apprehended even with regard to state¬
ments of fact.8
[i In the great dictum, “Thou art That.”
the individual self and God, which are possesed of
contradictory attributes.
■ ,
3 This is stated in accordance with tne traditional view.
See p. 98. According to the author himself there is no
implication in such cases. See p. 100.
4 Viz., Pure Consciousness.
5 In this discussion. *
° 6 See p. 30.
^
7 As the Prabhakara ’ school of Mimamsakas naain-

2 Viz.,

8 Which

require no activity to bring them about.]
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Thus the identity of the individual self and Brah¬
man, which is taught by the Srutis, Smrtis, histories
and Puranas, and is in consonance with the findings
of all means of knowledge, is the subject-matter of
the Vedanta philosophy.

CHAPTER VIII

THE AIM OF VEDANTA
Q
The Aims of Life: Relative and
Absolute Buss
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Now the aim of Vedanta is being described.
That which being known is desired to belong to
oneself is called an aim. It is of two kinds—
primary and secondary. Of these, pleasure and
the absence of pain are primary aims, and the
means to either of them is the secondary aim.
Pleasure is also of two kinds—relative and
absolute. Of these, relative pleasure is a partic¬
ular manifestation of a modicum of bliss caused
by difference in the mental state generated by
a contact with objects. Witness such Sruti texts
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as, “Other beings live on a particle of thus very
bliss” (Br. IV. iii. 32). Absolute bliss is Brah¬
man alone. For we have such Sruti texts as, “He
knew that Bliss was Brahman” (Tai. III. 6), and
“Brahman, which is Knowledge and Bliss” (Bj-. III.
ix. xxviii. 7).
The Nature of Liberation

_The attainment of Brahman, which is Kiss,
as also the cessation of grief is liberation; ft or we
have Sruti texts r like, “He who knows1 that
(Supreme) Brahman becomes Brahman j^tself”
(Mu. III. ii. 9), and 'The knower of the Self
transcends grief’ (Cha. VII. i. 3). Going\ to
another world, or the joy derived from objects
consequent on that, is not liberation, for, be.ing
a product, it is ephemeral, and this would le ad
to a return of the liberated.

acHrafr

rg<iq%: \ ] >fasih-^swr-
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Objection : Even according to your view, if
the attainment of bliss and the cessation . of
troubles have a beginning, then it is open to the
same defect,1 and if it is without a beginning,
then there cannot be any inclination3 for hearing
etc.® for the purpose of liberation.
Reply :■ Not so, for although liberation, which
is identical with Brahman, is already achieved,
yet, through a mistaken notion about its not
being achieved, one can feel inclined to ■ attain
it. And the cessation of troubles, since it is identical
with its substratum* Brahman, is also a thing
already achieved. In the world, too, the attain¬
ment of what is already attained and the avoid¬
ance of what is already avoided, are patent
aims. For instance, with regard to gold that is
in one’s hand but has been forgotten, the instruc¬
tion of a trustworthy person saying, The gold
is in your hand,” makes one attain it as if, it
were not already attained. Or when one has mistaken
a garland twining round one’s leg for. a snake,
the; words of a trustworthy person saying, “This
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is not a snake,” make one get rid of the snake
that was already got rid of. Similarly, the attain¬
ment of bliss, although it is already attained, and
the cessation of troubles, although they are
already got rid of, is liberation, and it is the aim (of
Vedanta).
[1That is, being a product, it will cause the liberated
to return.
2 Since the result is already achieved.
5 Refers to reflection and meditation.
4 Everything in the universe, whether positive or negative,
is a superimposition on Brahman, and hence has no indepen¬
dent existence of its own.]
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That liberation is
achieved
only through
knowledge, for the Sruti says, “Knowing Him
alone one transcends death; there is no other
way to • follow” (Sv. III. 8, VI. 15), and,
besides, it is the rule that the cessation of ignor¬
ance takes place only through knowledge. That
knowledge has for its object the identity of the in¬
dividual self with Brahman, for the Sruti says, ‘You
have attained fearlessness, O Janaka” (Br. IV.
•j 4^ and "It knew Itself as: I am Brahman*
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(Ibid. I. iv. 10), and there is the statement of
the Brhannaradiya Purana, “The means to libera¬
tion is the knowledge arising from dictums like:
Thou art That” (XXXHL 66).
Two

Views about Immediate Knowledge

That knowledge, again, is immediate, for were
it mediate, it would not be calculated to remove
error, which is immediate. According to some,1
that immediate knowledge arises from dictums
like, “Thou art That" (Chd. VI. viii. 7 ff).
According to others,2 it arises from the mind
itself, purified by reflection and meditation.
t1 The reference is to Padmapada, Suresvara and their
followers.
8 The reference
school]
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Of these*- the teachers of the former school
opine as follows:. The .; immediacy of cognition,
as has been proved,1 is due not to its originating
through; - a- particular • instrument, but to a partic¬
ular object of knowledge.8 So Brahman, not
being different3 from the individual self or the
subject,, the .knowledge if It, although produced
by • words,; is immediate.
Hence under the
topic relating to Pratardana,* after it has been
decided5 that the word Prana, in the sentence,
“I am Prana, the intelligent Self; mediate on
Me as that and as longevity and immortality’'
(Rati. HI. 2), spoken by Indra to Pratardana,
refers to Brahman, an objection is raised8 as to
how the use of a form of the word T in
“Mediate on Me” is justified.
And in the
aphorism, “But the instruction is from the scrip¬
tural point of view, as in the case of Vamadeva^
which sets about to answer the objection, it is
stated that the phrase ‘scriptural point of view’
means: an attitude that is recommended by the
scriptures, that is, the knowledge, “I am Brah¬
man,” produced by sentences like, “Thou art
That” ,

r ;!, .

,

- .

•

[‘On pp. 19 and 34.
s Whether ' a
co&nition
is
immediate
or
mediate
depends not on the, organ or mind, but on the nature
of the object. When the object is in contact with a
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sense organ,
testimony.

perception

may

arise

even

from

verbal

3 That is, since the individual self is really identical with
Brahman.
4 Topic 11, Br. S. I. i, aphorisms 28-31.
sIbid,, aphorism 28.
e Ibid., aphorism 29. Because apparently the ‘me* refers
to Indra, whereas meditation on Brahman alone can be of
the highest good to man. The allusion is this: Pratardana,
the son of Divodasa, went to Indras heaven by dint of
his valour in battle. Indra offered him a boon and
was requested by him to choose for him one that would
be most beneficial to men. Thereupon Indra spoke those
words.
7 Ibid,, aphorism 30. Vamadeva, realising his identity
with Brahman, said, *1 was the sun, as also Manu”
(Br. I. iv. 10). Here also Indra spoke with that feeling of
identity with Brahman.]
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“ ‘arfa *fcra?l’ ?^rnx
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The other school, however, maintains thus:
The perceptuality of cognitions depends only
on particular instruments, and not on particu¬
lar objects; for we observe that with regard to
one and the same subtle object, the expression
‘perceptible’ or ‘imperceptible’ is used by two
persons who have a strong or a weak instrument.1
Hence, since the criterion of the immediacy
of cognition is only its being caused by an
•organ,2 the knowledge' produced by words is not
immediate:
With regard to the realisation of
Brahman also, only the mind purified by reflec¬
tion and meditation is the instrument, for we
have Sruti texts like, ‘Through the mind alone
It is to be realised.”3 And the Sruti texts4 that
speak of Brahman as being inaccessible to the
mind, refer to a mind that is not purified. And
this does not militate against the fact that Brah¬
man is to be known only from the Upanisads,5
for the mind as described by us proceeds on its
inquiry only after it has the knowledge inculcated
by the Vedas, and hence it depends on them.
What contradicts the fact of Brahman s being
known only through the Vedas is the fact of Its
being known through other means of knowledge
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that do not depend on the Vedas. The aphorism
relating to the scriptural point of view, too, is
justified, because the mental perception of Brah¬
man is based on (knowledge derived from) the
scriptures.
So it has been said, The valid
knowledge that arises from meditation on the
meaning of the (Vedantic) scriptures is regard¬
ed as the scriptural point of view. We know this
from the aphorism ‘Besides during adoration.*8 But
Vacaspati alone knows it well.”7 .

I1 A man with keen eyes notices .thingp. that a man with
weak eyes does not The former would call them visible,
and the latter, invisible.
3 That is, since a cognition is immediate only when it arises
through an organ.
8Bn. IV.

iv. 19, The prefix anu in the verb ariutranslated here simply as ‘realised/ suggests.
e realisation should be after the instruction of the

drasfavyam,

that
teacher.

Su.
the min

which

one

cannot

think
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through

{Kena Up,, I. 6), and ‘That from which words

with
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without
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5Cf. Br. HI. ix 26
s Br S ttt
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24. The whole aphorism runs thus:
Wv)
frgins
see
It)
during
adoration,
(as
we
/#i qmrHW»m
Perception
(the
Sruti)
and
inference
7 Veddnta-kal
Pataru.
This
nanda Svamin
0li Vacaspati
on p. 1]

is
a
gloss
Amalaby
Mifra’s Bhamatu See note 3
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The Means to Realisation: Their
Mutual Relation
hr wnii, ^

wrr

i

feqfefe qirn
qjwfe

^ “<rifcr

msm

^wts?trt%r” gsrcfesfn:,
^ ^TR sfefo” $3Hfe9ld»

*Tf^t I
That knowledge comes from the exhaustion
of demerits, and that, again, from the perform¬
ance of rites. Hence rites are indirectly of use.
Therefore Sruti texts like, “The Brahmanas seek
to know It through the study of the Vedas, sacri¬
fices, charity, and austerity consisting in a dis¬
passionate enjoyment of sense-objects” (Br. IV.
iv. 22). and Smrti texts such as, “When the
taint( of the mind) has been burnt by rites, knowledge
manifests itself,” are appropriate.

IR

5SRU
“ancRT
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^WHWTlfn,
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Similarly,
hearing, reflection and meditation
also are means to knowledge, since in the section1
relating to MaitreyT, for the purpose of realisa¬
tion—introduced
in
the
passage,
“The Self
indeed, my dear (Maitreyi), should be realised"
(Br. H. iv. 5; IV. v. 6)—hearing, reflection and
meditation are enjoined as means to that in the
words, “Is to be heard of, reflected on, and
meditated upon" (Ibid.). Hearing is a mental
activity leading to
the conviction that the
Vedantic texts inculcate only Brahman, the One
without a second. Reflection is a mental opera¬
tion producing ratiocinative knowledge that leads
to the refutation of any possible contradiction
from other sources4 of knowledge regarding the
meaning
established
by
scriptural
testimony.3
Meditation is a mental operation helping to fix
the mind on the Self by withdrawing it from
objects, when it is drawn towards them by latent
evil impressions that have no beginning*
[> Br- It- iv. and IV. v.
2 Perception, inference, etc.
3 Such as, “Thou art That.”
4 Because they are superimposed as a stream on the eternal
self, it is impossible to trace their origin.]
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1
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^y^^3^r3Tf3r^jgvTg^H»i^i^»i'i^ 1 ^[rrrft
sftwift URteq^fc ^i^uipftfci

1

Of these, meditation is the direct cause of the
realisation of Brahman, for we have Sruti texts
like, “Following the yoga of meditation, they
visualised that power,1 which is identical with
the Supreme Being, and is hidden by its own
ingredients
(gunas)” (Sv. I. 3).
Reflection is
a cause of meditation, because it is not possible for
a person who has not reflected to meditate on
the meaning of what has been heard of, for he
lacks a conviction about it. And hearing is a cause
of reflection, because in the absence of hearing, the
intention (of a passage) cannot be ascertain¬
ed, and consequently no verbal comprehension can
take place, with the result that there cannot be
reflection leading to a certitude about the reason¬
ableness or otherwise of the meaning of what has
been heard of. Some teachers2 have said that
all the three are causes of the origination of
knowledge.
[i The cosmic illusion,
a The reference is to Vacaspati Misra.]
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Others,1 however, maintain that hearing is the
principal cause, while reflection and meditation,
although they are subsequent to hearing.2 serve
to usher the realisation of Brahman, which
is the result of hearing, and therefore, being
directly helpful,8 are subsidiary factors.
This
susidiariness,
too,
does
not
consist in
their
being parts
of
the. kind
discussed in
the
third
chapter
of
the
Purva-Mtmdmsd-Sutras,
for the latter, being known from one or other of
the (six) tests such as direct enunciation (fruti),
cannot fit in with the topic under discussion, since
direct enunciation etc. are absent here. For
instance, there is no third case-ending to show
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that reflection
and
meditation
are parts
(of
hearing),
as
in
the
case
of
passages
like,
"One should sacrifice with rice grains,” and
“One should sacrifice with curd.” Nor is there
any indication, such as the capacity of sacred
texts like, “I cut thee, O kuia grass, who art
the seat of the gods” (Maitrayani Samhitd I. i.
2, i. 9), to express the cutting of the kuia grass.s
Nor is there any supplementary statement directing®
the use of reflection and meditation as a coroll¬
ary
to
hearing
(already
enjoined),
like
the
statement, “One should perform the Pravarga
rite in the Agnistoma sacrifice,” with regard to
the Pravarga, mentioned in a different place.
Nor7 are reflection and meditation mentioned by
the Sruti in a context relating to hearing, which
is known to be a means to the result,® as the
Prayaja9 sacrifices etc. are mentioned10 in a con¬
text relating to the new- and full-moon sacrifices,
which are known to be means to the result
(heaven) from the sentence, “One who desires
heaven should perform the new- and full-moon
sacrifices.”
pThe reference is to the author of the Vivarana.
And hence nearer to the result.
3 As contributing directly to the result, and not by improv¬
ing the accessories only.
♦ See note 1 on p. 89.
5 Although there is no specific direction to that effect, it is
clear from this sentence.
♦ which might make them parts of hearing.
7 This deals with the third item, context.
2
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8 The realisation of the highest truth, viz., the identity of
the self with Brahman.
9 A sacrifice performed before certain main sacrifices.
See note 5 on p. 105.
30 To satisfy the expectancy about the modus operandi of
the new- and full-moon sacrifices.]

s?n^qtJTT3^

T-

y w«fc^«fR'iww
I^J IVn*. I

«ra°r^

I

Objection:

Since as a corollary to realisa¬
tion, introduced in the words, “Is to be realised
(Br. II. iv. 5, IV. v. 6), hearing is enjoined, and
since it is possessed of a result,1 reflection and
meditation, which are mentioned in a context
relating to hearing in proximity to it, should from
the context itself be parts2 of that, on the analogy
of the Prayaja sacrifices.
.
Reply: No, because from another Sruti text,
"Following the yoga of meditation they vernal¬
ised,” etc, (Sv. I. 3), we know that medita¬
tion is a means to realisation, and »n_ expectancy
being raised regarding its parts, it is earing
^
reflection that would be heated as ««»»“*
on the analogy of the Prayaja sacnflces. As for
order* and derivation,* they are enhrely out of
account.7
[l Viz., realisation.
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2 As satisfying
hearing.

the

expectancy

about

how

to

do

the

3 Constituting the process of meditation.
4 Instead of reflection
•hearing.

and meditation forming parts

of

5 Parallel position. This also helps us to ascertain
the relation of whole and part between two things, for
example, a certain sacrifice and a particular sacred
text, each occupying an identical place in two parallel
sereis.
6 Which also helps us to fix this relation.
7 Because there is no question of parallelism with another
series, nor is the derivation of the words in question a guide
to their mutual relationship.]

few

i

I

5t*tt sRrr%>rc

it

sptr^rumt, ^T#rt
snwFTirJiTyir^q^i:, ?rt srotJFdsqq. I

Besides, in the case of the Prayaja and other
sacrifices, a discussion on their relationship as a
part of something else fulfils a purpose, viz., that
according to the prima facie view1 the Prajaja
etc. are not to be performed in the variant? sacri¬
fices, but that according to the decision, even
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there they should be performed. In the passage
under
discussion,
however, hearing does not
stand for the typical rite with regard to anything,
in which case die performance of reflection and
meditation even in the latter8 might be the result
of a discussion on the question of their relation¬
ship as parts of something. Therefore we must
understand that reflection and meditation are
not parts of hearing in the manner discussed in
third
chapter
of
the ' Purva-Mimamsd-Suiras,
but just as with regard to an effect such as a jar,
we speak of the relative importance of its causes,
saying that the lump of clay, for instance, is the
principal cause, and the wheel etc. are auxiliary
causes, similarly with regard to hearing, reflection and
meditation also.4.
[l Which holds that the Prayaja etc. are not parts of the
new- and full-moon sacrifices.
* Such as the sacrifice to the sun. See note 7 on
p. 92.
8 That is, some variant function.
♦That is; hearing is the principal cause and the other
two auxiliary.causes of the realisation of one’s identity with
Brahman.]

virdt qfrrmti
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?f?r i
This has also been indicated by the author1
of the Vivorana in the following passage: “The
comprehension2 (of the meanings) of words8 that
are possessed of significance and intention4 is the
immediate cause of a cognition of the object to
be known, for a means of knowledge is the im¬
mediate antecedent5 to the knowledge of objects.
But reflection and meditation become causes of
the realisation of Brahman through a concen¬
trated state of the mind with regard to the
Supreme Self8—an effect accomplished by the
latent impressions produced by a tendency7 of
the mind towards It. Hence with regard to the
comprehension of words possessing significance
and intention, which is the immediate cause of
the result,8 reflection and meditation, which are
farther removed,9 are admitted to be its parts”10
(V.S.S., p. 104).
P See note 3 on p. 1.

2 Comprehension.....intention—All
hearing.
3 Such

as

'thou'

and

_
.
That*

this

.
occurring

stands

for

in

the

Upanisads.
4 The import of a Vedantic dictum like, 'Thou art
That."
5 A cause is an invariable and immediate antecedent.
6 Same as Brahman.
7 That is,
a more or less intermittent effort at con¬
centration.
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8 The comprehension of the meaning of dictums indicating
the identity of the self with Brahman.
9 From the result than the comprehension mentioned above,
that is, hearing.
10 That is, auxiliary causes of the comprehension of the
identity of the self with Brahman.]
Aids to Liberation

PhmtfFiPrh ft*

?jt^tson%r§^^ f^rfcr^rr i

wwwni

Pram: *5T i
It is aspirants after liberation who are
fied for hearing etc., for (only) one w o

^

(finite)

results is qualifiedfennunaa desire for liberation, me
tion between eternal and transitory things,
a
dispassion for the enjoyment of sense-objects and
their result? here and hereafter, calmness, se
stimulate

SfeSSTsSi.-SiS
mind.

Selt-controi

absence

of

distractions.

Vrtih de^^the bearing of the pairs of opposites
S afcSd and heat. Concentration is the one-
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pointedness of the mind. Faith is believing in the
words of the teacher and Vedanta.
I1 Only Brahman is eternal; all else is transitory.
pleasure.]

2 Viz.,

%f^[i

snft

§ ‘3TOT’-^5^T

, fe%Tf*TR-

HT5R?T ggtitafr

5U?t£nRW

s^m®icqT?ii wfwrawK«f «isiwT^f^«rR%c?rr|: i
Here some say that the word ‘self-with¬
drawal’ means renunciation,1 so that only monks
are qualified for hearing etc. Others, however,
maintain that the injunction about hearing etc. is
common to all the orders* of life, because the
word ‘self-withdrawal’ never signifies renunciation,
and a mere absence of distractions is .possible even
in the case of householders,® and also because even
Janaka and others are reported to have held discus¬
sions on Brahman.
[i Sannyasa or giving up the world.
those of the student, householder,

2 Viz.;

hermit

and

monk.
3 Not monks alone.J
The Goal of Meditation on the Conditioned
and the Unconditioned Brahman

qrjOTitqf<H«wfiT
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Meditation
on the conditioned Brahman is
also a cause of the realisation of the uncondi¬
tioned Brahman through the concentration of
the mind.
So it has been said, “Those dullwitted persons who are unable to realise the
unconditioned
Supreme Brahman
are done
a
favour by the delineation of the conditioned
Brahman. When their minds are brought under
control by the practice (of meditation) on the
conditioned
Brahman, that very unconditioned
Brahman,
divested of the superimposition
of
limiting
adjuncts
directly
manifests
Itself/’1
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Those who meditate on the conditioned Branman
go by the path of light etc.2 to the world of
Hiranyagarbha, and attaining there itself a realisa¬
tion of the Truth by means of hearing etc., they
are liebrated along with Hiranyagarba.3 Ritualists,4
however, go by the path of smoke etc.5 to the world6
of the manes, and when their past work has been
exhausted through fruition, they are reborn, accord¬
ing to their past good or bad deeds, in bodies be>ginning with the of Hiranyagarbha down to those
of plants. Witness the Sruti, ‘Those who lead
good lives attain agreeable births, while those who
lead impious lives attain evil births (Cha. V. x. 7,
adapted).
But those who do forbidden acts,
suffer excruciating
pain
appropriate
to
their
particular sins, in hells such as the Raurava,
and are then bom in the bodies of lower
animals such as dogs and swine, or m plant
bodies etc. It is needless to dilate on this incidental
matter.
[> Vedanta-kalpataru, verses 1-2, on Br. S. L 1. _20.
That fa the northern route or the path of the gods, in
which the’ deities identified with light,, the day, the
bright fortnight, the six months of the suns northward
journey, the year, the world of the gods, au, the sun
the moon and lightning, as also Vanina (the god of
water), Indra and Prajapati, serve as successive guides,
the last three only helping the superhuman being who takes
charge of the travellers from the deity of lightning and con¬
ducts them to the Satya-loka.
2

I Who^mechanically perform scriptural rites, works of public
utility and charity.
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5 That is, the southern route or the path of the
manes, in which the deities identified with smoke, the
night, the dark fortnight, the six months of the sun’s
southward journey, the world of the manes and the
sky, successively guide the travellers to the moon,
where they serve the gods and have a limited measure
of enjoyment.
6 To

be more precise, the moon.]

TOPf

an^ wismwft i

One who has realised the unconditioned Brah¬
man, however, never goes to any other world, for
the Sruti says, “His vital forces do not depart” (Br.
IV. iv. 6); but experiencing pleasure and pain till
his fructifying1 work is exhausted, he is afterwards
liberated.
I1 See note 2 on p. 170.]
Fructifying and Accumulated Work
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Objection:

Since from such Sruti texts as,
“And his actions are destroyed when He who is
both high and low is seen” (Mu. H. ii. 8), and from
such Smrti texts as, “So does the fire of knowledge
burn to ashes all actions” (G. IV. 37), knowledge
is definitely known to be the cause of the destruction
of all actions, the survival of the fructifying work
does not stand to reason.
Reply: Not so; for from such Sruti texts as,
“The delay in his case is only till he is freed from
die body; after this he is one with Brahman”
(Chd. VI. xiv. 2), and from such Smrti texts as,
“Work is not exhausted without fruition” (Brhanndr.
XXIX. 76), we know that only accumulated actions
that are other than those which have already
commenced their effects,1 are destroyed by knowl¬
edge.
[i Which is the meaning of the word prarabdha.]

5!«J

l4n•b+Jw'ftsPi
^

,

ITT^Rt

,
5TR5^«^-5rf?T-

Accumulated work is of two kinds, consisting
of good deeds and bad deeds. Witness the Sruti,
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“His sons inherit his legacies, friends his good deeds,
and enemies his bad deeds.1”
Objection: With the cessation of primal nescience
through the realisation of Brahman, its effect, viz.,
fructifying work, also ceases. So how can one
account for the continunity of bodies of men of
realisation ?
Reply: Not so, for since it is unobstructed knowl¬
edge that removes nescience, so long as the obstacle
of fructifying work persists, the cessation of nescience
is not admitted to take place.
pThat is, their results.]

Is Liberation Simultaneous for All ?
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srrwftfiTST:—
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Objection:
Even in that case,
when one
person is liberated through the realisation of Truth,
all would be liberated, for since nescience is one,
when that ceases, transmigration can never exist
for anybody.
Reply: It is no harm, for some say they
welcome this objection. Others, however, just to
avoid this objection, say that nescience must be
admitted to be manifold, as is supported by the
use of the plural in the Sruti text, “The Supreme
Lord through His powers of cosmic illusion
etc. Still others maintain that nescience is but
one, yet its powers that cover the true nature of
Brahman
are manifold
according
to
different
individual selves. So for one who has realised
Brahman, there is destruction of nescience that
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is possessed of the power to cover Brahman, but
not with regard to others. From the above view¬
point, the liberation of one would not lead to
the liberation of all. Therefore, under the topic
covered by the aphorism, ‘Those - who hold
particular authorities live as long as their author¬
ity lasts” (Br S. III. iii. 31), a doubt is raised
as to how persons like Indra, who hold particular
positions and who have attained a realisation of
Truth, can continue in their bodies, and the con¬
clusion reached on the point is that they attain
absolute isolation characterised by disembodied¬
ness after finishing the fructifying work that led
them to the particular position. So it has been
said by Acarya Vacaspati Mifra, "After finish¬
ing the authority conferred on them by God, who
was pleased with their perfection in contempla¬
tion etc., tKey attain die supreme state.”* This
does not fit in with the view that the liberation
of one leads to the liberation of all. Therefore,
even according to the view that nescience is one,
the distinction (between the bound and the liber¬
ated) is to be explained by the admission of a
different covering (due to nescience) for every
individual self.
So this kind of realisatibn of Brahman leads
to liberation, which is the cessation of troubles
and the attainment of the absolute bliss of Brah¬
man. Thus the aim of Vedanta (liberation) has been
established.

[i£. VI. xlvii. 18. See p. 39.
2 Verse in the Bhomati on the

above aphorism.]

GLOSSARY

(Arranged according to the Sanskrit alphabet)
akhandopadhi: unanalysable characteristic
ativyapti: too wide application
atlndriya: imperceptible
atyantabhava: absolute non-existence
adhikarana: (1) substratum ; (2) topic
adhisthana: substratum
adhyasa: superimposition
anavastba: regressus in infinitum
anirvacanlya: indescribable, logically indefinable
anupapatti: inexplicability
anupalambha: non-apprehension
anubhava: experience
anumana: inference (the instrument)
anumiti: inferential knowledge
anuyogin: support, substratum
anuvada: restatement
anuvyavasaya: perception of a cognition, appercepantah-karana: the internal organ, mind
anyatha-khyati: error, taking one thing for another

anyathasiddha: superfluous
anyonyabhava: mutual non-existence
anvaya: (1) (method of) agreement; (2) logical conanvaya-vyatirekin: having both similar and contrary
instances
, .
. .
aparoksa: (1) immediate; (2 perceptual
apurva: (1) the unseen result; (2) original
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aprama: invalid knowledge, error
abhyupagama: (1) admission; (2) tentative admission
arthavada: corroborative statement
arthapatti: presumption
alaukika: extraordinary
avacchedaka: determining characteristic
avacchinna: limited or determined
avayava: aggregate, whole
Avayavin: Aggregate, whole
avidya: nescience
avyapti: too narrow application
asiddha: unfounded
akarnksa: expectancy
aka£a: ether
agama: verbal or scriptural testimony
apta: a trustworthy person
aropya: the thing superimposed
aSraya: basis, substratum
asatti: contiguity
indriya: organ
ista: desirable
upacara: metaphor
'
upamana: comparison (the instrument)
upamiti: knowledge based on comparison
upasthiti: knowledge
upahita: possessed of a limiting adjunct
upadana: material cause
upadhi: (1) a general property other than the generic
attribute (jati); (2) limiting adjunct; iS) condition
kapala: one-half of a jar, or potsherd
karanata: causality
krti: volition
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klrpta: prescribed, necessarily to be accepted
kevalanvayin: having no contrary instance, univers¬
ally present
kevala-vyatirekin: having no similar instance
guna: (1) quality, (2) ingredient, (3) merit
gaurava: cumbrousness
graha: apprehension
cit: Pure Consciousness
citta: the recollective aspect of the mind
caitanya: Pure Consciousness
jati: generic attribute
jlva: individual self
jnana-laksana: based on knowledge
tarka: argument, reductio ad absurdum
tatparya: intention
tadatmya: identity
tejas: fire, light
deia: space, place
dravya: substance
dharma: (1) attribute ; (2) righteousness
dharmin: something possessing an attribute
naya: system
Tiigamana: conclusion
nirvikalpa: indeterminate
paksa: subject, - that in or about which something is
inferred.
paksa-dharmata: presence in tie subject
pada: (1) word; (2) status
padartha: (1) category; (2) the thing signified by a
word
paramanu: atom
parampara-sambandha:

indirect relation
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paramar^a: consideration, the knowledge that a sub¬
ordinate concomitant of the thing to be inferred is
in the subject
parinama: transformation, actual change
paroksa: mediate
paramarthika: absolute
purusa: (1) man; (2) person; (3) soul
purusartha: human end
prakarana: context
prakara: feature in knowledge, corresponding to the
adjectival part of its object
prakrti: (1) Nature ; (2) typical (sacrifice)
A
pradhvariisabhava: non-existence as destruction
pratiyogin: (1) counterpositive, that which is negated;
(2) that which rests on something else; (3) that
which corresponds to something
pratyaksa: (1) perception (the instrument); (2) per¬
ceptual knowledge
pratyabhijna: recognition
pratyasatti: connection, especially between a senseorgan and its object
prama: valid knowledge
pram ana: instrument of valid knowledge
pramatr: subject or knower
prameya: object of valid knowledge
prayojaka: (1) criterion or deciding facto , ( )
roborative argument; (3) cause
prSghbhava: previous non-existence or potential exist¬
ence
pratibhasika: illusory
inmneruitv
badha: (1) contradiction, nullification; ( )
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badhita: contradicted, nullified
buddhi: (1) intellect; (2) cognition
bhana: cognition
bhava: (1) positive entity; (2) existence
bhuta: element (such as earth)
mahat-tattva: cosmic intellect
maya: cosmic illusion
yogyata: (1) consistency; (2) capacity
rupa: (1) colour; (2) form
laksana: definition, characteristic
laksana: implication, secondary meaning
laghava: the law of simplicity or parsimony
lihga: (1) sign, reason; (2) indication
laukika: ordinary, conventional
vijnana: knowledge
vipaksa: contrary instance
viruddha: contradictory
vivarta: apparent change
,
vi^ista-buddhi:
(1) cognition of a quahfied entity ;
(2) qualified knowledge
vi^esana :• qualifying attribute
viiesya: substantive
visaya: object
visamvadin: unsuccessful
, .
vrtti: (1) mental state; (2) existence; (3) existent;
(4) reference
vaiiistya: relatedness
vyakti: individual
vyatireka: (method of) difference
vyatireka-vyapti: negative invariable concomitance
vyadhikarana: not abiding in the substratum of a
tiling, extraneous
vyavahara: use, convention
vyapaka: inclusive
vyapara: operation, intermediate cause
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vyapti: invariable concomitance
vyapya: subordinate concomitant
vyavartaka: that which generates the idea of distinction
vyavaharika: conventional, relatively real
vyavrtta: excluded
iakti : (1) inherent power; (2) significance
iabda: (1) sound; (2) word; (3) verbal testimony
Sabda-bodha: verbal comprehension
.
£ruti: (1) revealed knowledge, the Vedas; (2) direct
enunciation
sankara: cross division
samyoga: conjunction
sarhvadin: successful
samsara: transmigratory existence
saihskara: latent impression
sannikarsa: see pratyasatti
sapaksa: similar instance
samavaya: inherence
samavayi-karana: inherent cause

ZSZ3i£S?»*€»— s“b!tra,”m’
existent

.

« substantive, a

7SL between the two
sahacara: co-existence
saksatkara: realisation
saksin: witness
sadharmya: similarity
,
,
sadhya: the thing to be mfe
samagri: totality of causes
siddha: established, Pr0Y!f
ed literature based on
smrti: (1) recollection; (ZJ sacr
the Vedas
. inference
hetu: reason or ground tor

INDEX
Knowledge and Bliss, 152;
Agency—defined, 153; no real
is the cause of the origin of
—anywhere 199
the universe, 153-157; is
Agni—161
alone established by the
Agnistoma (sacrifice)—216
Vedantic texts, 176-177; is
Aim—two lands of, 203
omniscient, 190; the indi¬
Air—160
#
vidual self is identical with,
Amalananda Svamin—211 n.
xi, 196-202; unity of, 200 n.;
Amaradasa^—xi
is absolute Bliss, 204; what
Anantakrsna Sastri, MM—xii
the immediate knowledge of
Apparent change—defined, 49
—arises from, 207; purified
Arthadipika—xii
mind is the instrument for
AiubodhinI—xii
the realisation of, 207, 210;
Aivins—166
is known only through the
Bhamati—1 n., 211 n.
Vedas, 210-211; means to
B ha$a-Pariccheda—131 n.
realisation of, x, xi, 212-220;
Brahma—160, 166
meditation on conditioned,
Brahman—appears as the uni¬
223-224; result of the realisa¬
verse through the veil or
tion of unconditioned, 198 f.
cosmic illusion, xi; nescience
Brahma-Sutras—2 n.
is neither identical with nor
B rhannaradiya-Purana—171,
different from, 1 n*» * n.,
207, 226
'
liberation
comes
through
Buddhists—means of knowl¬
knowledge of, 4, 205-206,
edge according to vi
229; is not a substance, 80;
Calmness—an aid to liberation,
can be an object of ocular
perception, 80; is the sub¬ i 221
iCarvakas—only one means of
stratum of the phantasm of
knowledge according to, vi
the universe, 136; is different
Characteristic(s)—essential,
from the individual self,
151-152; secondary, 153
140; appears as different
Cintamani (Tattoo-)—2
owing to different minds,
Citsukhacarya—37 n., 78 n.
141; the universe is superImposed on, 142; essential Citsukhi'^—37 n., 78 n.
and secondary characteristics Citta—32, 160 n.
of, 152-157, 175; is Truth, Cognition—See Knowledge

INDEX
Comparison—a means of valid
knowledge, 8; defined, 83; is
a distinct means of knowl¬
edge, 84-85
Consciousness—is
knowledge,
vii; is perceptual knowledge,
8; is threefold, vii, 13, 14;
as God and individual self,
178, 179
Consideration (paramarsa) — is
not an instrument of inferen¬
tial knowledge, 69-70; de¬
scribed, 72 n.
Consistency (yogyata)—86, de¬
fined, 91
Contiguity
(asaffi)—86,
de¬
fined, 92; is the knowledge
of the meaning of words,
105
Cosmic dissolution (paralaya)—
described 167; four kinds of,
167, 173; diurnal, 167-169;
basic, i69-17Q; occasional,
171-172; absolute, 173; order
of, 174
Cosmic illusion—x; is one, 4043; is the transformative
material cause of the uni¬
verse, 136, 158
See also Nescience
Counterpositive (ness) — defin¬
ed, 62 n.
Creation^order and porcess of,
158-167
Death—and the condition of
profound sleep, 192
Dharmaraja Adhvarindra — iii,
v, 3
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Difference—See Non-existence
Dream(s)^—object perceived in
—are illusory, 57-60; condi¬
tion of, 192 |
Effect(s)—the same as the
cause, ix; twofold destruc¬
tion of, 59-60
Ego—described, 32 ; creation
creation of, 159
Elements—creation of the, 158162, 166-167; combination bf
the, 162-163; creation out of
the, 163-165; dissolution of
the, 174-175
Error—nature of, viii, 44-56;
how caused, 46-56; accord¬
ing to logicians, viii; 46 n.;
criterion of, 56
See also Invalid Knowledge
and Unreality
Existence—is threefold, 81,
Expectancy—described, 86-90

Faith—an

aid

to

liberation.

221
ahge£a Ufradhaya—v, 3 n;
eneric attribute—is fictitious
viii 22, 23; significance
refers tcUirectly, viii, 9496; meaning of, 95 n.
od (Supreme Lord)—the witness in. 40-43; agency of,
153-154 ; is the Creator, 166,
as reflection of Comcious^ss
in cosmic illusion, 178, 179,
as Consciousness that is
reflected, 180-183; difference

between individual self and,
—179-181, 197
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inherence—is essential identity,
Gods—path of the, 224 n.
viii, 23, 24 n.; is unfounded,
Great dictum, the—meaning
23, 24, 80
of the words of, 195, 193 f.;
Intellect—32; creation of the,
knowledge from, 207, 208
159
Gross bodies—four kinds of,
Intention—defined, 106; is the
165
cause of verbal comprehen¬
Hearing—as a means to die
sion, 107-110; how deter¬
realization of Brahman, 213mined, 111
221
concomitanjce—68 ;
Hiranyagarbha— creation of the Invariable
subtle body of, 164; is the j defined, 73
first individual to be bom, I Jaimini—89 n.
166-167; destruction (libera- Janaka—222
tion) of, 169, 170, 172, 175, j Jivananda Vidyasagara, Pan224; day of, 171
I * dita—xi
Human end—four kinds of, 4 j Knowledge—is
eternal
Pure
Implication—pure and double, j Consciousness, v; valid—de96 ; exclusive, inclusive, and 1 fined, 5-8, 144; the six means
quasi-inclusive, 97-101; root S of, 7; is an attribute of the
mind, 9, 10; qualified, 72;
of, 100; belongs to words or
intrinsic validity of, 144,
a group of words, 102; de¬
j 145; its validity is selffined, 103.
; evident, viii, 147 ; invalid—
Indicator—38
is due to extrinsic defect,
Individual—significance
does
148; twofold validity of the
not refer to it directly, 93-95
means
of, 150-151; as a state
Individual self—See Self
of
the
mind, 184; what its
Indra—155, 208, 224, 229
immediacy is due to, 208,
Inference—a means of valid
210
knowledge,
8;
described,
Krsnanatha
Nyayapancanana,
68 f.; factors of, 69-73; is
Pandita—xi
not recollection, 70; is purely
affrmative, 73; for oneself i Kumarila Bhatta—55 n., 105
and for others, 76, syllogi¬ • Latent impression(s)—in prostic, 76; proves the unreality 1 found sleep, 167-168; the
of the universe^ 76-82; of the • cause of superimposition, 199
the
supreme
negative form is not an ; Liberation—is
j human end, 4; nature of,
inference, 123-124
I 204 f,
229;
is
already
Ingredients—the three. 159

j
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achieved, 205-206; is achiev¬ Mimamsakas—81 n., 120 n., 121
ed only through knowledge,
n., significance according to,
206 ; aids to, 221-222 ; of one
93 n., the Vedas according to,
does not lead to liberation of
112; the Prabhakara school
all, 228-229
of—one valid knowledge from
Limiting adjunct—defined, 38 ;
sentences, 195; on means of
distinction between it and a
knowledge, vi; means of
qualifying attribute, vii.
knowledge according to the
Logicians—38 ; error according
Bhatta school of, vi
to, 46 n.; refutation of the Mind—is a substance and with
theory of error according to,
parts, 10; is not an organ,
46, 46 n.
vii, 12, 66; its attributes are
See also Nydya System
objects of the witness, 29,
Lord, the Supreme—as Creator, i 30 ; is the internal instrument,
158 f.
32 ; creation of the, 159 ; is
See also God
destroyed in deep sleep, 168;
MaitreyT—213
two functions of, 168, 169; is
Madhavacarya—x
the limiting adjunct of the
Manes, path of the—224, 225 n.
individual self, 179, 190;
Manu Samhita—165
knowledge of Brahman arises
from the purified, 207, 210
Meditation—a means to the
realisation of Brahman, 213 Monism—42, x
f. ; a direct cause of the
See Vedanta
realisation of Brahman, 214 ; Moon—160
result
of—on
conditioned Mount Meru—197
Brahman, 223-224
Nature—40, 41 n.
Mental state(s) is knowledge,
See Cosmic illusion
9, 184; described, 16; how
Nescience—1 : is inscrutable,
formed in perception, 5, 189,
1 n. : and Brahman, 2 n. ;
191 ; can be its own object,
subsidiary and primal, 48 n.;
28, 29 ; its causes, 31; four
is removed by unobstructed
kinds of, 32; removes the
knowledge,
227 ; is one or
covering of Brahman, vii,
manifold according to differ¬
185 ; as serving to establish
ent viwes, 228-229
a connection between Cons¬
See Cosmic illusion
ciousness and objects, 186190; necessity for its admis¬ Non-apprehension—a means of
sion, 190, 191
valid knowledge, 8; defined.
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125-120; as possessed of Pancapadika-vivarana—See
Vivarana
capacity, 127-129; instrument
of, 130-131; a distinct means Pandit, The—xii
(Vadanta)—iii,
iv,
of knowledge, 132-130, 143 ; Paribhasa
vf., xi, 3
and mistaken apprehension of
Paribhaja-prakaHkd—xi
non-existence, 134-130
Non-existence—appreheision of, ]jpedda DIksita—xi
125 f., 143; four kinds of 137- 1 Perception—of internal objects,
140; two kinds of mutual,
vii; perceptual knowledge
may arise from verbal testi¬
141
mony, viii, 34; a means of
Nrsimha—2
valid knowledge, 8-67; per¬
Nyaya system (Naiyayikas)—v;
ceptual knowledge is pure
means of knowledge accord¬
Consciousness, 8, 9; criterion
ing to, vi; some points of
difference between Vedanta
of, 13 f., 34; psychology of,
and, vi-ix, 19, 21, 23, 24, 31
15, 16; is immediate knowl¬
n., 50, 81 n.; inference
edge, 13 f.; of objects, 25-30,
according to, 08 n.-70 n., 74
finally defined, 30; determi¬
n., 75 n.; syllogism according
nate and indeterminate, 32to, 75 n., 70; significance
30 ; by the witness of the self
acording to, 93 m, 94 n., 101;
and the witness of God, 37on the Vedas, 112; and
43; of illusory objects, 44presumption, v, 131 n., 133
OS; in dreams, 57-59; through
n.; on non-existence, 139 n.,
or without an organ, 60-67
140 n.; on valid knowledge,
Perceptuality of knowledge—
140 n., 147 n.; and cosmic
13-24; defined, 44
dissolution, 174, 175 n.
Pleasure—an
aim
and
two
Ntjayarqtna— 3 n.
kinds of, 203-204; absolute—
Nyaya-siddhanta-dipai—3 n.
is liberation, 204 f.
Operation—70 n.
Prabhakara—55 n., error ac¬
Organs—five, 00; creation of
cording to the school of, 55 n.
the, 159-101; the presiding
See also Mimamsakes
deities of the, 159, 100
Prajapati—161, 224
Padmapadacarya—iii,
v»
ix,
Prakaiatma-yati—ix, 1 n.,
1 n., 3 n.
31 n.
Pain, cessation of—is an aim,
Pratardana—209
203; is liberation, 204 f.
Pravarga (rite)—210
Pancapadika—2 n., 3, 152
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Prayaja
(sacrifice) —105 ru ; 1 Rites—as an indirect means to
216-219
the realisation of Brahman,
Presumption—a means of valid! 212
knowledge, 8; defined 117-1 Ritualists—path followed by
118; from what is seen and
the, 224
what is heard, 119; twofold I Sahara—90 n.
—from what is heard, 120-1 Sadhananda Yogindra—v
122; cannot be included in I Samidth (sacrifice)—105 n.
inference, 122 ; and inference ISarnkfepa-Sariraka—31 n.
of the negative form, 123- Sonfcara—2 n., 3 n., 31 n., 157
124
I n.; school of Vedanta, iii, iv.
Proposition (sentence) conveyv, x
ing a single notion of iden- Sahkhya—means of knowledge
tity, 32, 35
according to, vi; effect acPur anas—on cosmic dissolution,
cording to, ix; Nature accord172
ing to, 41, 41 n.; view on
Purva-Mlmariisa—some
points! comparison, 85 n.
of difference between Ved- jSaraccandra Ghosala, Sri—xii
anta and, v, x
Sariraka-Bhasya—2 n., 31 n.
Purva-Mimamsa-Sutras—89 n., jSarvajnatmamuni—31 n.
215, 219
SaSadhara—3
Qualifying
attribute—distinc-1 Se]f_the Supreme, 1; differtion between it and a limitence between it (or God)
ing adjunct, vii; defined, 381 and the individual self, 179Quarters—159
S 181
Ramadvaya—iii, x
I Self, the individual—defined,
Ramakrsnadhvarin—xi, 38 n.
37 ; witness in the, 37; is difl
Ramanujacarya—x, on indiviferent from Brahman, 140;
dual self, 194 n.
doctrine of simple and mull
Raurava—224
tiple, 173, 183, 184 ; as reRecollection—32;
and valid
flection of Consciousness in
knowledge, 53; is not percepdifferent minds, 179, 180 ; is
tion, 17 ; criterion of, 70
unlimited, 186 f. ; is limited
Reflection—as a means to the j by the mind, 179, 190; is both
knowledge of Brahman, 213
one and manifold, 193 ;
f.; a cause of meditation,
not atomic, 193, 194; is Self214
effulgent, 194-195; is idenRenunciation—meaning of, 222
tical with Brahman, 198-202

I

I
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Self-control—an aid to libera¬
tion, 221

'

... '

Self-withdrawal—an aid to Iibe-

ration, 222
,
Sentences(s)—a means of van
knowledge, 86 f.,
s^culBr
and Vedic, iii; conveying a
simple notion of identity, 3 ,
201
Significance—defined,
33 ,
a
category, 93; refers directly
to a generic attribute, vm,
94-96
Siva—160, 166
Sivadatta—xi
Sleep, profound—and diuma
dissolution, 167-169 ; describ¬
ed, 192
Subtle body—of a sleeping and
a dead man, 168; creation
and composition of the, 163164; inferior and superior,
164
Sun—161
Superimposition—how

caused,

156 n., 199-201
SureSvaracarya—142
Swoon—and profound sleep,
192
Syllogism—the parts of, 76;
Nyaya view of it refuted, 76,
76 n.
Tantra-vartika—105
Tarkacudamani—3
Tattvapradipika—37 n., 142
Transformation—defined, 49
Universe—is transitory, 23; its
unreality is proved by infer¬

ence, 77-82; is superimposed
on Brahman, 142; Brahman
is the cause of the origin of,
153-157, 177; creation of the,
165; is unsubstantial, 177
Unreality—defined,
77,
82 ;
proof of, 78
See also Error
Vacaspati Misra—v, ix, 2 n.,
207, 211, 229
Vaisesika(s)—v ;
means
of
knowledge according to, vi;
view on comparison, 85 n. *
Vakya-Sudha—157 n.
Vamadeva—208, 209 n.
Varuna—160, 224 n.
Vedanta—some points of dif¬
ference between Nyaya and,
vi-ix ; some points of differ¬
ence between Purva-Mlmamsa and, v, x; phases of, x,
202 f. ; aim of, 203
Vedanta-kalpataru—211 n, 224
n.
Vedanta-kaumudi—iii
Veddnta-maniprabha—xi
V eddnta-Paribhdsd—See
Paribhd§d
Vedanta-Paribhasd-PrakaMka —
xi
Veddnta-Sdra—v
Vedanta-sikhamani—xi, 38 n.
Vedas, the—are means of va¬
lid knowledge, 112 f. ; are
not eternal, 113; are not
momentary, 114-115 ; are not
produced by a person, 115116
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Venis, Principal Arthur—xi
Word(s)—significance of, 93 f.;
on of, 34; due to, 80 f.
meanings of, 93-100; two
Venkatanatha Srimat—2
kinds of meanings of, 93;
Verbal comprehension—criteriprimary meaning of, 90; im¬
Verbal
testimony—perceptual
plication of, 90-100; implica¬
knowledge may arise from,
tion belongs to a word or a
viii, 33; a means of know¬
group of words, viii, 102-103
ledge, 8; defined, 80
Work—survival of fructifying—
Visnu—100, 101, 160
after
the
realisation
of
Vital forces, the five—creation
Brahman, 225-226; accumu¬
lated, 226; two kinds of ac¬
of, 101
cumulated, 226-227
Vivarana—iii, iv, 1 n., 9, 9n.,
31, 105, 142, 207, 210 n., Worlds—creation of the, 105
Yama—101
220
183, Yoga system—means of knowl¬
Wakefulness—described,
edge according to, vi
184

